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Abstract  
 
 
A sensor is a device developed for detecting or measuring a physical or bio-chemical quantity 

such as light, sound, pressure, temperature as well as magnetic field strength. Sensors have 

an important impact in our daily life, they are used to obtain information of our surroundings 

and body in real time. Nowadays, we use sensors to detect toxic analytes in the air, to examine 

the quality of food, and also to monitor our health. However, the majority of the sensors 

currently used have high power consumptions. Therefore, there is still the need to develop 

small, portable, reliable, autonomous and low power consumption sensors. Nanomaterials 

are perfect candidates to be used as active materials in novel sensors. For example, for the 

case of chemical sensors, the interaction between the sensor and the molecules of interest 

takes place at the surface of the sensor, nanomaterials have the most of its atoms at their 

surfaces, that is, a high surface-to-volume ratio that increases the number of available sites 

for interaction with the molecules to be detected. Besides this, the unique chemical, 

mechanical, optical and magnetic properties of nanomaterials open up numerous possibilities 

to develop new active materials with tailored properties for sensors. The aim of this thesis 

was the design and investigation of new active nanomaterials based on lanthanide and carbon 

nanotubes for the development of two different types of sensors. Lanthanide based 

nanomaterials (Eu3+-TiO2) were evaluated in the biological photoluminescence window as 

temperature sensors and carbon based nanomaterials were investigated as gas sensors.  

 

In the first part of the thesis carbon nanotubes based nanomaterials are investigated for gas 

detection of the following toxic gases: toluene, ethanol, NO2 and H2. The intrinsically inert 

surface of CNTs is the main limitation for the achievement of high sensitivity carbon 

nanotubes based gas sensors. For this reason, the carbon nanotubes surface is firstly 

functionalized with oxygen groups. The functionalization is carried out with low kinetic 

energy ion irradiation. Low kinetic energy ion irradiation is a very trending technique for 

functionalization of carbon nanomaterials because is fast, clean and defect controllable. Four 

different types of oxygen groups were attached to the surface of carbon nanotubes: hydroxyl 
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(C-OH), epoxy (C-O), carbonyl (C=O) and carboxyl (COOH). Then, the thermal stability of 

the oxygen groups is evaluated trough a resistive heating treatment in ultra high vacuum. 

Carbonyl and hydroxyl are the most stable groups at the CNTs surface. Afterwards, the Ox-

CNTs are decorated with metal nanoparticles in order to improve their reactivity to the gas 

molecules, Pd and Ni-Pd nanoparticles were deposited at the surface of the CNTs trough 

plasma sputtering deposition. Finally, Pd-Ox-CNTs and Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs are tested as active 

materials for the sensing of harmful gases. The Ox-CNTs decorated with bimetallic Ni-Pd 

nanoparticles have improved sensing response compared to Ox-CNTs for detection of 

toluene, ethanol, NO2, and H2. The sensors show high sensitivity for detection of gases at 

near room temperature measurements, these characteristics allow the development of sensors 

with low power consumption, one of the main objectives in the gas sensing research field. 

 

In the second part of this Ph.D. thesis work TiO2 nanomaterials doped with trivalent europium 

ion (Eu3+) are investigated as temperature sensors in the first biological photoluminescence 

window. The luminescence intensity of Eu3+ critically depends on temperature, this property 

is used to develop a luminescent nanothermometer. First, Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles with three 

concentrations of europium (1, 3 and 5 wt. %) are synthetized by the sol-gel technique. After 

the synthesis, the nanoparticles are characterized through several techniques: XRD, TEM, 

SEM and XPS. Then, the dependence of luminescence intensity with temperature of Eu3+-

TiO2 is investigated, two different electronic transitions were used to develop a radiometric 

nanothermometer with relative sensitivity values between 1.78 and 1.41% K-1. In the final 

part of this work, Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles are internalized in mouse fibroblast cells (L929), 

the successful internalization is observed through fluorescence microscopy and fluorescence 

microspectroscopy. The luminescence of nanoparticles internalized in L929 fibroblast cells 

is measured when the system is heated at five different temperatures. An appropriate 

calibration curve using the luminescence intensity of the nanoparticles is obtained. Finally, 

the temperature variation inside the cells is determined using the Eu3+-TiO2 nanothermometer 

with sensitivity of 0.5 K per 1% of luminosity change when heated.  
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Chapter 1 
 
 
 

Context 
 
 
 
 
Here, the main scientific questions raised in this work are presented. The fundamental 
scientific motivations and the potentialities for the development of novel sensors based on 
nanostructured materials are given, showing the consequent breakthroughs in science and 
technology. Additionally, the research objectives of this Ph.D. thesis are explained and the 
experimental methodology employed to accomplish these objectives is described. 
 
 
1.1  Motivation: sensors as guardian angels 
 
Sensors are devices developed to detect or measure a physical or bio-chemical quantity such 
as chemicals, light, sound, pressure, temperature or magnetic field strength. Nowadays, 
sensors are used in a huge variety of technological subjects and in all areas of our daily life. 
For example, in the industry, the location of persons working in risk environments can be 
followed by body monitored sensors. In traffic control, sensors are now used to obtain 
locations, warn about traffic jams, and alert to the driver about the vehicle status, and 
information on the vehicle surroundings can be obtained using sensors in order to prevent 
accidents. In health, sensors are used to monitor real time data of our bodies such as blood 
pressure and glucose concentration, providing a comfortable life for those patients who suffer 
from chronic diseases or helping people suffering from allergies with preventing warnings, 
for example, the concentration of pollen in a determinate place. In the current Covid-19 
health crisis caused by the virus SARS-CoV-2 blood oxygen sensors are saving the lives of 
millions of people. In environment control, sensors are used to measure the quality of the 
ambient air, and some advices are given to the population of high contaminate cities to 
prevent outdoors activities when toxic substances exceed their permitted concentration. 
Taking in consideration all these examples, sensors can be considered nowadays as an 
extension of our senses (smell, sight, hear, touch and taste), they give us relevant information 
at real time from our complex surroundings. With the use of sensors, we can get advises when 
we are in confuse or dangerous situations, making our life easier in terms of security and 
health. Because of all of these implementations, sensors have been entitled as “guardian 
angels”.  
 
The majority of the sensors currently used as guardian angels are based on bulk materials and 
have high power consumption, for example smartphones and smart watches need to be 
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charged approximately every 24 hours, besides, a number of these sensors cannot be 
miniaturized. There is still the need to develop sensors that are small, portable, autonomous 
and easy to manage, that can be used personally, be secure and reliable and very important, 
that have low power consumption. The use of nanostructured materials to develop these 
optimal portable sensors is of scientific and technological interest due to their promising and 
unique properties.   
 
Besides improving the characteristics of currently sensors used, nanomaterials can be 
employed to create novel nanosensors, that is, nanometric scale sensors that open completely 
new avenues for novel applications. Here, we studied in detail nanostructures and their 
modification aiming at understanding their characteristics and properties as sensing 
materials.  
 
 
1.2 Research objectives 
 
Novel sensors to monitor the quality of our surroundings, such as quality of the drinking 
water, food and air and sensors to monitor our body, are being developed to increase the 
quality of our daily life. The majority of the research for the development of novel, small, 
portable, low consumption power and high sensitive sensors relies on the use of 
nanomaterials (materials with one or more of their dimensions measuring between 1-100 
nm). Nanomaterials can be classified in nanocarbons, nanometals, nanoceramics and 
nanocomposites, they have interesting and different mechanical, optical, and 
physicochemical properties from their bulk counterparts. Taking advantage of these 
properties to develop novel sensors is the main objective of this thesis.   
 
During this work two types of sensors were investigated: a chemical sensor used to detect 
hazardous gases in air and a temperature sensor used to measure temperature of a single cell 
with submicrometric spatial resolution. 
 
In this perspective the objectives of this thesis are: 
 
(1) Design a novel chemical sensor based on carbon nanotubes decorated with 

bi-metallic nanoparticles to detect hazardous gases in air. 
 
Carbon nanotubes are used to develop chemical sensors to detect hazardous gases in air. 
The chemical reactivity of carbon nanotubes with gas molecules is tailored by 
functionalizing carbon nanotubes with oxygen groups and decorating their surface with 
bimetallic nanoparticles. The technique for oxygen functionalization employed is low 
kinetic ion irradiation, this technique is fully discussed and compared with other carbon 
nanotubes functionalization techniques. Afterwards, carbon nanotubes are decorated 
with bimetallic nanoparticles aiming at increasing their responses to hazardous gases. 
The conjugation with metal nanoparticles is carried out by plasma sputtering deposition 
and the chemical and physical properties of the obtained hybrid nanomaterial are 
investigated and discussed. The designed sensor active layer is used to detect: toluene, 
ethanol, NO2 and H2 in part per million in air.  
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(2) Design of a temperature sensor based on trivalent europium-doped titanium 

oxide nanoparticles. 
 
The luminescence dependency with temperature of the trivalent europium ion (Eu3+) is 
used to design a novel temperature nanosensor that measures temperature with 
submicrometric spatial resolution. Europium ions are hosted in a titanium oxide matrix 
nanoparticles (TiO2) synthetized by the Sol-gel method. The physicochemical properties 
of Eu3+-doped TiO2 nanoparticles are investigated in detail, and the temperature effect 
on their luminescence properties is evaluated. Appropriated temperature calibration 
curves are generated aiming at the use of the Eu3+-doped TiO2 nanoparticles as 
temperature nanosensors for biological systems. Finally, the Eu3+-doped TiO2 
nanoparticles are applied as nanothermometers to detect changes in the temperature of 
single cells.  
 

 
1.3 Experimental methodology  

 
Based on the research objectives the manuscript is organized as follows: 
 
Chapter 2 provides a detailed introduction of the topic covered by this thesis, the relevance 
of nanomaterials for optimal sensor design and the state of the art of the two types of sensors 
here designed is reviewed.  
 
Chapter 3 is centered in the experimental work performed for the development of a chemical 
gas sensor based on carbon nanotubes to detect toxic gases, the results obtained from each 
step of this investigation are discussed. Figure 1.1 describes the research strategy employed 
for this part of the thesis.  
 
The results presented in this chapter are published in:  
 
Acosta, S., Casanova Chafer, J., Sierra Castillo, A., Llobet, E., Snyders, R., Colomer, J. F., 
Ewels, C., Bittencourt, C. (2019). Low Kinetic Energy Oxygen Ion Irradiation of Vertically 
Aligned Carbon Nanotubes. Applied Sciences, 9(24), 5342. 
 
Acosta, S., Sierra-Castillo, A., Colomer, J. F., Ewels, C., Snyders, R., Bittencourt, C. 
Thermal stability of oxygen functionalizations in v-CNTs introduced by low kinetic energy 
ion irradiation. (Under consideration in Vacuum journal). 
 
In Chapter 4 is reported the experimental work performed to design a temperature nanosensor 
based on the luminescence properties of Eu3+-doped titanium oxide. This nanosensor was 
used to measure temperature of single cells, the results obtained from each step of this 
investigation are discussed here. Figure 1.2 explains the research strategy employed for this 
part of the thesis.  
 
The results presented in this chapter are published in:  
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Borrero-González, L. J., Acosta, S., Bittencourt, C., Garvas, M., Umek, P., Nunes, L. A. O. 
(2020). Eu3+− doped titanium oxide nanoparticles for optical thermometry in the first 
biological window. Optical Materials, 101, 109770. 
 
Garvas, M., Acosta, S., Urbančič, I., Koklič, T., Štrancar, J., Nunes, L. A. O., Guttmann, P., 
Umek, P., Bittencourt, C. Single cell temperature probed by Eu3+ doped TiO2 nanoparticles 
luminescence. (2020). Nano Select. 
 
Chapter 5 contains the conclusions and perspectives of the thesis work. Finally, in the 
appendix section the characterization techniques used in the design and application of the 
two novel sensors here developed are described. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1.1. Diagram of the research strategy employed in the first part of this work.  
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Figure 1.2. Diagram of the research strategy employed in the second part of this work.  
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Chapter 2 
 
Introduction 
 
 
 
2.1 Nanomaterials  
 
Neal Lane defined nanotechnology as the knowledge and engineering (design and control) 
of physical, chemical, and biological systems at the nanometer scale  (10-9 m) [1]. From the 
importance of nanotechnology, new more specialized fields have surged, among them it is 
nanomaterials, which study the production, properties, and applications of materials at the 
nanometer scale. Materials with one or more of their dimensions measuring between 1-
100 nm having different physical and chemical properties to their bulk-form counterparts are 
considered nanomaterials. There are plenty families of nanomaterials, such as nanocarbons, 
nanometals, nanoceramics and nanocomposites (Figure 2.1) [1].  
 
  

 
 
Figure 2.1. Examples of different types of nanomaterials classified as nanocarbons, nanometals, 
nanoceramics and nanocomposites.  
 
 
The methods of synthesis of nanomaterials can be classified in two types:  top-down methods 
or bottom-up methods (Figure 2.2). The top-down methods refers to techniques were bulk 
materials are used as raw materials to generate nanomaterials, these techniques includes, 
sonothermal synthesis, exfoliation of bulk materials, photolithography, among others [2]. In 
the other hand, the bottom-up techniques use atoms or molecules to synthetize nanomaterials. 
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For example, nucleation to from nanoparticles, and the most used technique chemical vapor 
deposition [3,4].  
 

 
 
Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of synthesis methods of nanomaterials. (a) top-down method 
(b) bottom-up methods.  
 
 
Nanomaterials differ from bulk materials in several ways, these differences explain why 
nanomaterials are being intensively studied and being proposed to improve and substitute 
bulk materials in numerous applications. Quantum confinement is the spatial confinement of 
electron–hole pairs in one or more dimensions within a material to specific discrete energy 
levels and occurs as particle size becomes the same or smaller than the Bohr radius. The 
effect of quantum confinement at the nanoscale becomes very significant in nanomaterials 
affecting their properties, for example, the energy of the band gap of semiconductors and the 
photoluminescence of some materials like quantum dots. Another important characteristic of 
nanomaterials is that the great majority of their atoms are at their surfaces, these atoms have 
different properties than the bulk atoms [1]. These features change the mechanical, electrical, 
optical, and thermal properties of the nanomaterials. 
 
The properties of nanomaterials depend on their size and morphology (porosity, surface 
roughness, dimensionality). Referring to mechanical properties, there is a contraction on the 
bond length (metallic, covalent, and ionic) of nanomaterials compared to bulk materials 
(effect of nanomaterials having the major of their atoms at their surface) the shorter the bond 
length results in stronger and stiffer materials. For example, in the case of metals there is an 
increase in the hardness to 3-100 times when the nanoparticle size is smaller than 100 nm 
[1]. The electrical properties of nanomaterials also differ from bulk material properties. 
Nanomaterials conduct electrical current in different way than bulk conductor materials. For 
example, in the case of carbon nanotubes, the conductance mechanism is reported to be 
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diffusive at room temperature [5]. Carbon nanotubes present a high current-carrying-capacity 
without failure caused by electromigration due to the covalent bonding between carbon atoms 
that impede that charge carriers and high temperature move the atoms from its original 
position. This explains why the specific conductivity of carbon nanotubes is higher than all 
conventional metallic conductors [6]. Regarding to optical properties, differences between 
bulk materials and nanomaterials can be also observed due to the quantum confinement, the 
lower dimensionality and the smaller size having as consequence larger energy difference 
between energy levels in the density of states giving as a result higher excitation energies. 
Besides, the absorption wavelength in the spectrum becomes shorter for smaller particles. 
Thermal properties like thermal conductivity, melting point and specific heat depend also on 
the size and shape of the nanoparticles.   
 
Due to their unique and interesting properties, nanomaterials have been proposed to be used 
in a vast number of fields and applications such biomedicine, energy conversion and storage, 
sensors, among many others [7–11]. Nowadays, nanomaterials are used to improve the 
efficiency and quality of several products such as: computers, stain-resistant clothes, suntan 
creams, and food-packages [12–15]. In this work, nanomaterials were designed and 
characterized with the aim to be applied as active materials into the development of novel 
gas and temperature sensors.  
 
 
2.2 Sensors 
 
A sensor is a device developed for detecting or measuring a physical or bio-chemical 
quantity. Sensors have an output which vary according to variations in the quantity that is 
being detected. They are composed of an active material, that as the name said, is the part of 
the sensor that exhibits a change on its properties after its exposure to a given stimulus. Other 
components may be necessary to obtain a functional sensor such as a support or packing 
material, electrical connections and signal processing hardware. 
 

Sensors have an important impact in our daily life. Nowadays, we can use sensors to detect 
toxic analytes in the air, to examine the quality of food, and to monitor our health [16–18]. 
Figure 2.3 shows sensors that can be used to monitor a great variety of chemical processes 
involving living systems and processes that surround them. 
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Figure 2.3. Categorized sensors. There are hundreds of different types of sensors available today to 
measure almost anything, light, sound, temperature, pressure, position, change of altitude and 
distance, types of gases, movement, liquids, among others.  

 
Scientists have been attracted to the investigation and development of sensors due to the large 
number of potential applications. However, most of the sensors used in the present time have 
high power consumptions, that is, they use a high quantity of energy to work. Sensors that 
are portable and have low power consumption still needed to be developed. The use of 
nanostructured materials to develop these optimal portable sensors is of huge scientific and 
technological interest due to unique nanomaterial’s properties described in the previous 
section. The development of novel sensors and optimization of the existing ones may have 
an important positive impact in the quality of life, for example, preventing or detecting 
diseases in early stages, monitoring chronic diseases, and alerting about the presence of toxic 
compounds in outdoor and indoor air.  
 

The designed sensors must accomplish several characteristics to be successfully used in real 
applications. These features depend on the type of application aimed, nevertheless, there are 
general requirements to be accomplish: the sensors must be portable, they should be stable 
in performance, have a low detection limit, high selectivity, and sensitivity, they must show 
a fast response and recovery, besides, they must be low power consumption. All these 
requisites depend on the characteristics of the active material in the sensor; therefore, the 
design of the active material is a key issue for the development of novel sensor technologies. 
Additional important characteristics of sensors are low cost of fabrication, simple preparation 
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and operation, and the possibility of miniaturization [19].  

In this work, two novel sensors were investigated: a chemical sensor and a temperature 
sensor. The chemical sensor is based on carbon nanotubes and is probed in the detection of 
harmful gases in air. The temperature sensor is based in the ceramic nanomaterial TiO2 doped 
with the lanthanide ion, Eu3+, and is evaluated as submicrometric thermometer for biological 
systems.  

 

2.3 Chemical sensor: gas detection 

Gas sensors can detect harmful and toxic gases in air at real time. The first commercial gas 
sensor was developed by Taguchi in 1970 and consisted of a semiconductor element SnO2 

whith changing conductivity in the presence of reducing gases, the semiconductor was 
connected to a very simple circuit as showed in Figure 2.4 [20]. Sensing gas molecules is 
crucial in various fields such as in environmental monitoring, biomedicine, pharmaceutics, 
agriculture, and space exploration [21–24]. The detection of NO2(g), for instance, is 
important to monitoring environmental pollution resulting from combustion or automotive 
emissions. Whereas, detection of NH3(g), is needed in industrial, medical, and living 
environments [25,26]. 

 

Figure 2.4. Schematic representation of the first commercial gas sensor (Taguchi Gas Sensor from 
Figaro Engineering Inc., Osaka, Japan). The sensor consists of sintered SnO2 mounted on a ceramic 
tube with two gold electrodes that allow the measurement of gas through changes in the electrical 
conductivity of SnO2. A heater is inserted inside the tube to achieve the working temperature of SnO2. 

 

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines the atmospheric pollution as the main 
environmental risk to human health and a crucial challenge towards climate change, 
unfortunately, the majority of the available gas sensors employs the use of bulky, high-cost, 
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and complex instrumentation. As consequence, there is an increasing need to develop low 
cost, miniaturized, low power consumption and stable gas sensing devices.  

 

2.3.1 Working principles of gas sensing 

In chemical gas sensors, the transduction mechanism is the route to transforming a chemical 
property variable into an electrical or optical signal. The mechanism consists of two parts, 
first, the recognition of the target molecule by a solid-gas interaction that induces a change 
in the electronic properties of the active sensor material named as the receptor function, and 
second, the transduction of the surface phenomena into an electrical resistance change of the 
sensor, named as the transducer function [27]. The receptor function is provided by the 
surface chemical properties of the active material in the sensor. Particularly, during the 
adsorption the active material react with the gas molecules, accepting or donating an electron 
(reduction/oxidation process) according to the nature of the gas, this interaction leads to a 
change in the conductivity of the sensing material. Therefore, it is through this change in 
conductivity that gas sensing is done (Figure 2.5). The sign of the resistance variation 
depends on the type of semiconducting layer n- or p- type depending on the electron or hole 
doping and on the donor/acceptor behavior of the detected molecule.  

 

 

Figure 2.5. Working principles of gas sensing. The gas target gets inside the sensor testing chamber 
via a gas inlet, the gas molecules are selectively adsorbed in the active material of the sensor, during 
the adsorption a change in the electronic properties of the active material occurs, this change is 
collected by the electrical connections in the sensor, then the gas molecules are desorbed and leave 
the sensor via a gas outlet.  
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2.3.2 Gas sensors characteristics 

The following parameters are used to analyze and compare the quality and efficiency of gas 
sensors: 

Sensitivity: ability to detect and quantify small differences in the gas concentration.  

Selectivity: ability to distinguish a target gas from another interfering compounds present in 
the same atmosphere. 

Optimum working temperature: temperature at which is obtained the higher sensitivity. 

Response and recovery times: these parameters reveal the time needed for the adsorption and 
desorption of gases, respectively. The faster the absorption and desorption are achieved; the 
sensing performance is better.    

Reproducibility: level of consistency between different batches of sensors for the same 
experimental conditions. 

Stability: ability to maintain the same response over a specified period, in which the several 
experimental conditions can change. 

Limit of detection: lowest concentration of gas that can be qualitative detected. 

Limit of quantification: lowest concentration of gas that can be quantitatively measured. 

A suitable gas sensor must accomplish the following characteristics: be portable, have 
stability in performance and low detection limit, have high selectivity and require low power 
consumption. It should have high sensitivity to ensure the detection capability, presents fast 
response, and recovery to guarantee the device efficiency and shows optimal operation at low 
temperature. 

 

2.3.3 Types of gas sensors 

Since the invention of the first gas detector by Taguchi in 1970, different types of gas sensors 
have been developed, gas sensors can be classified depending on its transduction mechanism 
as: electrochemical, optical, resistive, gravimetric and field-effect transistor sensors.  

Electrochemical sensors are composed of two electrodes, one function as working electrode 
and the other as counter electrode, the two electrodes are immersed in an electrolyte solution. 
The sensing of gases is made through the measurement of the potential difference between 
the electrodes, this difference is generated by a reduction or oxidation on the working 
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electrode by the gas molecules (Figure 2.6). Electrochemical sensors are sensitive to low 
concentration gases, they are low-cost sensors and they are not easily affected by humidity 
[28]. For the case of optical sensors, the absorption of light by the gas molecules at a specific 
wavelength is used for the gas detection, all gas molecules have unique absorption 
characteristics. These types of sensors are composed of a light source, a gas chamber, and a 
light detector. The gas molecules will absorb light of a certain wavelength among the light 
of various wavelengths coming from the light source, in this way, the presence of a certain 
gas can be detected by the light detector [29]. Optical sensors have high stability, long 
lifetime, high selectivity, and fast response speed [30]. Resistive sensors, known as 
chemoresistors, are low-cost sensors with an easy fabrication, this sensors interact with the 
absorbed gas molecules trough the transfer of charge, as a result, there is a change in their 
electrical resistance that match up with the presence of certain gases and allow also obtain 
information about its concentration (Figure 2.7).  

 

Figure 2.6. Electrochemical response of a sensor based on hybrid graphene-copper phthalocyanine-
polyaniline nanocomposite for the detection of ascorbic acid. Adapted from reference [31]. 

 

Figure 2.7. Typical response of a resistive gas sensor. The change in the electrical resistance is from 
a level in air (Ra) to a level (Rg) on exposure to the target gas. The sensor respond (S) is reported as 
the quotient between Ra and Rg. Adapted from reference [27]. 
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In this work, resistive gas sensors were investigated due to their low cost and easy fabrication. 
A great variety of materials can be used as active layer in this type of sensors, for example, 
semiconducting metal oxide, carbon materials and transition metal dichalcogenides [32–34]. 
However, during the last decades, resistive sensors have been focused on metal oxide (MOx) 
sensitive layers such as ZnO, SnO2 or WO3 [35–37]. MOx-based gas sensors offer extremely 
high responses, short-time analysis, and good repeatability [38]. Unfortunately, these 
nanomaterials show significant drawbacks such as their requirement to work at high 
temperature to activate the oxidation/reduction processes involved in the gas sensing 
mechanisms [39]. As a consequence, high power consumption is needed to operate MOx 
sensors, reducing their applicability for the establishment of a large sensor network. In 
addition, these high temperatures usually induce irreversible changes in the crystalline 
structure and tend to induce agglomeration of the MOx nanostructures into larger entities. In 
consequence, the surface area to volume ratio is decreased, as well as the sensor stability at 
long-term due to the lowering of the sensing properties [40]. Furthermore, MOx shows poor 
selectivity and specificity, being unsolved problems until now [41]. In addition, the high 
operating temperatures limits the use of more specific and selective compounds to 
functionalize the MOx such as organics molecules. More recently, carbon-based 
nanomaterials have been proposed for gas sensing applications to replace MOx 
nanostructures and tackle their drawbacks. In fact, carbon nanotubes-based sensors can be 
operated at lower temperatures that MOx-based sensors lowering the power consumption of 
gas sensors [42,43].  

 

2.3.4 Gas sensors based on carbon materials 

To achieve high sensitivities in gas sensor devices, a high number of interactions between 
gas molecules and sensing materials must occur. In this context, nanomaterials are perfect 
candidates to be used as the active material in chemical sensors, the interaction between the 
active layer and the molecules takes place at the surface layer, as nanomaterials have the 
most of its atoms at the surface, that is, a high surface-to-volume ratio, phenomena occurring 
at the surface are increased. Therefore, gas sensors based on nanomaterials, especially in 
carbon-based materials have attracted huge interest. Ideal gas molecules adsorption and 
storage can be done by a material with a pitted structure and high surface-to-volume ratio a 
characteristic of carbon nanostructured materials, besides this, the unique chemical, 
mechanical, optical, and magnetic properties of carbon nanomaterials open numerous 
possibilities to develop efficient active materials for sensors. 

The implementation of carbon allotropes such as CNTs in gas sensor technology has been 
suggested to meet the demand of improved criteria as sensitivity, selectivity, long term 
stability and low cost. A new family of gas sensors based on carbon materials, such as carbon 
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nanotubes (CNTs), graphene or graphene oxide has emerged [44,45]. Particularly, carbon 
nanotubes-based gas sensors have attracted a great research interest during the last years [46–
48]. The first works reporting the use of carbon nanofibers were published Matthews et al. 
in 2002 [49].  

 

2.3.5 Carbon nanotubes for gas sensing  

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were reported by Iijima in 1991 [50]. Their applications’ potential 
in many fields of science was anticipated from the very beginning and the number of 
researchers that are studying and implementing them in several applications increases every 
day. They have been employed in components of nanoelectronic technology, as probes in 
scanning probe microscopy, in high-sensitivity microbalances, in hydrogen storage devices, 
in field emission type displays, as electrodes in organic light-emitting diodes, as tiny tweezers 
for nanoscale manipulation, and as gas detectors [51–54].  

Carbon nanotubes consist of rolled-up sheets of single-layer carbon atoms (graphene). CNTs 
are classified as single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and multiwall carbon nanotubes 
(MWCNTs). Due to their structure, CNTs have unique and very interesting properties. They 
are the strongest and stiffest fibers known, they also have high thermal stability. Referring to 
its electronic properties CNTs can be metallic or semiconducting depending on their diameter 
and chirality, CNTs are capable of carry high currents with no significantly heating effect 
[55]. 

CNTs are suitable material for gas sensing applications because of its large surface-to-area 
ratio, an important requirement of gas sensing applications. Carbon nanotubes function as 
excellent sensing platforms as their whole surface is involved in the process leading to a 
maximization of the sensing performance upon exposure to the gas molecules. Also, their 
property of carry high current with negligible heating effect is an advantage for gas sensing. 
In 2000, Kong et al. [56] showed that a single semiconducting carbon nanotube changes its 
resistance when is exposed to the NO2 and NH3 gases (Figure 2.8). Recent studies have 
proved that CNT-based gas sensors can detect hazardous gases at low temperature (e.g., 
below 200 ºC), and even at room temperature (Figure 2.8) [57,58]. This reduces the power 
consumption of the sensors and enables the safe detection of flammable gases in potentially 
explosive atmospheres.  
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Figure 2.8. Current versus voltage curves of single wall carbon nanotubes collected before and after 
exposure to NH3 (a) and NO2 (b). Exposure to NO2, molecules increased the conductance of the 
nanotube sample by about three orders of magnitude, conversely, exposure to NH3 showed a 100-fold 
conductance depletion. Adapted from reference [56].  

  

2.3.6 Boosting the CNTs properties for gas sensing  

Functionalization of carbon nanotubes creates the opportunity of application of CNTs in a 
large quantity of fields [43,59]. Carbon nanotubes are doped, functionalized, or conjugated 
with atoms, molecules, and compounds in order to improve their properties (Figure 2.9) 
[53,60,61]. The intrinsically inert surface of CNTs is the main limitation on the achievement 
of high sensitivity carbon nanotubes-based gas sensors. However, it has been proved that the 
doping and functionalization of carbon nanotubes with different atoms, functional groups or 
metal nanoparticles, lead to the introduction of active sites in CNTs structure that boost their 
reactivity to gas molecules facilitating the development of highly sensitive and selective 
sensors for a great variety of gases [48,62,63].  Penza et. al in 2010 demonstrate that vertically 
aligned carbon nanotubes sensors have a better response to sense NO2(g) when they are 
functionalized with Ag and Ru nanoparticles [64] (Figure 2.10). Besides, functionalizing 
nanotubes allows their chemical compatibility with other materials. For example, they can 
be incorporated within polymers, attached to metals, or other materials, transferring their 
properties to the new composite material. 
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Figure 2.9. Examples of functionalization of carbon nanotubes. (a) Covalent bonding of molecules 
in the sidewall or defects sides, (b) non-covalent functionalization: adsorbed molecules and 
encapsulated nanoparticles. 

 

 

Figure 2.10. Calibration curves of the vertically aligned carbon nanotubes-based sensor 
functionalized with different metal nanoparticles for the detection of NO2 gas at 150 ºC. Adapted 
from reference [64].  

 

Nowadays innovation in chemical sensors implies the design of sensors with new 
transduction mechanisms, improvement on the sensitivity and selectivity of well-known 
active materials, decreasing the detection limit, increase the possibility of large-scale 
production and portable sensors and lower their power consumption. 

In this work, a high sensitivity CNTs-based chemical gas sensor was developed to detect 
harzardous gases. CNTs were investigated as active material due to their unique properties 
for gas sensing such as high surface-to-volume ratio and the possibility of detecting gases at 
low temperatures. CNTs were functionalized with oxygen-containing functional groups to 
tackle their intrinsic inert surface, the oxygen functionalization was performed using low 
kinetic energy oxygen ion irradiation, this technique allows to graft functional groups into 
the CNTs surface with short treatment time and under conditions that can be tuned to control 
the type and quantity of functional groups without generate liquid waste. After this, the 
thermal stability of the oxygen functional groups in CNTs was investigated through a thermal 
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annealing treatment to predict their possible behavior when gas sensors are heated to improve 
their sensitivity or implemented in the final device. Moreover, oxygen functionalized CNTs 
were conjugated with bimetallic nanoparticles with the aim of developing gas sensors with 
improved sensitivity. The active materials developed are evaluated to detect the following 
gases: ethanol, toluene, NO2 and H2. The experimental work performed, and the results 
obtained for the development of this chemical gas sensor based on carbon nanotubes are 
presented and discussed in the Chapter 3 of this thesis. 

 

2.4 Temperature sensors 

The measurement of temperature, a fundamental thermodynamic parameter, is essential in a 
vast number of scientific investigations and technological developments. According to the 
zeroth law of thermodynamics, if we have three systems, A, B and C, such that A and B are 
in thermal equilibrium with C, then A and B must be in thermal equilibrium with each other 
and thus they all have the same temperature (Figure 2.10). From this we can resolve that a 
temperature sensor must be in thermal equilibrium with the system to be characterized [65].  

 

Figure 2.10. Schematic representation of the zeroth law of thermodynamics and its application into 
temperature sensors.  

Conventional temperature sensors are based on electrical or optical properties of materials. 
Some of these sensors are thermocouples and infrared thermometers, which are capable of 
measuring temperature with a spatial resolution up to a few microns. The efficiency of a 
thermometer is determined by their accuracy to measure temperature and by the thermal 
range within which they can work. In fact, the universal thermometer that can be used in all 
systems and situations does not exist, but rather different thermometers that adapt better to 
each different situation most be developed.  
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In the last decades, there has been a huge increase in the investigation and development of 
materials and applications in the nanometric scale. As mentioned previously, nanotechnology 
is one of the most promising fields of science for the improvement of new applications that 
may increase our life quality. In several of these applications it is important to evaluate the 
temperature with submicrometric spatial resolution, for example to determine the optimum 
power consumption of nanochips or measure the temperature of early stages tumors. 
Unfortunately, the conventional methods to measure temperature are too bulky to be used in 
these systems and they do not reach the resolutions required. To address this necessity, new 
methods for measuring temperature have been proposed and are enclosed in a new field of 
investigation named nanothermometry.  

 

2.4.1 Nanothermometry  

The purpose of nanothermometry is to obtain information about temperature of objects with 
a high spatial (submicron) and thermal resolution (below 0.5 °C). The main techniques 
developed to measure temperature at the nanoscale can be classified in three categories: 
electrical, mechanical, and optical thermometers [66].  

Electrical thermometers are based on the junction of two different metals, differences on their 
voltage, conductivity or resistance that are induced by changes in temperature are used to 
build nanothermometers. An example of this is scanning thermal microscopy (STM) [67,68]. 
On the other hand, mechanical thermometers are based on the difference between the thermal 
expansion coefficients of two materials, the temperature is calculated by the material 
bending. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) has employed this to measure temperature in 
submicrometric scale [69], likewise, micro-thermocouples have also been used [70]. Other 
alternative that exploits mechanical properties of materials is the nanothermometer based on 
a liquid that changes its volume with temperature confined in a nanoprobe. The first of these 
nanothermometers was based on carbon nanotubes filled with gallium [71]. The techniques 
exemplified above may be able to measure temperature at submicrometric scales, however, 
they require sophisticated and expensive experimental set ups and most of them can only 
read temperature of surfaces which limits the type of objects that can be studied [65]. 

Optical thermometers can extract temperature information from inside the target object. 
Besides, they can be operated in a remote mode. Among the relatively new optical 
nanothermometry techniques there are interferometry and Raman spectroscopy. 
Interferometry is based on the comparison of two light beams, one that passes through the 
sample and other that bypasses it. The difference between one beam and the other have 
information about the sample temperature, interferometry is usually used for samples 
immersed in fluids. For example, this technique was used to measure the heat dissipated by 
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a gold microwire in 2014 by Baffou et al [72]. 

For the case of Raman spectroscopy, when light of a certain wavelength illuminates a 
molecule, a small fraction of the light energy is either absorbed or emitted by the molecule 
and then, the wavelength of the resulting scattered light is slightly shifted, this is named 
Raman scattering. The amount of energy absorbed or emitted by the molecule is related to 
its molecular vibrational modes (phonons). The vibrational modes are linked to the position 
and energy of atoms in a molecule and they may reflect temperature variations, thus the 
temperature of the samples can be determined by Raman spectroscopy analyzing the 
vibrational modes in terms of peak wavelength, width, or intensity [73]. The advantages of 
measuring temperature with Raman spectroscopy includes a simple preparation, small 
volumes of sample required and that can be used in a vast range of environments. However, 
it is limited to high temperatures. Raman spectroscopy has been used to study the thermal 
properties of nanomaterials like graphene and to investigate micro-heating devices [74,75].  

Interferometric techniques and Raman spectroscopy can be successful strategies to measure 
local temperature in microstructured samples. However, due to their limitations, they cannot 
be employed in biological applications which are of interest for this thesis work. In terms of 
measuring temperature, biological systems present two main complications: first, samples 
are highly heterogeneous regarding composition and refractive index; second, even in the 
simplest case of cells cultured, samples are embedded in a complex medium. Recent 
advances toward resolving this need are based on luminescent nanoparticles that show 
temperature dependent luminescence. This technique is named luminescence 
nanothermometry and is based on the nanosensors temperature dependent emission spectrum 
to measure temperature with submicrometric spatial resolution by analyzing the emitted light 
traveling through the sample obtained by remote excitation of a luminescent object. This 
technique combines high relative thermal sensitivity (>1% K−1) and spatial resolution (<10 
µm) in short acquisition times (<1 ms).  

 

2.4.2 Luminescence nanothermometry 

Luminescence is the emission of light from an object after being excited by an external source 
(Figure 2.11). The photon emitted comes from energy levels that were populated after the 
excitation. The properties of the emitted photon depend on the energy levels involved in the 
absorption and emission of light and in certain cases this also depend on the temperature. 
Luminescence nanothermometry uses the correlation between temperature and luminescence 
to develop thermal sensors. The measurement of temperature is done through the analysis of 
the luminescence spectrum of the object of interest. However, when the system of interest 
lacks of natural luminescence, the conjugation with probes which luminescence is 
temperature dependent is required [76,77]. Different properties of the photoluminescence 
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spectrum are affected by changes in temperature and therefore can be used to develop 
thermometers: intensity, band-shape, spectral position, polarization, lifetime, and bandwidth 
(Figure 2.12) [66].  

 

Figure 2.11. Jablonski diagram of luminescence. Electronic transition from the ground state S0 due 
to the absorption of light to an exited state S1 followed by the relaxation to the ground state by the 
emission of light.  

 

Figure 2.12. Schematic representation of the different properties of luminescence that may be 
affected by a change in temperature. Adapted from reference [66]. 
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Luminescence intensity is the most studied property of luminescence for the development of 
nanothermometers [78,79]. In this case, the change of temperature affects the number of 
photons emitted per second, thus the intensity in the emission spectrum becomes higher or 
lower with temperature. This phenomenon is produced by the thermal activation of certain 
transitions or due to the increment of non-radiative decay probabilities [66]. Otherwise, band-
shape based thermometers uses the relative intensity between two different spectral lines that 
are thermally coupled. The spectral position of spectral lines depends on the energy of 
separation between the levels involved and this is also affected by temperature, therefore can 
be used in nanothermometry. In terms of polarization luminescence, in anisotropic media the 
shape and intensity of the luminescence spectrum depends on its polarization. On the other 
hand, the bandwidth of certain lines of emission depends likewise on temperature, as the 
temperature increases, there is an increase in the density of photons resulting in the 
broadening of the lines in the spectrum that change linearly with temperature. And last, but 
not least important, the lifetime luminescence, defined as the average time a luminescent 
object stays in its excited state and is given by ! = #

$%&$'(	
 where *+ is the radiative decay 

and *,- is the non-radiative decay rate [66]. Luminescence lifetime depends on several 
factors such as, energy transfer processes and multiphonon decays, that are at the same time 
dependent of temperature making possible in this way to obtain information about 
temperature employing lifetime luminescence.  

As showed above, luminescence nanothermometry can be performed by several methods 
always analyzing the emission spectrum of the material used. In this thesis work, the variation 
of luminescence intensity with temperature of Eu3+-doped TiO2 nanoparticles will be used to 
engineer a temperature sensor for biological systems. 

 

2.4.2.1 Luminescent materials used for nanothermometry  

Different kinds of luminescent nanomaterials have been proposed and tested as 
nanothermometers. The most studied materials include semiconductor nanocrystals named 
as quantum dots (QDs), luminescent organic dyes, proteins conjugated systems, luminescent 
polymers and lanthanide ions-based materials [65,66,79]. QDs nanocrystals are nanoprobes 
with high photostability and large luminescence yield, they can be tuned to absorb and emit 
light at different wavelengths by changing their size [80,81]. However, QDs are not 
recommended for biological applications due to its intrinsic toxicity [82]. Organic 
compounds with high luminescence yields are named organic dyes. Generally, their 
luminescence intensity decreases as the temperature increases. Even tough organic dyes are 
low cost materials they present the important disadvantage that besides temperature their 
luminescence properties also depend on other factors such as the type of solvent, 
concentration, and pH [66]. Polymers based nanothermometers show relatively low 
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luminescence efficiencies and their luminescent properties depend critically on their 
structure, small changes in the structure properties would change the luminescence of the 
polymer making it difficult to develop reliable nanothermometers [83]. Nevertheless, they 
have been extensively used to monitor temperature of fluids and biological systems due to 
their solubility in water [84,85].  For the case of proteins conjugated systems, even though 
they are the best option for biological applications, clearly they do not have biocompatibility 
problems, they present the disadvantage of having low photostability [86].  

Nanothermometers based in trivalent lanthanide ions (Ln3+) are a promising type of 
temperature sensors. Lanthanides comprise fifteen metallic chemical elements with atomic 
numbers from 57-71, located in the sixth row of the periodic table. Lanthanides have unique 
luminescent properties due to electronic transitions in their partially filled 4f orbital, the 
emission lines generated from these transitions are very narrow and with relatively long 
lifetimes (from a few µs to a few ms), these characteristics are owing to the partial screening 
of the 4f levels by the 5s and 5p energy levels that protect f-f transitions from perturbations 
from their environment. Besides their narrow emission lines and long lifetimes luminescence, 
other characteristics make Ln3+ important candidates as nanothermometers, they have high 
emission quantum yields [79], the emission lines of different lanthanides appear in all the 
region of the spectrum, from UV (Gd3+), visible range (Eu3+, Sm3+) to near infrared (NIR) 
range (Nd3+, Er3+, Yb3+) [87], also different lanthanides can be used to develop different 
temperature ranges nanothermometers (Figure 2.13) [88], this lanthanides properties allow 
to adjust the emission of the nanothermometer and the temperature range for a desired 
application. Furthermore, it has been reported that temperature is the most critical parameter 
affecting the luminescence intensity of lanthanide ions [66]. As a result of this, the 
implementation of Ln3+-based thermometers in diverse applications was extensively studied 
in the past decade. They have been incorporated in a great variety of matrices including 
molecular complexes and organic–inorganic hybrids using just one lanthanide ion or a 
combination of different ions as active material [89–91].  
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Figure 2.13. Temperature dependence of luminescence intensity associated with different transitions 
of Eu3+ indicated in the diagram on the left (excitation 355 nm). It can be observed that different 
transitions can be used to develop thermometers working at different temperature ranges. Adapted 
from reference [66].  

 

2.4.2.2 Luminescence nanothermometry for biology 

Luminescence nanothermometry has been proposed to be applied in a great variety of fields, 
including nanofluids, catalytic reactions and microelectronics [92–94], however the most 
studied are related to biology such as cell basic biology, preclinical research, and diagnostics 
of diseases [95–98]. Investigations that go from intracellular temperature measurements to 
early detection tumors have been performed (Figure 2.14) [99–101]. Different techniques 
have been used, ranging from insertion of a micro-thermocouple in the cell, a glass 
micropipette full of luminescent thermometric material, or by delivering different 
luminescent molecules or nanoparticles in the cytoplasm or the nucleus [67,102]. The 
functionality of nanothermometers in biological systems is proved through in vitro assays 
changing the temperature of the system by local heating with a laser or using specific drugs 
that stimulate changes in temperature of cells [103]. However, heating with a laser permits 
to control the change in temperature in a more efficient and well-regulated mode. 
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Figure 2.14. Examples of intracellular and in vivo temperature sensing using luminescence 
nanothermometers. (a) Nanothermometer based in NaYF4: Nd3+ nanophosphors with NIR emission 
used to measure the change in body temperature caused by the inflammatory process due to arthritis 
in a Kunming mouse. Left leg was used as control leg [96]. (b) Intracellular thermometry in HeLa 
cells using fluorescent gold nanoclusters, the lifetime dependence with temperature was used to 
develop the nanothermometer, the calibration curve is showed in the left figure [100].   

 

Nanothermometers can be distributed inside cells by endocytosis, chemical diffusion, or 
microinjection [103], this is an important issue if intracellular temperature measurements are 
aimed.  Most complex nanothermometers can be designed by modifying their surface and 
size to improve their biocompatibility. Furthermore, the possibility to adjust 
nanothermometers to reach specific organelles inside the cell has been also proposed, this 
may allow the measurement of local temperature changes inside the cells related to organelle 
functions. Nevertheless, there is still the need to fully investigate luminescence 
nanothermometers in biological systems, such as the reliability of the sensors incubated in 
cells or tissues as well as the toxicity induced into the biological system after their 
conjugation with the luminescent material, to accomplish a complete understanding of 
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nanothermometers in the biological window and achieve real biological applications. 

In this thesis work, the luminescence dependency with temperature of the europium ion in 
oxidation state 3+ is used to design a novel temperature nanosensor that measures 
temperature changes with submicrometric spatial resolution. Eu3+ ions are hosted in a 
titanium oxide matrix (TiO2). The physicochemical properties of Eu3+-doped TiO2 
nanoparticles are investigated in detail, and the temperature effect on their luminescence 
properties is evaluated. Appropriated temperature calibration curves are generated. Finally, 
the Eu3+-doped TiO2 nanoparticles are applied as temperature sensors to detect changes in 
the temperature of single cells. The experimental work performed, and the results obtained 
for the development of this temperature sensor are presented and discussed in the Chapter 4 
of this thesis. 

 

2.5 Summary 

Nowadays sensors are used in a huge variety of technological subjects and in all areas of our 
daily life. However, there is still the need to develop small, portable, reliable, and low power 
consumption sensors. Nanostructured materials to develop these optimal novel sensors is of 
huge scientific and technological interest due to the promising and unique nanomaterial’s 
properties. In this thesis work, nanomaterials are studied in detail aiming at understanding 
their characteristics and properties as sensing materials. Two types of sensors are 
investigated: a chemical gas sensor used to detect hazardous gases in air based on carbon 
nanotubes decorated with metal nanoparticles, and a temperature sensor used to measure 
temperature of biological systems based on Eu3+-doped TiO2 nanoparticles.  
 
The intrinsically inert surface of CNTs is the main limitation for the achievement of high 
sensitivity on carbon nanotubes-based gas sensors. However, it has been proved that doping 
and functionalize carbon nanotubes with different atoms, functional groups or metal 
nanoparticles, lead to the introduction of active sites in CNTs structure that boost their 
reactivity to gas molecules facilitating the development of highly sensitive and selective 
sensors for a great variety of gases. Here, carbon nanotubes are functionalized with oxygen 
groups and decorated with bimetallic nanoparticles to increase their reactivity to the 
hazardous gases: toluene, ethanol, NO2 and H2. 
 
Nanothermometers based on lanthanide ions (Ln3+) are a promising type of temperature 
sensors. Lanthanides owe their luminescent properties to electronic transitions in their 4f 
orbitals, the emission lines generated from these transitions depend critically on the 
temperature. Here, Eu3+-doped TiO2 nanoparticles are used to develop luminescence 
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nanothermometers with submicrometric spatial resolution and high sensitivities to measure 
changes in temperature of single cells.  
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Chapter 3 
 
 

Chemical sensor based on carbon nanotubes 
decorated with metal nanoparticles 
  
 
 
 
Due to their unique mechanical, electronic, and thermal properties, CNTs have been 
employed in a vast number of applications that range from energy storage, building 
reinforcement, devices with nanochips, biological applications and as active layers in 
chemical sensors. This last application triggered our interest on the modification of carbon 
nanotubes for improving gas sensing properties discussed in this PhD thesis. CNTs are 
considered promising candidates for active layers in chemical sensors due to their large 
surface-to-volume ratio, an important characteristic for active materials in sensors. 
Nevertheless, the intrinsically inert surface of CNTs makes it difficult to react with target 
molecules, this is the main drawback to develop high sensitivity chemical sensor based on 
carbon nanotubes. A possible solution to tackle this disadvantage is the functionalization or 
conjugation of carbon nanotubes with chemical groups or materials that increase their 
chemical reactivity towards selected molecules.   
 
In this part of this research project multiwall CNTs were synthetized by chemical vapor 
deposition and functionalized with oxygen groups through low kinetic energy oxygen ion 
irradiation, a clean, fast, and efficient functionalization technique, to increase their chemical 
reactivity. Different parameters (ion energy and irradiation time) were used for oxygen ion 
irradiation, aiming at controlling the type and concentration of the oxygen functional groups 
grafted to the CNTs surface. Subsequently, the thermal stability of the grafted oxygen groups 
was investigated combining a thermal annealing treatment with XPS analysis to evaluate the 
chemical changes at the CNT surface as a function of annealing temperature. This step is 
important because often chemical sensors are heated to reach an optimal detection efficiency.  
 
The oxygen groups grafted to CNT surface were further used as active sites for the decoration 
of CNTs with metal nanoparticles. It has been shown that decoration of CNTs with metal 
nanoparticles can improve their sensing properties. Palladium and nickel bimetallic 
nanoparticles were deposited on the surface of CNTs using plasma sputtering deposition. 
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Finally, the CNTs decorated with Ni-Pd nanoparticles were used as active layers on resistive 
chemical sensors for the detection of hazardous gases such as: NO2, H2, toluene and ethanol. 
The resistance variation of Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs network when is exposed to different 
concentrations of the gases was used to evaluate the interaction gas-active layer occurring in 
the chemical sensor. A schematic representation of the sensor is showed in the Figure 3.1.   
 

 
 

Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of the Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs chemical sensor. 
 
 
3.1 Oxygen functionalization of carbon nanotubes 
 
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are good candidates to be used as chemical sensors due to their 
high thermal conductivity that prevents the formation of hotspots next to the catalytic site 
and, high surface-to-volume ratio that increases the surface interaction with the target 
molecules, increasing the sensitivity of the sensor. However, CNTs possess an inert surface 
responsible by their poor chemical reactivity. To increase the chemical reactivity of CNTs, 
functionalization, i. e., doping with heteroatoms, decoration with nanoparticles and/or 
grafting of functional groups to their surface have been suggested.  
 
Oxygen functionalization of CNTs has a significant positive effect in the reactivity of the 
nanotubes surface [1,2], besides of decreasing their hydrophobicity improving their 
dispersion in aqueous media. In addition, oxygen functional groups can be used as active 
sites for further functionalization which enlarges the implementation of CNTs to improve 
and develop other applications such as water purification and drug delivery [3]. The 
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electronic properties of CNTs can be also modified by oxygen functionalization, Barinov et 
al, reported that grafting oxygen groups in the surface of metallic carbon nanotubes leads to 
their conversion into semiconducting CNTs [4]. 

 

3.1.1 Low kinetic energy ion irradiation 

Different techniques are reported in literature to accomplish the oxygen functionalization of 
CNTs, among the most common we can found wet chemistry, simultaneous functionalization 
during the synthesis and plasma functionalization [5–8]. These techniques have been 
successfully used during the last years. However, a precise functionalization method must be 
used to obtain the fine tuning of the CNTs properties by grafting oxygen groups to their 
surface. It is in this framework, that oxygen functionalization through low kinetic energy ion 
irradiation has been developed.  

Ion irradiation as functionalization technique basically consist of irradiating a target (in this 
work, CNTs) with ions of a certain kinetic energy. Ion irradiation is classified in two regimes: 
low kinetic energy ion irradiation (less than a few keV) and the high kinetic energy ion 
irradiation (from several keV to MeV) [9,10]. During ion irradiation four different physical 
phenomena can be observed: ion transmission, reflection, adsorption, and damage of the 
target. The damage induced by ion irradiation in nanomaterials is classified as: substitution, 
single or multiple vacancies and in-plane disorder: substitution is referred to the replacement 
of one atom from the target by the irradiated ion, creation of vacancies is the ejection of one 
or more atoms in the target that are not filled by other atoms and, in-plane disorder indicates 
the disorder of atoms in the target generated by the incident ions where these disordered 
atoms are not removed from the sample [11]. For the case of low kinetic energy ion 
irradiation, most of the ions interact with the target and remain grafted to its surface, 
predominantly at the defect sites generating surface functional groups. The first ions arriving 
create defects, these recently created defects will react with following irradiated ions to create 
further functionalizations (Figure 3.2). The type of the defects created by ion irradiation 
depends on the ion mass and kinetic energy [12]. The defect creation by interaction of the 
irradiated ions with the atoms in the target also depends on the minimum energy required to 
eject an atom from its original position by the impact of an energetic particle, this is known 
as displacement threshold energy (Td) and it is different for every material [13]. Just when 
the energy of the irradiated ions is higher than the Td of the atoms in the target the atoms will 
be displaced. The value of Td for carbon materials varies between carbon allotropes because 
depends on the bond energy and the local chemical bonding. For carbon sp2 the Td  energy is  
between 15 and 20 eV, and for carbon sp3 ranges from 30 to 48 eV [13]. It is important to 
mention that the threshold energy (Td) of carbon atoms in carbon nanotubes will depend also 
on the geometry of the tube like the diameter and size.  
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Figure 3.2. Schematic representation of low kinetic energy ion irradiation. (a) The ions are brought 
to the target by an ion source. (b) Some ions are grafted to the target surface resulting in 
functionalization, here also some defects are created. (c) Final result after ion irradiation, defects and 
functionalization are created. 

Compared with other functionalization techniques, low kinetic energy ion irradiation has the 
advantages of being environmental friendly because does not generate liquid waste like the 
wet chemistry functionalization, with the use of a proper mask, ion irradiation can be site-
selective, the functionalization is carried out with precise ion dose control allowing fine 
tuning of the type and amount of grafted species. Low kinetic energy ion irradiation is also 
very efficient, a reasonable concentration of functional groups are created in short treatment 
times, besides, this technique offers the possibility of scaling up to produce large quantities 
of functionalized CNTs for commercial use.  

 

3.1.2 Synthesis of vertically aligned carbon nanotubes by chemical vapor 
deposition 

The vertically aligned multiwall carbon nanotubes (v-CNTs) used in this work were 
synthetized via chemical vapor deposition (CVD) by our collaborators in the University of 
Namur (Figure 3.3) [14]. During the synthesis, C2H4(g) is used as a carbon source and a 
multilayer system composed of Si/Al/Fe works as the catalyst. Si wafers are used as 
substrates. An Al thin film (30 nm) is deposited on Si wafers and then, after its oxidation, a 
1.5 nm thick Fe layer is deposited and heated to 300 ºC for three hours to form nanoparticles, 
which are used for the CNTs as growth active sites (catalyst). The Al and Fe layers are 
prepared by magnetron sputtering using a Quorum device. For the v-CNTs growth, a CVD 
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reactor is heated to 750 ºC in atmospheric pressure under He flow (500 sccm). The catalyst 
is placed inside the reactor and H2 flow (200 sccm) is introduced into the reactor for 20 min. 
After that, C2H4 flow (60 sccm) is introduced into the reactor for 24 min. After the growth, 
H2 and C2H4 flows are switched off and a flow of He is used to clean the reactor (500 sccm). 
The outer diameter distribution of the v-CNTs obtained was 10–40 nm.  

Vertically aligned carbon nanotubes (v-CNTs) are used due to their unidirectional electron 
transport that facilitates the transducer operation in sensors [14]. Besides, their vertical 
geometry avoids the use of wet chemistry preventing contamination of the CNTs walls during 
integration of the active layer in sensor devices.  

 

Figure 3.3. (a) Diagram of CNTs CVD instrumentation and growth mechanism, (b) image captured 
with scanning electron microscope (SEM) from a cross section of vertically aligned CNTs synthetized 
by CVD.  

 

3.1.3 Oxygen functionalization of v-CNTs by low kinetic energy ion irradiation 

Vertically aligned multiwall carbon nanotubes (v-CNTs) were functionalized with oxygen 
groups by low kinetic energy ion irradiation. The influence of the ion kinetic energy and the 
irradiation time in the type and concentration of the grafted functional groups in v-CNTs was 
investigated.  

Vacuum system PREVAC-541. Low kinetic energy oxygen ion irradiation in v-CNTs was 
carried out in a Vacuum Chamber System (PREVAC-541). The system is composed of a ultra 
high vacuum (UHV) chamber (Plafon, a cylindrical chamber made of stainless steel equipped 
with standard flanges in different sizes for connecting different surface treatment tools) with 
a sample manipulator, a linear transfer for sample transferring between chambers (Plafon 
and XPS analysis) and a load lock chamber for fast introduction of the samples into the 
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system (Figure 3.4).  The plafon and load lock chambers are connected to a set of pumps and 
pressure sensors with controllers that maintain the chambers in the desired vacuum level 
(Figure 3.5). The system is provided with strategically placed windows with LED 
illumination sources that allows easy observation of the interior of the chambers. The system 
is devoted for sample preparation and surface treatment by using complementary accessories, 
in this work is an ion source. The samples are introduced in the chamber after being placed 
in a special sample holder. Figure 3.6 shows a picture of the v-CNTs mounted in the sample 
holder. 

Pumping system for the plafon chamber. This pump permits to achieve and hold the pressure 
in the range of �10-8 and 10-9 mbar. It is composed of a turbomolecular pump (HiPace700), 
a fore-vacuum pump (NeoDry30E), and two vent valves, one electromagnetic valve on the 
turbomolecular pump and one safety valve located between the pumps.   

Sample manipulator. Mounted on the side flange of the plafon chamber, allows the possibility 
of sample linear motion and rotation. The manipulator has an option of heating and cooling 
the specimens mounted on the sample holder.  

Load lock chamber. Enables entering a sample to UHV conditions without venting the entire 
system. After placing samples on an appropriate holder (Figure 3.6), the holder is mounted 
on the hand gripper and placed in the load lock station.  

Pumping system for the load lock chamber. Allows to achieve and hold the pressure in the 
range of 5×10-8 mbar. It is composed of a turbomolecular pump (HiPace300), a fore-vacuum 
pump (NeoDry15E), and two vent valves one electromagnetic valve on the turbomolecular 
pump and one safety valve located between the pumps.   

Vent valves. Installed in pumping circuit installation, valves are used for chambers venting 
and N2 gas is used for the ventilation. Vent valves are controlled automatically from 
electronics.  
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Figure 3.4. Ultra high vacuum (UHV) system PREVAC-541. The main parts of the system are tagged 
in the figure. The zoomed image shows the tip of the ion source and the sample manipulator inside 
the plafon chamber. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Controllers of the vacuum system PREVAC-541 that maintain the chambers in the desired 
vacuum level. (a) Plafon controller, (b) load lock controller.   
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Figure 3.6. Sample holder used for the vacuum system PREVAC-541 showing a sample of vertically 
aligned carbon nanotubes mounted in the holder. The sample holder is customized with a 
thermocouple that measures the temperature of the sample.  

 

Ion source. The ion source is a Tectra plasma ion source (TPIS) which schematic 
representation is showed in Figure 3.7. In the ion source a plasma is created at the plasma 
cup using microwaves with a frequency of 2.45 GHz energy and low-pressure gas O2, the 
pressure used in this work was 2×10-5 mbar. The microwaves are generated by a magnetron 
coupled to a coaxial feedthrough structure, which guided the microwaves into the plasma cup 
containing low pressure O2 gas. The electrons generated in the plasma undergo cyclotron 
resonance motion increasing their perpendicular kinetic energy due to a magnetic quadrupole 
arranged around the discharge chamber. These energized free electrons collide with the gas 
in the volume causing ionization of the gas if their kinetic energy is larger than the ionization 
energy of the atoms or molecules. In the plasma, ions (molecular ions and atomic ions), 
neutrals species, electrons, and photons are formed, the positive ions are extracted from the 
plasma using two grids located at the end of the plasma cup. A positive voltage is applied to 
the first grid to accelerate ions extracting out to the target the other grid had a negative voltage 
and assisted in the ion extraction and the beam current. The distance between the ion source 
exit and the surface of the target is 12 cm. 
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Figure 3.7. Schematic diagram of the ion source TPIS used to functionalize v-CNTs with oxygen 
groups.  

Oxygen ion irradiation parameters. The oxygen functionalization of the v-CNTs was 
performed varying the irradiation time and the ion kinetic energy separately, when the time 
was varied (1, 2.5, 5 and 10 minutes) the ion kinetic energy was fixed to 1 keV, while when 
the kinetic energy was varied (0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2 keV) the time was fixed to 5 
minutes. The different parameters are detailed in the Table 3.1. For all the samples the current 
induced by ion irradiation was 10 µA. The range of kinetic energy was selected from 0 to 2 
keV in order to perform all of the irradiations in the low ion kinetic energy regime. The 
maximum of treatment time was 10 minutes to avoid the production of numerous defects in 
the nanotubes surface.  

Irradiation time (min) Ion kinetic energy (keV) 

0 - 
1 1 

2.5 1 
5 1 

10 1 
5 0 
5 0.1 
5 0.25 
5 0.5 
5 1.5 
5 2 

 

Table 3.1 Irradiation parameters used for oxygen functionalization of vertically aligned multiwall 
carbon nanotubes (v-CNTs).  
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3.2 Characterization of oxygen functionalized carbon nanotubes 

3.2.1 Electron microscopies of oxygen functionalized v-CNTs 

To evaluate the damaged that may be induced in the alignment and morphology of v-CNTs 
after oxygen ion irradiation, v-CNTs were analyzed by scanning electron (SEM) and electron 
transmission (TEM) microscopies before and after the ion irradiation.  

Figure 3.8 shows the SEM images obtained from v-CNTs before (Figure 3.8a) and after 
(Figure 3.8b) the ion irradiation, no significant changes are observed, this indicate that the 
macroscopic morphology of v-CNTs as well as its density and alignment are not affected by 
the oxygen ion irradiation.  

 

Figure 3.8.  Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of v-CNTs. Cross section image from v-CNTs 
before (a) and after (b) oxygen ion irradiation (5 minutes 1 keV of ion kinetic energy).  

 

Figure 3.9 shows the comparison of TEM images recorded in the v-CNTs before and after 
their functionalization with low kinetic energy oxygen ion irradiation. The v-CNTs pristine 
sample shows the disorder typical of chemical vapor deposition synthesis at low temperature. 
After the ion irradiation the structure of CNTs is preserved. However, it is possible to 
distinguish that an important number of the nanotubes exhibit open tips while the tips of the 
pristine nanotubes are closed. The functionalization of the nanotubes begins at the closed tips 
of the tubes that are reported to be more reactive than the nanotube wall [15], the oxygen 
functionalization breaks the bonds that maintain the tips closed and the new functional groups 
grafted to the tips prevents the tube tip to close again. This observation is an evidence of 
oxygen functionalization carried out at the tips (defect sites) of the tubes.  
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Figure 3.9. Images obtained from transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of a pristine CNT (a) and 
CNT after 5 minutes of irradiation with ions with 2 keV of kinetic energy. 

 

3.2.2 Chemical composition of oxygen functionalized v-CNTs  

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to obtain the relative atomic concentration 
of the elements present in each sample. A survey spectrum is first recorded for all the 
samples. Figure 3.10 shows a comparison of the survey spectrum for pristine v-CNTs and v-
CNTs after being irradiated for five minutes with ions with 1 keV of kinetic energy. Two 
peaks are observed in both cases, the first is centered at 284.4 eV associated to photoelectrons 
ejected from the C1s electronic level, and the second at 532.6 eV assigned to photoelectrons 
emitted from O1s electronic level.  

 

Figure 3.10. XPS survey spectra comparison between v-CNTs before (black line) and after 5 min 
of irradiation with oxygen ions with 1 keV of kinetic energy (blue line). 
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The concentration of oxygen and carbon for all samples is shown in the Table 3.2 and 
graphically represented in the Figure 3.11. The oxygen concentration in v-CNTs pristine (1.7 
at. %) is related to oxidation of the sample due to air exposure. For increasing irradiation 
time with a fixed ion kinetic energy, the relative concentration of oxygen increased from 1.7 
to 20.0 at. % (Figure 3.11a). In the other case, for increasing ion kinetic energy, from 0.5 to 
2 keV, the relative concentration remains almost constant (15.0 at. %) independent of the ion 
energy. From these results we can conclude that the ion kinetic energy in the range from 0.5 
to 2 keV does not affect the amount of oxo-groups grafted at the CNTs surface (Figure 3.11b).  

v-CNTs sample 
Oxygen content 

(at. %) 
Carbon content 

(at. %) 
Pristine 1.7 98.3 

1 minute / 1 keV 6.7 93.3 
2.5 minutes / 1 keV 10.0 90.0 
5 minutes / 1 keV 14.2 85.8 
10 minutes / 1 keV 20.0 80.0 
5 minutes / 0 keV 8.0 92.0 

5 minutes / 0.1 keV 8.4 91.6 
5 minutes / 0.25 keV 9.8 90.2 
5 minutes / 0.5 keV 15.4 84.6 
5 minutes / 1.5 keV 14.5 85.5 
5 minutes / 2 keV 16.0 84.0 

Table 3.2. Relative atomic concentration (at. %) of oxygen and carbon in v-CNTs samples. 

 

Figure 3.11. Carbon and oxygen content in v-CNTs samples before and after oxygen 
functionalization. Samples with increasing ion irradiation time are showed in (a) and samples with 
increasing ion kinetic energy are showed in (b).    
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3.2.3 Chemical configuration of oxygen functionalized v-CNTs  

Besides of giving the relative atomic concentrations of the samples, XPS is also used to 
characterize changes in the bonding configuration of the atoms via the analysis of the shift in 
the binding energy of the core electrons of the different atoms composing the sample. A 
detailed analysis of the C1s XPS spectrum for all the samples was realized to obtain 
information about the chemical configuration of the oxygen groups grafted at the v-CNTs 
surface. The components peaks result from a least-squares fitting procedure performed in the 
software CASA XPS. The Shirley-type background was used for all the fitting procedures 
and the carbon peak position is calibrated at 284.4 eV. The synthetic line shapes used in the 
deconvolutions are Doniach-Sunjic functions for asymmetric peaks and Gaussian-Lorentzian 
functions for symmetric peaks.  

Figure 3.12 shows the result of the curve fitting procedure for the C1s spectrum of v-CNTs 
pristine and after being irradiated for 10 minutes with ions with kinetic energy of 1 keV. C1s 
spectrum from pristine v-CNTs is an asymmetric peak and is showed in Figure 3.12a. This 
asymmetry is generated by the interaction of the photoelectron with electrons in the valence 
band, promoting one electron to upper energy levels (intra band transitions) resulting on 
energy loss of the photoelectron and C1s peaks distorted with respect to the intrinsic line-
shape. Asymmetric peaks are reproduced in the fitting using the Doniach-Sunjic function 
[16]. This peak is centered at 284.4 eV, assigned to photoelectrons ejected from sp2 carbon 
atoms [4,5]. A second peak centered at 290.9 eV is observed, this peak is assigned to 
photoelectrons that lose kinetic energy due to π-Plasmon excitations, that is collective 
excitations of electrons in the conduction band. In quantum-mechanics such excitations are 
described as pseudo particles called Plasmon, this peak is symmetric, a Gaussian-Lorentzian 
function was used to reproduce it.  

C1s spectrum belonging to oxygen functionalized v-CNTs is showed in Figure 3.12b. A 
widening in the spectrum in the range of 285-290 eV can be observed, this widening is caused 
by the bonding of oxygen atoms with carbons in v-CNTs. To reproduce the spectrum, the 
two components of C1s pristine fitting were used in addition to four symmetric peaks. The 
new components are centered at binding energies of 285.0 eV, 286.6 eV, 287.5 eV and 288.8 
eV. The component at 285.0 eV is assigned to photoelectrons emitted from carbon with sp3 

hybridization, this type of carbon bonding occurs at defects sites that are being introduced in 
the nanotubes by ion irradiation. These defects include inter-tube cross-linking defects and 
amorphization. The last three components are associated to carbon bonded to oxygen. The 
increased binding energy of these photoelectrons (286.6, 287.5 and 288.8 eV) is explained 
by changes in the Coulomb forces interactions that electrons in core levels feel, this change 
is called the “chemical shift” and permits to differentiate between different chemical 
environment of the same atom, in this case, the induced positive charge of the electronegative 
oxygen atoms in the carbon atoms change the electron screening of the carbon nucleus 
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increasing the binding energy of photoelectrons ejected from C1s core level. The peak 
assignment was done using the report by Bittencourt et. al who used spin polarized density 
functional calculations within the local density approximation (LDA) employing the 
AIMPRO code to analyze in detail XPS spectra of oxygen functionalized CNTs: the 
component at 286.6 eV is assigned to epoxide groups (C–O), the component 287.5 eV to 
carbonyl groups (C=O) and 288.8 eV to carboxyl groups (–COOH) [5].  

 

Figure 3.12. XPS analysis of v-CNTs pristine (a) and v-CNTs after 10 min of irradiation with oxygen 
ions with ion kinetic energy of 1 keV (b). C1 is assigned to sp2-C (284.4 eV), C2 to π-plasmon 
excitations (290.9 eV), C3 to sp3-C (285.0 eV), C4 to epoxide groups C–O (286.6 eV), C5 to carbonyl 
groups C=O (287.5 eV) and C6 to carboxyl groups –COOH (288.8 eV).  

 

The analysis of the C1s spectrum was performed for all the v-CNTs samples. The relative 
concentration for each component of the spectra was calculated and it is resumed in the Table 
3.3.  
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Irradiation 
time (min) 

Ion 
kinetic 
energy 
(keV) 

sp2-C  
(%C) 

C1 
284.4 eV 

sp3-C 
 (%C) 
   C3 
285.0 eV 

C-O 
(%C) 

C4 
286.6 eV 

C=O 
(%C) 

C5 
287.5 eV 

-COOH 
(%C) 

C6 
288.8 eV 

Plasmon  
(%C) 

C2 
290.9 eV 

0 - 96.3 0 0 0 0 3.7 
1 1 80.4 8.4 0.7 1.8 0 2.0 

2.5 1 74.8 10.4 1.5 2.2 0 1.3 
5 1 61.5 14.4 2.7 4.0 2.5 0.7 

10 1 50.2 15.9 3.6 3.0 5.8 1.5 
5 0 78.5 8.1 5.0 0 0 0.5 
5 0.1 85.1 5.0 1.2 0 0.3 0 
5 0.25 75.9 8.8 2.3 0 1.7 1.3 
5 0.5 60.2 13.3 2.8 1.7 4.8 1.8 
5 1.5 59.6 16.2 3.6 2.0 3.2 0.9 
5 2 60.5 13.0 3.3 3.5 2.3 1.4 

Table 3.3. Relative concentration (%C) of the components used the reproduce the C1s spectrum for 
all v-CNTs samples. 

 

Figure 3.13 shows the analysis of the relative concentration of the sp2-C and sp3-C 
components as a function of the treatment time (Figure 3.13a) and the kinetic energy (Figure 
3.13b). It can be observed that the intensity of sp2-C component decreases considerably as 
the time duration of ion irradiation increases. The concentration is 96.3% in the pristine 
sample and decreases to 50.2% in the sample irradiated for 10 min (kinetic energy 1 keV). 
This decrease in concentration indicates that oxygen functionalization is being carried out 
through the breakdown of π bonding in the sp2-C bond. As expected, some defects are 
induced in the carbon nanotube lattice by ion irradiation, this was observed with the increase 
in the relative concentration of the sp3-C component from 0 to 15.9% with increase of the 
treatment time (Figure 3.13a). The sp3-C component is related to defects in the structure of 
carbon nanotubes because it is a direct indication of the breaking of sp2 carbon. As mentioned 
before, perfect carbon nanotubes are composed of merely carbon with sp2 hybridization. The 
presence of sp3 carbon indicates the honeycomb-like structure breakdown of the carbon 
nanotube. 

When the treatment time was 5 minutes, and the ion kinetic energy was varied from 0 to 2 
keV, it can be observed that in the range of 0.5 to 2 keV the relative concentration of the sp2-
C and sp3-C is not significantly affected by the ion kinetic energy and remain stable in the 
range of 59.6% to 60.5% and 13.3% to 16.2%, respectively (Figure 3.13b). These results 
indicated that in the range of 0.5 to 2 keV of ion kinetic energy the same number of ions 
interact with the carbon nanotubes. The slight decrease in the sp3-C component observed 
when the sample was irradiated with 0.1 keV ions can be associated to a preferential removal 
of physically adsorbed species (amorphous carbon and oxygen species including water) 
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occurring during the synthesis and due to the exposure to ambient air. 

 

Figure 3.13. Variation in relative concentration of the components of carbon sp2-C (C1) and carbon 
sp3-C (C3) used to reproduce the C1s XPS spectrum of v-CNTs as a function of the treatment time 
(ion kinetic energy 1 keV; (a)) and the ion kinetic energy (fixed treatment time: 5 min; (b)).  

 

The relative concentration of the different species of carbon bonded to oxygen is showed in 
Figure 3.14a as a function of irradiation time and in Figure 3.14b as a function of ion kinetic 
energy. Epoxide groups are the first functional groups formed in the basal plane at the 
beginning of the irradiation and increases its concentration with the time. Otherwise, 
carbonyl groups are rapidly formed and their concentration is increasing faster than the one 
of the epoxide groups. This can be explained with the functionalization of the nanotubes tips 
which chemical reactivity is higher than the sidewalls of the tube [17]. After 5 minutes of 
irradiation, enough defects were created in the nanotubes surface, giving rise to an increase 
in the relative concentration of C=O and COOH groups. Carbonyl groups may be acting as 
intermediates groups transforming themselves into COOH after oxygen saturation. In this 
way is explained the large increase in the COOH functional group and the stability in 
concentration of carbonyl groups with the treatment time (Figure 3.14a). On the other hand, 
as the ion kinetic energy increased the epoxide relative concentration decreases, this can be 
caused because at higher ion kinetic energies there is a higher probability of inducing defects 
in carbon nanotubes and other types of oxygen species are formed (carbonyl and carboxyl 
forms).  
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Figure 3.14. Variation in the relative concentration of the components of carbon bonded to oxygen 
(C4 (C–O), C5 (C=O) and C6 (–COOH)) used to reproduce the C1s XPS spectrum of v-CNTs as a 
function of the treatment time (ion energy 1 keV; (a)) and the ion kinetic energy (treatment time 5 
min; (b)).  

 

Remote plasma functionalization. When the extractor of the ion source is set to 0 keV of 
kinetic energy all the species generated in the plasma chamber (atoms, electrons, ions, 
photons) can leave the ion source but none of the species are accelerated to reach the sample 
surface. This type of functionalization is known as a remote plasma treatment, the term 
remote is used here because species with short lifetime recombine before reaching the sample 
surface [18]. Here, remote plasma oxygen functionalization was performed in v-CNTs with 
a treatment time of 5min (0keV). The oxygen atomic concentration grafted in this sample 
was 8.0 at. %, about the half of the oxygen grafted by low kinetic ion irradiation with the 
same treatment time for kinetic energies within the 0.5-2 keV range (Figure 3.11b), this is an 
evidence of the higher efficiency of low kinetic energy ion irradiation over remote plasma 
functionalization. The higher efficiency of low kinetic energy ion irradiation can be explained 
by an increasing probability of defect creation with increasing ion kinetic energy, this was 
firstly reported by Lehtinen et al. Figure 3.15 summarize their reported results, using 
atomistic computer simulations based on analytical potential and density-functional theory 
models, these authors studied effects of ion irradiation on graphene [12]. They identified the 
type and concentration of defects which appear in graphene under impacts of various ions 
with energies ranging from tens of electron volts to mega-electron volts. Defects beyond 
single and double vacancies are formed via in-plane recoils. They demonstrated that the 
conventional approach based on binary-collision approximation developed for bulk solids 
cannot be applied to low-dimensional systems as it treats the target as amorphous medium 
without any account for the actual atomic structure. In Figure 3.15, we can see that during 
the ion irradiation of carbon nanomaterials the probability to create defects increases 
considerably up to 0.5 keV of ion kinetic energy [12]. In addition, the shorter lifetime of the 
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oxygen species generated in remote plasma treatment may result in certain recombination 
into stable species that are not capable to react with carbon nanotubes. Another advantage of 
low kinetic energy ion irradiation over remote plasma treatment is the opportunity of control 
the type of defects created in the sample. In the Figure 3.15 can be observed that the 
probability of generate different types of defects, like single and double vacancies and more 
complex defects,  by ion irradiation depends on the kinetic energy of the irradiated ions, thus, 
controlling the ion kinetic energy can be controlled the type of defects created.  

 

 

Figure 3.15. Calculated production of defects in graphene under ion irradiation as revealed by the 
analytical potential molecular dynamics. (a) Geometry of the system used for the theoretical 
modelling. (b) Number of sputtered atoms per ion impact as a function of ion energy. [(c) and (d)] 
Probability for single (SV) and double (DV) vacancy formation as a function of ion energy. The insets 
show the atomic structures of the reconstructed vacancies. (e) Average area covered by a single defect 
(when formed)—typically still a sp2-bonded network of carbon atoms. The areas corresponding to a 
SV and DV are marked. (f) Probability for creating defects other than SV/DV (spatially close Frenkel 
pairs, adatom-vacancy pairs, and Stone-Wales Defects) Adapted from reference [12] . 

 

A comparison of the analysis of C1s spectrum belonging to remote plasma and low kinetic 
energy oxygen functionalized v-CNTs with the same treatment time is showed in Figure 3.16. 
C1s spectrum of plasma functionalization (Figure 3.16a) shows only one component of 
carbon bonded to oxygen assigned to epoxide groups (C-O), this group is the least disrupting 
oxygen functional group because dangling bonds, vacancies or reactive edges are not needed 
to induce its formation in carbon nanomaterials [19]. This confirms that remote plasma 
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functionalization provides only low kinetic energy ions to the nanotube surface. A 
disadvantage of the remote plasma functionalization performed in this work is that epoxide 
groups can be removed from the surface of CNTs very easily through a reducing process. 
Contrary to remote plasma functionalization, with low kinetic energy oxygen ion irradiation 
besides epoxy groups, carbonyl and carboxyl groups are formed at the CNT surface (Figure 
3.16b). Ion irradiation promotes the disruption of the carbon nanotube lattice inducing the 
formation of dangling bonds where these groups are grafted. Additionally, an increasing local 
damage (sp3 bonds) is observed.   

The results detailed above demonstrate that low kinetic energy ion irradiation has important 
advantages over remote plasma treatment such as higher efficiency and an increased 
versatility on the type of functional groups grafted to the surface of carbon nanotubes.  

 

Figure 3.16. XPS analysis of v-CNTs functionalized by plasma treatment (0 keV of ion kinetic 
energy) (a) and by ion irradiation with 2 keV of ion kinetic energy (b). The treatment time was 5 min 
for both samples. C1 is assigned to sp2-C (284.4 eV), C2 to π-plasmon excitations (290.9 eV), C3 to 
sp3-C (285.0 eV), C4 to epoxide groups C–O (286.6 eV), C5 to carbonyl groups C=O (287.5 eV) and 
C6 to carboxyl groups –COOH (288.8 eV). 

 

3.2.4 Raman spectroscopy of carbon nanotubes  

Carbon nanotubes are sp2 hybridized carbon systems, the presence of defects sites on carbon 
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nanotubes can be better investigated by Raman spectroscopy than by XPS technique because 
XPS probes the core levels of an atom, while Raman probes directly the chemical bonds in 
the samples and bonds are directly related to defects.  

Raman spectroscopy allows to characterize carbon nanotubes from a “crystalline structure” 
point of view because the presence of defects in sp2 systems changes their resonance Raman 
spectra [20]. Typical Raman spectrum from v-CNTs pristine is showed in the Figure 3.17. 
The spectrum is distinct by the presence of two strong peaks centered at 1580 and 1350 cm-

1. The band at 1580 cm-1 is named the G band (graphite band), present in all the graphite-like 
structure materials (sp2 carbon systems) and generated by the in-plane optical phonon modes. 
The band at 1350 cm-1 is named as the D band (defect band) and it is assigned to the breathing 
of the carbon hexagons in the nanotubes that become Raman active at the borders of the 
crystallite areas due to the loss of symmetry [20]. The intensity of the D band is proportional 
to the number of defects or disorder in carbon nanotubes. The intensity ratio between the D 
and G band (ID/IG) is generally used as a parameter to quantify disorder not only in carbon 
nanotubes but in all graphite-like structure (sp2 carbon) materials like graphene.  

 

Figure 3.17. Typical Raman spectrum of carbon nanotubes.  
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3.2.4.1 Raman spectroscopy of oxygen functionalized v-CNTs 

The Raman spectra of the v-CNTs before and after oxygen functionalization were recorded 
as complementary characterization technique to evaluate the introduction of defects in the 
CNTs lattice by remote plasma and low kinetic energy ion irradiation and compare them with 
the XPS analysis. The Raman data presented is “as-recorded” with no peak normalization, 
all spectra were obtained for the same laser intensity with wavelength of 532 nm and 30 
seconds of recording time.  

Figure 3.18a shows that with increasing oxygen ion irradiation time, there is a notably 
increment in peak intensity of the D-peak band at ~1350cm-1 and a gradual increase of the 
G-peak at ~1580cm-1. This increase in the relative intensity of the peaks (or peaks area ratio) 
is a direct indication that the oxygen ion irradiation generates disorder on v-CNTs. The 
variation of the intensity with varying ion-energy is somewhat subtler: overall the general 
trend of increasing ID/IG ratio, however between the pristine and 0 keV ion irradiation a slight 
decrease in this ratio is observed (Figure 3.18b). We anticipate that this reduction comes from 
the oxygen plasma acting to preferentially etch amorphous carbon at the nanotube surface, 
effectively cleaning the carbon material. CNTs synthesized at low temperatures as the one 
used in this work are known to have some amorphous carbon at their surface. Therefore, the 
Raman spectroscopy confirmed the XPS results showing an increment in the defect/oxygen 
associated components for increasing irradiation ion kinetic energy and removal of 
amorphous carbon from the surface of the CNTs. 

 

Figure 3.18. Raman spectrum of v-CNTs functionalized with low kinetic energy oxygen ion 
irradiation with different treatment time (a) and ion kinetic energy (b). 
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3.3 Thermal stability of oxygen functionalizations in v-CNTs 

Heating of chemical sensors is usually used to improve the sensing properties of the active 
material [21,22]. Furthermore, carbon nanotubes are sometimes heated for its integration in 
certain electronic devices. Carbon nanotubes have high thermal stability, the overall structure 
of carbon nanotubes is preserved even at high temperatures, up to 1200 ºC if they are single 
wall nanotubes and until 2200 ºC if they are multiwall nanotubes (in an inert atmosphere) 
[23,24]. Mahajan et al. [25] investigate the thermal decomposition of multiwall carbon 
nanotubes under different atmospheres. The study shows that under air atmosphere there is 
decomposition after 420°C, which drops to only 200°C under oxygen-rich conditions, while 
under argon the tubes remain stable up to 1300°C. As mentioned before, high quality tubes 
can be heated in inert atmospheres even as high as 2200°C. However, during heating, the 
nature and concentration of the functional chemical groups attached to the surface of carbon 
nanotubes can be altered. In this framework, thermal treatments of functionalized carbon 
nanotubes can be used to modify the concentration and type of their functional groups. 
Therefore, the determination of the thermal stability of the functional groups in the carbon 
nanotubes surfaces is an important step in the development of chemical sensors.   

The thermal stability of the oxygen functional groups grafted at the v-CNTs surface was 
investigated by heating progressively the sample to five different temperatures (200 °C, 
300 °C, 400 °C, and 500 ºC), the investigated sample was first irradiated with oxygen ions 
with 1 keV of kinetic energy during 10 minutes. The sample was mounted on a sample holder 
equipped with a resistive heater (Figure 3.6); the heat treatment was performed in the ultra-
high vacuum (UHV) Plafon chamber. The temperature of the sample was raised to 200 °C, 
300 °C, 400 °C and 500 ºC progressively and stabilized at each heating step for 15 minutes 
(Figure 3.19), after subsequently cooling to room temperature the XPS spectra of the sample 
annealed at each temperature were recorded, the transportation of the sample from Plafon to 
the XPS chamber was performed under UHV avoiding contamination due to air exposure. 

 

 

Figure 3.19 Temperature controller used for the thermal treatment of oxygen functionalized v-CNTs.  
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3.3.1 Chemical configuration of v-Ox-CNTs after thermal treatment 

After oxygen ion irradiation (1 keV, 10 min), the relative concentration of oxygen was 17.2 
at. % in the v-Ox-CNTs sample. After heating the sample to 200 °C, 300 °C, 400 °C and 
500 ºC the amount of oxygen decreases, as was expected, from 14.0 at. % when the sample 
was heated to 200 ºC, dropping to 5.6 at. % when the v-Ox-CNTs were heated to 500 ºC 
(Table 3.4). The atomic concentration of oxygen and carbon in the samples was obtained by 
the analysis of the XPS survey spectra. 

v-CNTs sample stage 
Carbon 
(at. %) 

Oxygen 
(at. %) 

Pristine 99.0 1.0 

After oxygen ion irradiation 82.8 17.2 

200 ºC 86.0 14.0 

300 ºC 89.5 10.5 

400 ºC 92.2 7.8 

500 ºC 94.4 5.6 

Table 3.4. Relative atomic composition (at. %) of v-CNTs from XPS spectra. Treatment steps: first 
10-minutes ion irradiation at 1keV, followed by a progressive 15-minute heating initiating at 200 ºC 
followed by 300 ºC, 400 ºC and 500 ºC. 

 

The C1s and O1s core levels spectra were recorded at high energy resolution (pass energy, 
step energy). The effect of the oxygen ion irradiation in the chemical environment of the 
carbon atoms at the carbon nanotubes surface can be seen in the C1s spectrum (Figure 3.20a), 
namely a widening in the left part of the spectrum corresponding to photoelectrons ejected 
from C-OH bonds, with higher binding energies than photoelectrons ejected from C-C bonds. 
Subsequent heating of the v-Ox-CNTs reduces this widening (Figure 3.20a), consistent with 
a decrease on the relative concentration of C-OH groups as the annealing temperature is 
increased. Figure 3.20b shows the high resolution O1s spectra recorded (normalized to the 
C1s intensity). There is a clear increment in the O1s peak intensity after oxygen ion 
irradiation, followed by a decrease dependent on the annealing temperature. The peak is 
centered at 532.6 eV, due to the contribution of C-OH functional groups [26]. The O1s peak 
changes in shape from a combined single peak to a double peak curve indicating desorption 
of one or more kinds of functional groups from the v-CNTs surface, this change in peak shape 
becomes more marked as the annealing temperature increases.  
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Figure 3.20. v-CNTs high resolution C1s (a) and O1s (b) XPS spectra.   

 

The analysis of C1s peak was carried out using the above mentioned least-squares fitting 
method using the software CASA XPS. After the oxygen ion irradiation (Figure 3.21) the 
following components were used to reproduce the spectrum, the one at 284.4 eV belonging 
to C-sp2 atoms (C1), and another at 290.9 eV assigned to photoelectrons losing kinetic energy 
due to π-plasmon excitations (C2), a component at 284.7 eV assigned to photoelectrons 
ejected from C-sp3 atoms (C3), and the components assigned to photoelectrons ejected from 
carbon atoms bonded with oxygen in the following configurations and binding energies: 
285.9 eV attributed to C-OH hydroxyl groups (C4), 286.7 eV assigned to C-O epoxy groups 
(C5), 287.6 eV assigned to C=O carbonyl functional groups (C6) and 289.1 eV assigned to 
COOH carboxyl functionalization (C7) [5,27].   
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Figure 3.21. C1s XPS spectrum analysis of v-Ox-CNTs after oxygen ion irradiation. Component’s 
assignments: C1 → C-sp2, C2 → π-plasmon-excitations, C3 → C-sp3, C4 → C-OH, C5 → C-O, C6 
→ C=O, C7 → COOH. 
 

Figure 3.22 shows the C1s spectrum analysis recorded after heating at 200 ºC (Figure 3.22a) 
and 500 ºC (Figure 3.22b), the variation in the relative area of the components assigned to 
carbon bonded to oxygen can be undoubtedly observed (C4-C7).  
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Figure 3.22. C1s XPS spectrum analysis of v-Ox-CNTs heated at 200 ºC (a) and v-Ox-CNTs heated 
at 500 ºC (b). Component’s assignments: C1 → C-sp2, C2 → π-plasmon-excitations, C3 → C-sp3, C4 
→ C-OH, C5 → C-O, C6 → C=O, C7 →COOH.  

 

The C1s spectrum recorded after each heating experiment was analyzed and the variation of 
the relative concentration of the fitting components was examined (Figure 3.23 and Table 
3.5). For the C-sp2 component (Figure 3.23a), the large decrease from 96.5 % in v-CNTs 
pristine to 42.7 % in v-Ox-CNTs after oxygen functionalization clearly shows the irradiation 
disrupting the π-bonding, forming oxygen groups and C-sp3 defects. Upon heating at 
different temperatures, a partial ‘healing’ of the carbon nanotube structure occurs with the 
formation of new chemical bonds mainly in the C-sp2 hybridization form, causing the 
increase in their relative concentration up to 62.1 % at the maximum heating temperature. 
The healing of C-sp2 bonding on graphitic-carbon structures with increasing thermal 
annealing is a known phenomenon usually called graphitization, only those materials with an 
internal structure amenable to the formation of graphene layers undergo structural reordering 
by heat treatment, during the healing process, intermolecular cross-linking occurs through 
oxygen-containing groups or through dehydrogenation in defects sites and the cyclized 
sections coalesce by cross-linking to form a graphite-like structure [13,28–30]. Oxygen ion 
irradiation creates C-sp3 related defects in the graphitic lattice with a relative concentration 
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of 17.3 %, in agreement with an early work reported by Banhart et al [31] who reported a 
summary of experimental and molecular dynamics simulations data that demonstrate the 
introduction of defects in carbon nanomaterials after its irradiation with energetic particles 
like ions and electrons. Although it was expected the relative concentration of the C-sp3 

component to decrease due to the healing of the defects for increasing heating temperature, 
such behavior was not observed. The relative concentration of C-sp3 remains almost constant 
for all temperatures ~ 17.0 ± 2 %. A certain equilibrium can exist between the number of C-
sp3 defects that are being healed and the formation of new C-sp3 defects due to the desorption 
of oxygen atoms when the nanotubes are heated.  

The relative concentration of the components assigned to oxygen functional groups in v-Ox-
CNTs is detailed in Figure 3.23b. The change in relative concentration of these components 
gives information about their relative thermal stability. The C-O epoxy group is the most 
unstable under heating, it is eliminated after heating at 300 ºC. With increasing temperature 
follows the elimination of carboxyl COOH group whose relative concentration decreases 
considerably with temperature. These carboxyl groups are expected to fragment to generate 
C-OH groups, which coupled with potential transformation of epoxy groups together explain 
the increase in the C-OH relative concentration seen at 200 °C and 300 ºC, which then 
decreases gradually at 400 °C and 500 ºC. The most thermally stable functional group is the 
C=O carbonyl, which relative concentration remains almost constant.  

Summarizing, we observed a decrease in the amount of oxygen groups grafted at the surface 
of the carbon nanotubes with increasing temperature, this coincides with the overall decrease 
of oxygen atomic concentration with increasing temperature. Nevertheless, even when the 
nanotubes were heated at 500 ºC, a considerable number of oxygen functionalities remain in 
the surface of the nanotubes, with C=O carbonyl and C-OH hydroxyl the most thermally 
stable and C-O epoxy group the least stable of all oxygen groups. The drop-off in total oxygen 
concentration is not abrupt, however it shows a near uniform decrease with temperature, a 
positive result showing that the application of a short post-functionalization thermal anneal 
allows good control of both total oxygen concentration and relative functional group 
concentration. The chemical sensors studied in the next sections are operated and engineered 
at temperatures far below 500 °C, for this reason, we expect no variation in the final CNT 
functionalization. However, further investigations of thermal annealing using different 
atmospheres such as nitrogen, oxygen, and air must be evaluated.  
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 Figure 3.23. Relative concentration of the components in the C1s spectrum at each stage of the v-
CNTs thermal annealing and functionalization. C-sp2 and C-sp3 (a) C-OH, C-O, COOH and C=O (b). 

 

v-CNTs sample stage 
Relative concentration (%) 

C-sp2 C-sp3 C-OH C-O C=O COOH Plasmon 

Pristine 94.2 0 0 0 0 0 3.8 

After Oxygen 
functionalization 

42.7 17.3 6.3 5.8 4.1 4.6 1.9 

200 ºC 45.0 15.2 9.6 5.9 2.6 5.0 2.7 

300 ºC 51.0 18.3 10.7 0 3.1 3.3 3.1 

400 ºC 57.9 18.7 5.6 0 5.0 1.6 3.4 

500 ºC 62.1 16.9 4.5 0 4.3 3.4 3.1 

Table 3.5. Relative concentration of the components in the C1s XPS spectrum recorded on the v-
CNTs at each stage of the thermal annealing.  

 

3.3.2 Morphology of v-Ox-CNTs after thermal treatment 

The morphology of the aligned carbon nanotubes after the thermal annealing examined by 
SEM and TEM microscopies is showed in Figure 3.24. Figure 3.24a shows the macroscopic 
structure and the alignment of the v-Ox-CNTs by SEM microscopy, the density and the 
alignment of the nanotubes is not affected by the oxygen ion irradiation nor by the heating 
treatment. Figure 3.24b shows the TEM images of v-Ox-CNTs recorded at the final step of 
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the heating treatment (500ºC). The overall structure of v-Ox-CNTs was maintained after 
both, oxygen ion irradiation and the heating treatment with no significant degradation. This 
agrees with literature, in vacuum, changes in the diameter and the number of walls in CNTs 
is only observed after heating to typically 1400 ºC [23]. The inset of Figure 3.24b shows 
carbon nanotubes with both open and closed tips. The open tipped nanotubes result from the 
oxygen functionalization of the tips, initial oxidation of the tips is via epoxide surface groups 
bonding to the tip (probably along tip facets), but with time, the tips are chemically opened, 
and the carbon dangling bond sites terminated with carbonyl and carboxyl groups. The closed 
tips are thus likely due to the ‘healing’ effect of annealing resulting in oxygen desorption and 
structural rearrangement. Scardamaglia et al. used low energy ion irradiation and plasma 
functionalization methods to graft nitrogen atoms into the lattice of vertically aligned carbon 
nanotubes (v-CNTs). Then, using ultraviolet and X-ray photoemission spectromicroscopy 
they showed that the nitrogen functional groups are grafted near the tips, up to 4 µm under 
the surface of the v-CNTs [29]. The results reported by Scardamaglia supported our 
observation that functionalization occurs mainly near the CNT tip.  

 

 

Figure 3.24. Images of v-Ox-CNTs after thermal annealing taken with scanning electron microscope 
(a) and transmission electron microscope (b).  

 

3.4 Low kinetic energy ion irradiation vs. other functionalization 
techniques  

Our results indicate that low kinetic energy ion irradiation is a faster, efficient, controllable, 
and clean technique for the functionalization of carbon nanotubes than other common 
functionalization techniques. In the case of acid functionalization, a long time of treatment is 
required to graph oxygen groups in carbon nanotubes. Taghvaei et al. reported that at least 
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2 h were needed to obtain oxygen atomic concentration of 13 at.% [32]. Besides, this type of 
functionalization is non-environmental friendly because generates a large quantity of liquid 
waste. For the case of plasma functionalization, even if does not generate liquid waste, the 
efficiency of functionalization is lower than the ion irradiation technique (in most of the 
cases). The atomic concentration of oxygen in carbon nanotubes after remote plasma 
functionalization reported here was almost half of the atomic concentration reached with low 
kinetic ion irradiation with the same treatment times (8 at. % vs 14.2 at. %). Various examples 
showing similar results are reported in the literature. Shafarat et al. reported 6.8 at.% of 
oxygen after 15 minutes of plasma treatment [33], similar to Taghvaei et al. with 7.4 at.% 
with 45 minutes of functionalization [32]. In addition to this, plasma functionalization does 
not allow a good control of defect creation at the carbon nanotube surface, it has been 
reported that the type of defects generated by ion irradiation of carbon nanostructures 
depends on the kinetic energy of the ions irradiated [11,12], during plasma treatments all 
kind of species generated in the plasma (ions, photons, electrons, atoms) may arrive in the 
sample and all kind of defects can be simultaneously generated, contrary to ion irradiation, 
where the kinetic energy of the ion is easily controlled and in this way the type of defects 
created can be predicted.  

Here, it is shown that the combination of low kinetic energy ion-irradiation followed by short 
time thermal annealing represents an excellent strategy for oxygen functionalization of 
carbon nanotubes, allowing simultaneous control over both overall concentration and 
concentration of individual functional group types. Additionally, this sort of functionalization 
allows the possibility of treatment after the nanostructure is integrated in the device. 

 

3.5 Ox-CNTs decorated with metal nanoparticles  

In search of fabricate highly sensitive chemical sensors, oxygen functionalized carbon 
nanotubes were decorated with metal nanoparticles. Several reports on carbon nanotubes 
decorated with Pd nanoparticles have shown that Pd nanoparticles increase the sensitivity of 
gas sensors [34,35]. In this framework, the development of bimetallic nanoparticles is a 
relatively new strategy to improve the sensitivity of sensors by the synergy of the metal 
properties. With the aim of engineering a chemical sensor to detect toluene, ethanol, NO2 and 
H2, Ox-CNTs were decorated with Pd and Ni-Pd nanoparticles. The decoration of Ox-CNTs 
with metal nanoparticles was carried out by plasma sputtering deposition, for comparison, 
different deposition times of nickel were used to obtain Ni-Pd nanoparticles with different 
concentration of nickel. The detailed characterization of the hybrid nanostructures was 
performed by SEM, XPS and Raman spectroscopy.  
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3.5.1 Plasma sputtering deposition  

Sputtering is the ejection of atoms by the bombardment of a solid or liquid target with 
energetic particles. The sputtering is the result of collisions between the incident energetic 
particles with the surface atoms of the target. The sputter yield (Y) of one target is defined as 
the ratio between the number of sputter-ejected atoms and the number of incident particles. 
The sputter yield of each target depends on the element bombarded, there is a trend related 
to the position of the element in the periodic table with the sputter yield (Figure 3.25) [36]. 

 

Figure 3.25. Dependence of the sputter yield of several elements ordered according their position in 
the periodic table, the sputtering was performed using argon with 300 eV of ion energy (Adapted 
from reference [36]).  

 

P. Sigmund described the sputter yield as a function of energy and projectile-target 
combination [36], according to his theory, the sputter yield near threshold , i.e., at low ion 
energy, is given by Equation 3.1. 
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Where E is the energy of the projectile, and M1 and M2 the masses of the projectile and the 
target atom, Us is the surface binding energy and α a dimensionless parameter depending on 
the mass ratio and the ion energy. Equation 3.1 can be understood as the transfer of 
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momentum from the incoming ion to the target atoms with a maximum when M1 = M2. To 
sputter an atom from the target, momentum transfer from the ion-induced collision must 
overcome the surface barrier given by the surface binding energy Us. Consequently, there is 
an inversely proportional relationship between the yield and the surface binding energy [37]. 
The sputter yield of nickel using argon ions (400 eV) as energetic particles is 1.2 (atoms/ion) 
and the sputter yield of Pd in the same conditions is 1.7 (atoms/ion) [38]. 

As mentioned before, sputtering of atoms from a surface begins with the bombardment of 
energetic particles at one target. These energetic particles are generally ions. The ions used 
for sputtering are produced mainly by two approaches with ion sources or plasma sources. 
However, plasma sources are the most used on sputtering deposition due to the complex and 
expensive nature of ion sources. Plasma is a quasineutral particle system in gas or fluid-like 
form compound of charge particles (electrons and ions) and neutral particles (atoms and 
molecules) [39]. By applying a high negative voltage to the target, positively charged ions 
are attracted from the plasma toward the target with sufficient energy to initiate sputtering.  

The experimental system of plasma sputtering deposition used consists of a cathode and an 
anode that are positioned opposed to each other in a vacuum chamber (Figure 3.26). The 
vacuum in the chamber is achieved with a pumping system (turbomolecular and rotary pumps 
are usually used). After pumping and reaching the desired pressure (10-4–10-6 Pa) a noble gas 
(argon in this case) is introduced into the vacuum chamber. Then, a high voltage difference 
is applied between cathode and anode and a glow discharge plasma is ignited, accelerated 
electrons ionize the gas molecules. In a diode glow discharge arrangement, electron 
trajectories are only defined by the electrical field between the cathode and the anode. Hence, 
the electrons are accelerated over the cathode sheath, and move with high velocity toward 
the anode. The classical approach to avoid the rapid loss of electrons from the discharge is to 
apply a magnetic field. By applying a magnetic field during glow discharge sputter 
deposition, one can trap the electrons in the discharge longer and, hence, produce more ions 
for the same electron density, magnetrons are used to generates this magnetic field. In this 
way, the ions can reach the cathode with almost the full discharge voltage and the sputtered 
atoms can reach the substrate with only a few collisions. Magnetrons can be powered by a 
variety of methods between radio frequency (RF), direct current (DC) and pulsed DC. In this 
work, a RPG-50 pulsed DC plasma generator from ONI was used.  

Sputtered particles leaving the target can collide with the gas atoms present in the vacuum 
chamber during transit to the substrate. Collisions will alter particle energy, direction, and 
momentum, and therefore also the morphology and microstructure of the growing film. The 
number of collisions will depend on the pressure value.    
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Figure 3.26. Scheme of the sputtering deposition process.  

 

3.5.2 Palladium sputtering deposition into Ox-CNTs 

Oxygen functionalized carbon nanotubes were decorated with palladium atoms using the 
plasma sputtering deposition as described. The sample containing oxygen functionalized 
carbon nanotubes was placed inside the sputtering chamber, and the chamber was pumped 
down to10-5 torr. Afterwards, a flux of argon gas was set into the chamber with a pressure of 
25 mTorr and a flux of 20 sccm. Then a plasma is created by turning on the magnetron power 
at 50W (Figure 3.27). The sputtering was carried out for 5 seconds. This sputtering time 
allows to obtain a thin film of palladium with a nominal thickness of 10 Å. After the 
sputtering, the inlet gas was closed, the pumping was turned off and the vacuum chamber 
was vented to take out the samples from the chamber. 
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Figure 3.27. (a) Ox-CNTs samples inside the sputtering chamber (yellow arrow). (b) Plasma 
observed inside the chamber while sputtering palladium into Ox-CNTs.  

 

3.5.2.1 Chemical analysis of Pd-Ox-CNTs 

The oxygen functionalized carbon nanotubes (Ox-CNTs) that were sputtered with palladium 
atoms were analyzed by X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy to obtain their atomic relative 
concentration and chemical configuration. Figure 3.28 shows the XPS survey spectrum of 
Ox-CNTs after the sputtering of palladium. The relative atomic concentration of the sample 
was: carbon 70.1 at. %, oxygen 26.5 at. %, palladium 2.2 at. % and iron 1.2 at. %. The iron 
content in the sample may come from the synthesis of carbon nanotubes (catalyst used in the 
synthesis). The presence of the palladium XPS signal indicates that deposition of palladium 
was made at the nanotubes surface. Deposition of palladium on CNTs leads to the clustering 
of Pd atoms on the surface of CNTs as the cohesive energy of Pd is much larger than the 
adsorption enthalpy [40], the nucleation centers are chemical or structural defects in CNTs, 
this clustering results in the formation of Pd nanoparticles in the nanotube surface as reported 
by Felten et al [41]. 
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Figure 3.28. Survey XPS spectrum of Ox-CNTs sputtered with palladium. The peaks from C1s, O1s 
and P3d are observed.   

 

Analysis of the core level spectrum C1s was performed on pristine carbon nanotubes (Figure 
3.29a), Ox-CNTs (Figure 3.29b) and Pd-Ox-CNTs (Figure 3.29c) to evaluate the chemical 
environment of carbon atoms in the surface of each sample. The deconvolution of pristine 
CNTs C1s shows only the C-sp2 component centered at 284.4 eV (C1). The C1s spectrum of 
oxygen functionalized carbon nanotubes is observed in the Figure 3.29b. The widening in 
the left part of the C1s spectrum due to the presence of carbon bonded to oxygen was already 
discussed in the section 3.2.3. The oxygen components are centered at binding energies of 
286.6 eV (C3), 287.5 eV (C4) and 288.8 eV (C5). C3 is assigned to epoxide groups (C–O), 
C4 to carbonyl groups (C=O) and C5 to carboxyl groups (–COOH). The component at 285.0 
eV (C2) is assigned to photoelectrons scattered from carbon with sp3 hybridization. In the 
Figure 3.29c the C1s spectrum from the Pd-Ox-CNTs sample shows the same number of 
components that Ox-CNTs C1s spectrum. The photoelectrons ejected from carbons in a Pd 
carbide (PdCx) are reported to have binding energies of 282.0 eV [42], this component is not 
observed in the Pd-Ox-CNTs spectrum which corroborate that a Pd-C phase is not formed 
after the sputtering deposition of palladium into CNTs. Pd atoms are mobile and diffuse at 
the CNT-surface until they find a nucleation center. Considering that Pd strongly interacts 
with oxygen atoms [43], it can be suggested that Pd nucleation occurs in the proximity of 
oxygenated defects created during the treatment [41]. In the Table 3.6 is detailed the relative 
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area from the components in the C1s spectrum recorded on the pristine CNTs, Ox-CNTs and 
Pd-Ox-CNTs. It can be noticed that the relative area from the C-O and C=O decreases after 
the Pd sputtering, this may be an indication that these oxygen groups act as preferential sites 
for the nucleation of Pd-nanoparticles in the CNTs surface.  

 

Figure 3.29. C1s XPS analysis spectra of pristine CNTs (a) Ox-CNTs (b) and Pd-Ox-CNTs. 
Component’s assignments: C1 → C-sp2, C2 → C-sp3, C3 → C-O, C4 → C=O, C5 → COOH.  

 

Sample C-sp2 C-sp3 C-O C=O COOH 

Pristine-CNTs 100 0 0 0 0 

Ox-CNTs 45.2 23.5 19.5 6.1 5.6 

Pd-OxCNTs 46.3 22.5 18.9 5.4 7.6 

Table 3.6. Relative area of the components in the C1s spectrum recorded on the pristine CNTs, Ox-
CNTs and Pd-Ox-CNTs.  

 

The deconvolution of Pd3d is showed in the Figure 3.30. The spin-orbit splitting of 3d level 
shows two components in the spectrum (doublet), one belongs to Pd3d5/2 and the other to 
Pd3d3/2. Two doublets were needed to reproduce this spectrum. The first doublet (blue) with 
binding energies of 336.1 and 541.4 eV correspond to metallic Pd (Pd0) and the second 
doublet (green) with binding energies of 337.7 and 543. eV is assigned to PdO (Pd2+) [44]. 
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No other components are present, same as the C1s analysis the formation of C-Pd is not 
observed. The oxidation of palladium corroborate that oxygen-containing functional groups 
in CNTs may work as active sites for the nucleation of Pd atoms for the formation of 
nanoparticles as it was reported by Felten et al. in 2009 [41]. These conclusions are supported 
by the results in Table 3.6 where the relative areas of C-O and C=O groups decrease after the 
decoration with Pd atoms, the localization of the particles on the defects would reduce the 
number of photoelectrons emitted from these carbon atoms arriving in the detector.  

 

Figure 3.30. Pd3d XPS analysis spectrum of Pd-Ox-CNTs. Blue doublet is assigned to Pd0 and green 
doublet to Pd2+. 

 

3.5.3 Nickel sputtering deposition into Pd-Ox-CNTs 

After decoration with palladium the samples were decorated with nickel atoms with the 
purpose of creating bimetallic nanoparticles in the Pd-Ox-CNTs surface, and the stabilization 
of Pd nanoparticles by nickel atoms. The sample was placed inside the sputtering chamber 
and it was pumped down to 10-5 torr. Then, a flux of argon gas was set into the chamber with 
a flux of 20 sccm and the pressure in the chamber rise to 25 mTorr. The plasma was obtained 
using a magnetron power of 100 W. The sputtering was carried out using three different 
deposition times (5, 10 and 30 seconds) to achieve different Ni amount in the Ni-Pd 
nanoparticles. After the sputtering, the inlet gas was closed, the pumping was turned off and 
the vacuum chamber was vented to take out the samples from the chamber. 
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3.5.3.1 Chemical analysis of Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs 

The Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs samples were analyzed by X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy to obtain 
their atomic relative concentration and chemical configuration. Figure 3.31 shows the survey 
spectrum of the 30-Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs, the peaks belonging to C1s, Pd3d, O1s and Ni2p are 
marked in the spectrum. The relative atomic concentration of each sample is detailed in the 
Table 3.7. The concentration of nickel in the samples increases as the sputtering time 
increases as was expected: 0.8 at. % (5 seconds of sputtering), 1.8 at. % (10 seconds) and 5.6 
at. % (30 seconds). The low iron content observed in the sample can be associated with the 
catalyst used for the CNT synthesis. 

 

Figure 3.31. XPS survey spectrum of the Pd-Ox-CNTs with nickel sputtered for 30 seconds. The 
peaks of C1s, O1s, P3d, and Ni2p are observed and tagged in the spectrum. 

 

Relative atomic concentration (at. %) 

 Carbon Oxygen Palladium Nickel Iron 

5Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs 64.8 29.4 2.7 0.8 2.3 

10Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs 63.3 28.9 2.8 1.8 3.2 

30Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs 63.4 26.8 1.3 5.6 2.9 
Table 3.7. Relative atomic concentration of Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs samples. 
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The chemical environment of the carbon atoms after nickel decoration was investigated by 
the XPS analysis of the C1s spectra of the samples to evaluate if Ni-C bonds are being 
formed. The results from the analysis are showed in the Figure 3.32. For all samples no new 
components than the ones present in the Ox-CNTs sample were observed in the spectrum 
which denies the formation of Ni-C bonds. On the other hand, the analysis of Pd3d core level 
spectrum for the three Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs samples, showed in the Figure 3.33, compared to 
Pd-Ox-CNTs, a new doublet component (magenta) is observed in the Ni-Pd samples, located 
at 338.0 and 343.3 eV of binding energies, this new component can be assigned to Pd3+ due 
to further oxidation of palladium PdOx or Pd interactions with Ni atoms [44]. However, as 
the presence of these component is only observed in the Ni-Pd samples and not in the Pd-
Ox-CNTs samples we strongly believe that this component belongs principally to PdO-NiO 
interactions. These results match with the C1s analysis spectrum and indicate that during the 
Ni sputtering into Pd-Ox-CNTs, the nucleation of Ni atoms take place in the sites were Pd 
nanoparticles are already formed, creating in this way bimetallic (Ni-Pd) nanoparticles at the 
surface of CNTs.  

 

Figure 3.32. C1s XPS analysis spectra of Ni-Pd-CNTs samples. (a) 5-Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs, (b) 10-Ni-
Pd-Ox-CNTs, (c) 30-Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs. Component’s assignments: C1 → C-sp2, C2 → C-sp3, C3 → 
C-O, C4 → C=O, C5 → COOH.  
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Figure 3.33. Pd3d XPS analysis spectrum of Ni-Pd-OxCNTs. (a) 5Ni-Pd-OxCNTs, (b) 10Ni-Pd-
OxCNTs, (c) 30Ni-Pd-OxCNTs. Blue doublet is assigned to Pd0, green doublet to Pd2+, and magenta 
doublet to PdO-NiO interactions.  
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Finally, the Ni2p XPS analysis spectrum was realized for all three Ni-Pd samples and is 
showed in the Figure 3.34. For simplicity, only the Ni2p3/2 part of the spectrum is showed. 
The same number of components were required to reproduce the Ni2p spectrum of the three 
samples (5, 10 and 30-Ni). The first component at 853.8 eV is assigned to Ni0, the component 
at 855.9 eV corresponds to NiO (Ni2+), further oxidation of nickel is observed in the peak at 
858.2 eV (Ni3+), the component at 861.8 eV of binding energy corresponds to shake up 
satellite peak, observed due to the loss of energy of photoelectrons that interact with the 
valence band promoting an electron from it to higher levels [44–46]. Even though a small 
amount of metallic nickel is present in all the samples most of the nickel present is oxidized 
(Ni2+), the high reactivity of nickel with oxygen it is well known [44]. 
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Figure 3.34. Ni2p XPS analysis spectrum of Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs. (a) 5Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs, (b) 10Ni-Pd-
Ox-CNTs, (c) 30Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs. Cyan doublet is assigned to Ni0, blue doublet to Ni2+, green doublet 
to Ni3+, and purple doublet to the shake-up satellite peak.  
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3.5.4 Raman spectroscopy of Pd and Ni-Pd Ox-CNTs 

The Raman spectra of these samples are compared in the Figure 3.35, the peaks typical of 
CNTs spectrum are observed, the D-peak band at ~1350 cm-1 and the G-peak at ~1580 cm-1. 
The Raman spectrum for pristine and Ox-CNTs were discussed in the section 3.2.4. The 
objective of this section is to investigate if the sputtering deposition of palladium and nickel 
onto Ox-CNTs have an effect in the “crystalline structure” of Ox-CNTs. Figure 3.35a shows 
the Raman spectrum of Ox-CNTs (Blue) and the spectrum after the sputtering with Pd atoms 
(Pd-Ox-CNTs) (Black). No significant changes between the spectra are observed, the 
intensity of the D peak related to defects in CNTs does not increase after the deposition of 
Pd, these results match with the XPS analysis where no C-Pd bonds or increased sp3 defects 
are observed in the C1s spectrum after the deposition of Pd. Likewise, the Raman spectrum 
of Ni-Pd (Figure 3.35b) shows no effect in the “crystalline structure” of Ox-CNTs with the 
sputtering of nickel atoms. 

 

Figure 3.35. Raman spectra of Pd-OxCNTs (a) and Ni-Pd-OxCNTs (b).  
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3.5.5 Electronic microscopy of pristine-CNTs and Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs 

The morphology of pristine CNTs and Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs is compared using SEM microscopy 
and showed in the Figure 3.36. The macroscopic morphology of CNTs does not change after 
the creation of bimetallic nanoparticles in their surface. Unfortunately, the observation of the 
bimetallic nanoparticles is not possible using SEM microscopy because of their small size, 
to observe the nanoparticles, the samples should be analyzed by TEM microscopy, however, 
the sample preparation for TEM requires the complete destruction of the sample which may 
not allow the use of Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs samples as chemical sensors like it is planned for this 
thesis work.  

 

Figure 3.36.  SEM images of pristine CNTs (a) and 30-Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs (b).  

 

3.6 Gas sensing properties of Pd-Ox-CNTs and Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs  

The increasing pollution of the environment has a huge impact on nature and human health 
and safety. Because of that, most of Worldwide governments have imposed strict 
environmental and safety regulations to limit the production of toxic emissions, that are for 
instance generated during metal processing, from automotive, or by chemical and 
petrochemical industries. To control the presence of toxic emissions in indoor and outdoor 
air a vast number of systems for gas sensing and air quality monitoring have been developed 
and employed. Critical air pollutants such as nitrogen oxides (NOx) and carbon oxides (CO, 
CO2), resulting from combustion or automotive emissions, additional harmful vapours in the 
atmosphere are volatile organic compounds (VOCs) such as benzene, toluene, and ethanol. 
Problems in respiratory system, skin and eyes damage and pulmonary edema are some of the 
possible consequences of prolonged exposure to such toxic vapours [47,48]. As mentioned 
before, sensors used nowadays to detect these harmful gases are based on the infrared 
spectroscopy, gas chromatography and metal oxides materials presenting a good detection 
limit, however, they are not compatible with the requirements of real-time analysis, 
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miniaturization, and cost effectiveness. In this framework, carbon nanomaterials, more 
specifically CNTs and graphene are promising active sensing layers due to their high 
chemical stability, high surface area, low-cost and their high conductivity that it is not easily 
affected by increasing their temperature. Nevertheless, carbon nanotubes, in addition, have 
important advantages over graphene, their synthesis is easier, the synthesis cost is lower and 
high-quality CNTs can be synthesized in a large scale. However, as explained before, the 
introduction of active sites on their pristine structure is needed to boost their reactivity to 
gases thus improving the sensitivity in the detection of hazardous molecules, for this reason, 
during this work CNTs were firstly oxygen functionalized and then decorated with bimetallic 
nanoparticles.  

In the following section, Ox-CNTs decorated with bimetallic nanoparticles are evaluated as 
active materials in gas sensors for the detection of part per million (ppm) of H2, NO2, toluene, 
and ethanol.  

 

3.6.1 Resistive sensors  

The working principle of resistive sensing devices comprises the variation of the electrical 
resistivity on the sensor surface generated by the adsorption of gas molecules. The 
reversibility of the sensor is the capability to return to its initial state after the interaction with 
the target gas. The sensing experiments consist in the measurement of the resistance variation 
as a function of the gas molecules concentration for subsequent cycles (Figure 3.37). The 
resistance is uninterruptedly measured, allowing a real-time acquisition of its variation from 
the initial value, R0. The sensor response is defined according to the following relation:  

                                                             ∆001 % = 01304
01

∙ 100	                                        (3.2) 

where Rf is the resistance value measured when the flow of the gas of interest is stopped. The 
increment or decrease of the resistance will depend on the type of semiconducting layer (n- 
or p- type depending on the electron or hole doping) and on the donor/acceptor behavior of 
the gas molecules detected. In this work, since holes are the charge carriers in carbon 
nanotubes, the Ox-CNTs surface behaves as a hole-doped semiconductor (p-type 
semiconductor).  
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Figure 3.37. Measurement of the resistance variation as a function of the analyte concentration for 
subsequent cycles.  

 

3.6.2 Device employed to test gas detection 

The gas sensing experiments were done at the University Rovira i Virgili of Tarragona, in 
Spain, by the MINOS–EMaS group, headed by Prof. Eduard Llobet. The experimental 
procedure begins with the preparation of a solution of CNTs/ethanol, then, the solution is 
sonicated for 30 min until completely disperse the CNTs into ethanol. Afterwards, the CNTs 
dispersion is deposited directly on a commercially available transducer by airbrushing. The 
transducer consists of an alumina sensor substrate with a 10×10 mm screen-printed and Pt- 
electrodes with a breach of 500 µm between them (Figure 3.38). Through the deposition, the 
alumina sensors are heated to 100 °C in order of facilitate a rapid evaporation of ethanol. It 
is important to mention that the oxygen functionalization of CNTs and the deposition of 
bimetallic nanoparticles was carried out directly into the CNTs deposited in the alumina 
substrate transducer.  

 

Figure 3.38. Illustration of the commercial alumina sensor in the front side the Pt-electrodes are 
observed, here, the CNTs are deposited. In the back side of the sensor the heater is located.  
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The gas sensing device involves a mass flow meters and electro-valves systems that are 
computer-controlled to obtain the desired concentrations of the gases by mixing them with 
pure air, then, the gases are distributed to the test chamber (Figure 3.39). The DC resistance 
of the sensors is measured with an Agilent multimeter during all the interval of the 
experiments. The chamber consists of a base chamber where the sensors are connected to the 
arrangement of resistance measure and a chamber lid with the inlet and outlet gas 
connections, the lid is placed on the top of the base and closed with the help of screws. 

 

Figure 3.39. Test chamber used for the gas sensing.  

 

The measurements are performed in cycles, in the beginning of one cycle pure dry air is 
flowed through the chamber until the sample resistance is stabilized to a certain value, this 
value corresponding to a constant baseline R0. Afterwards, a mix of pure air with the test gas 
is delivered into the chamber with the desired concentration of the gas of interest during 5 
minutes. At the end of each cycle there is a recovery phase where the flow is switched again 
to pure air. The measurements can be performed at certain working temperature or at room 
temperature (RT).  

 

3.6.3 Gas sensing 

In this section, the results related to the gas-sensing properties of the Ox-CNTs decorated 
with Pd and Ni-Pd nanoparticles are detailed and discussed. The sensor response is analyzed 
as a function of variable concentration of target gases and the sensor working temperature. 
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The gases analyzed as well as the concentration and working temperature of each experiment 
are detailed in the Table 3.8.  

Target gas Concentration (ppm) Working temperature 
(ºC) 

Toluene 2.5 5 7.5 10 RT 150 

Ethanol 5 10 15 20 RT 150 

NO2 
250 

(ppb) 
500 

(ppb) 
750 

(ppb) 
1000 
(ppb) 

RT 150 

H2 250  500  750  1000 150 

Table 3.8. Experimental details for the gas sensing properties test of Pd-OxCNTs and Ni-Pd-OxCNTs 
samples. 

 

3.6.3.1 Toluene 

Toluene (C7H8), the common name for methylbenzene, is an important aromatic organic 
compound widely used in industrial processes (Figure 3.40), it is used mainly as solvent in 
paints, resins, and adhesives. It is also used to produce benzene. The inhalation of high 
concentrations of toluene even for low periods of time affects the nervous system, kidney, 
liver, and heart. Humans can be exposed to toluene if they work in the industry or in the 
environment after air emissions, furthermore, toluene is also present in the gases produced in 
the incomplete combustion of gasoline vehicles. Therefore, there is an increasing need for 
developing efficient sensors to monitor and control the emissions of toluene [49]. The 
detection of toluene has been performed with several materials such as diamond, copolymer 
composites [50], and WO3 [51]. CNTs have been poorly studied for sensing toluene.  

 
 

Figure 3.40. Toluene structure scheme. Black spheres: carbon, gray spheres: hydrogen. 
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Here, Ox-CNTs decorated with Pd and Pd-Ni nanoparticles were evaluated as gas sensors to 
detect toluene at different ppm concentrations (2.5, 5, 75 and 10 ppm). The variation in the 
resistance of the active layers was measured. The curves in Figure 3.41 display the cyclic 
sensors response (R/R0, left axis) during exposure (5 min) to increasing concentrations of 
toluene (expressed in ppm on the right axis). The measurements were realized using two 
working temperatures, room temperature (RT) (Figure 3.41a) and 150 ºC (Figure 3.41b). The 
resistance increases upon toluene exposure which indicates a charge transfer from toluene to 
Ox-CNTs surface, CNTs possess p-type characteristics (has more holes than electrons), the 
electrons donated by toluene molecules decrease the number of positive holes in CNTs by 
electron-hole recombination, and thus increasing they p-type resistivity. A good recovery of 
the resistance base line after the end of toluene exposure is observed, this indicates an 
effective desorption of toluene from the active layer. The response of the sensors is better at 
room temperature, this represents an advantage for the sensors developed here, because it 
allows the development of sensors with a low power consumption. At room temperature the 
sensor with better response is 5-Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs and at higher temperatures the samples with 
higher concentration of nickel (10-30Ni) have better responses to toluene. This denotes that 
bimetallic nanoparticles present a synergetic effect for the Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs sensors.  
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Figure 3.41. Typical responses and recovery curves of Pd-Ox-CNTs and Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs sensors as 
a function of variable concentration of toluene. Room temperature (a) and 150 ºC of working 
temperature (b). The measured resistances are normalized to the relative baseline value R0 of each 
sensor (left axis), while the analyte concentration is shown as light grey bar and it is expressed in ppm 
(right axis).  

 

3.6.3.2 Ethanol 

Ethanol (C2H6O) also called ethyl alcohol is a volatile and flammable colorless liquid with a 
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toxic nature (Figure 3.42). Often used in beverages, industrial and scientific sectors. 
Prolonged heavy alcohol consumption or exposure causes damage in the brain and other 
organs and increase the risk of cancer [52]. Besides, people that works on ethanol synthesis 
have high probability of developing respiratory and digestive track cancer [53]. Thus, 
development of sensors to monitor ethanol gas trace level is of great demand nowadays.  

 

Figure 3.42. Ethanol structure scheme. Black spheres: carbon, gray spheres: hydrogen, red sphere: 
oxygen. 
 

Here, it is shown that Pd-Ox-CNTs and Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs are active layer with potential to 
detect ethanol at ppm concentrations (5, 10, 15 and 20 ppm). The curves in Figure 3.43 
display the cyclic sensors response (R/R0, left axis) during exposure (5 min) to increasing 
concentrations of ethanol (expressed in ppm on the right axis). The measurements were 
performed using two working temperatures, room temperature (RT) (Figure 3.43a) and 
150 ºC (Figure 3.43b). Same as toluene, ethanol is an electron-donor molecule and thus CNTs 
Fermi level shifts toward the conduction band, reducing the number of electron holes and 
increasing the resistance of the active layer. A good recuperation of the resistance base line 
after the end of ethanol exposure is observed for the nanotubes decorated with bimetallic 
nanoparticles (Pd-Ni), this indicates an effective desorption of ethanol from the active layer. 
In this case, the sensors are slightly more sensible to ethanol at higher temperatures. For the 
case of 150 ºC measurements the Pd-Ox-CNTs and 5-Ni-P-Ox-CNTs sample have no 
response to ethanol, this may be due the destabilization of Pd nanoparticles at high temperate 
that are being stabilized with the presence of nickel atoms for the case of nanoparticles with 
high concentrations of Ni [54,55]. These results evidence the synergetic effect of having 
bimetallic nanoparticles.   
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Figure 3.43. Typical responses and recovery curves of Pd-Ox-CNTs and Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs sensors as 
a function of variable concentration of ethanol. Room temperature (a) and 150 ºC of working 
temperature (b). The measured resistances are normalized to the relative baseline value R0 of each 
sensor (left axis), while the analyte concentration is shown as light grey bar and it is expressed in ppm 
(right axis).  
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3.6.3.3 NO2 

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is one of the most dangerous of the harmful environmental gases 
(Figure 3.44). Long-term exposure to low NO2 concentrations (~1 ppm) can affect respiratory 
function and increase the risk of emphysema and bronchitis [56]. Furthermore, 
concentrations of 10 ppm NO2(g) causes immediate distress, including nose and throat 
irritation, higher concentrations of NO2(g) (100 ppm) can cause death by asphyxia. The most 
common sources of NO2(g) in the environment are internal combustion engines burning fossil 
fuels such as motor vehicles and butane and kerosene heaters and stoves.  

 
Figure 3.44. NO2 structure scheme. Red spheres: oxygen, blue sphere: nitrogen. 

 
 

The high toxicity of NO2 and the fact that NO2 can be present outdoors in almost anywhere 
nowadays, due to traffic from motor vehicles, makes it one of the most studied gases for the 
development of sensors to monitor and detect NO2 with high sensitivity and selectivity. In 
this work, Pd-Ox-CNTs and Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs were tested as active layer to detect NO2 at low 
ppb concentrations (250, 500, 750 and 100 ppb). The curves in Figure 3.45 shows the cyclic 
sensors response (R/R0, left axis) during exposure (5 min) to increasing concentrations of 
NO2 (expressed in ppb on the right axis). The measurements were performed using two 
working temperatures, room temperature (RT) (Figure 3.45a) and 150ºC (Figure 3.45b). 
Contrary to toluene and ethanol, exposure of Pd-Ox-CNTs and Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs to NO2 

results in the decrease of their resistance, this is due to the oxidizing nature of NO2, thus a 
charge transfer from the CNTs to NO2 molecules occurs. The sensors have an increased 
response to NO2 at room temperature rather than increased temperatures. This may be due to 
the destabilization of the bimetallic nanoparticles in CNTs at increased temperatures as 
explained before [57]. The Ox-CNTs decorated with nanoparticles with higher concentration 
of Ni present better responses to NO2 at RT. These results corroborate that decorated CNTs 
with bimetallic nanoparticles increases their sensing activity in gas sensors.  
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Figure 3.45. Typical responses and recovery curves of Pd-Ox-CNTs and Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs sensors as 
a function of variable concentration of NO2. Room temperature (a) and 150 ºC of working temperature 
(b). The measured resistances are normalized to the relative baseline value R0 of each sensor (left 
axis), while the analyte concentration is shown as light grey bar and it is expressed in ppb (right axis).  
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3.6.3.4 H2 

H2 is a colorless and odorless gas used in the industry in petroleum refining, treating metals, 
production of fertilizer and processing foods (Figure 3.46). The use of hydrogen has been 
tripled since 1975 and it will continue with a market that will exceed $160 billion by 2026 in 
the USA [58]. This increment in the use of H2 demands for the development of rapid and 
sensitive H2 sensors to detect leaks because even small amounts exposure to hydrogen can 
cause burns and respiratory problems, besides, due to it flammable and easily ignited nature 
H2 is a potential cause for a severe fire or explosion.   

 
Figure 3.46. H2 structure scheme. Gray spheres: hydrogen atoms. 

 
 

The synthetized Pd-Ox-CNTs and Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs samples were used as active layer in 
resistive sensors to detect H2 at ppm concentrations at room temperature (250, 500, 750 and 
1000 ppm). The curves in Figure 3.47 shows the cyclic sensors response (R/R0, left axis) 
during exposure (5 min) to increasing concentrations of H2 (expressed in ppm on the right 
axis). CNTs are widely reported as not sensitive to H2 gas [59], however, the Ox-CNTs 
decorated with Pd and Ni-Pd nanoparticles developed here present a notable response to the 
exposure of H2 gas at low concentrations, the resistance of the active layer increases after 
react with H2, evidencing the charge transfer from H2 to the p-type semiconductor Ox-CNTs 
surface. Not significant difference between Pd-Ox-CNTs and Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs sensors were 
observed, which suggests that both Pd and Ni-Pd nanoparticles are able to work 
synergistically with Ox-CNTs to detect H2. 
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Figure 3.47. Typical responses and recovery curves of Pd-Ox-CNTs and Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs sensors as 
a function of variable concentration of H2. The measurements were realized at room temperature. The 
measured resistances are normalized to the relative baseline value R0 of each sensor (left axis), while 
the analyte concentration is shown as light grey bar and it is expressed in ppb (right axis).  

 

3.6.4 Sensing mechanism  

In summary, the sensors developed in this work are able to detect VOCs gases (toluene and 
ethanol), NO2 and H2. Generally, the Ox-CNTs decorated with bimetallic nanoparticles have 
better responses for all the studied gases except H2. The sensing mechanism for the Pd-Ox-
CNTs and Ni-Pd-OxCNTs arises from interactions among the gas, metallic nanoparticles and 
Ox-CNTs. These sensors have five potential types of adsorption sites for the gases: external 
surfaces coated with metal nanoparticles, external surfaces not covered with metal 
nanoparticles, groove sites, interstitial sites, and internal sites (Figure 3.48). Generally, 
chemical sensors have two functions, i.e., a receptor function which recognizes a chemical 
substance (adsorption) and a transducer function which transduces the chemical signal into 
an output signal (here variation in the resistivity). Even if the adsorption of gas molecules in 
Pd-Ox-CNTs and Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs take place at these five places it should be considered that 
the inert surface of CNTs. In the present built sensors, it can be said that Pd and Ni-Pd 
nanoparticles identify the gases (receptor function) and Ox-CNTs provide the conducting 
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path (transducer function), and this cooperative combination allows the gas molecule 
detection even at room temperature. 
 
 

 

Figure 3.48. Potential types of adsorption sites for the gases in CNTs decorated with metallic 
nanoparticles.  

 

The sensors developed show response to ethanol, toluene, NO2, and H2 which denotes their 
poor selectivity. The selectivity of Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs can be improved using modern 
detections techniques such as pattern recognition sensing, where parameters like response 
time and recovery time are used to recollect data and through the analysis of these data 
selective sensors are developed. The selectivity of Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs can be also reached by 
proving the sensors at different working temperatures or decorate Ox-CNTs with 
nanoparticles of different sizes and compare their responses to several gases.  

 

3.7 Conclusions 

Multiwall carbon nanotubes were evaluated as an active layer of chemical resistive sensors 
to detect hazardous gases. The vertically aligned carbon nanotubes were synthetized by 
chemical vapor deposition. Due to its intrinsically inert surface, CNTs were functionalized 
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with oxygen-containing functional groups through low kinetic energy oxygen ion irradiation 
to increase their surface reactivity to the gas target molecules. This work demonstrated that 
low kinetic energy oxygen ion irradiation is a functionalization technique that permits the 
effective functionalization of vertically aligned carbon nanotubes with oxygen groups in a 
rapid, solvent-free, clean and defect control mode. Four different oxygen functional groups 
were identified by analysis of the C1s XPS spectra: epoxide, hydroxyl, carbonyl, and 
carboxyl groups. Subsequently, an annealing treatment was used to study the thermal stability 
of each oxygen group, from this study the epoxide groups were identified like the most 
unstable and carbonyl like the most stable oxygen group. Studying the thermal stability of 
oxygen groups in the surface of CNTs was important for this work because some Ox-CNTs 
gas sensor measurements were performed at relatively high temperatures (150 ºC). Even if 
there is an evident loss of oxygen, some functional chemical groups remain stable in the 
CNTs surface after the annealing at 500 ºC. Furthermore, we show that the concentration of 
each functional group can be adjusted by the thermal treatment of the carbon nanotubes 
without damaging their overall structure owing to their thermal stability. The combination of 
low kinetic energy ion-irradiation followed by short time thermal annealing represents an 
excellent combination for oxygen functionalization of carbon nanotubes, allowing 
simultaneous control over both overall concentration and concentration of individual 
functional group types.  
 
Afterwards, the oxygen groups at the CNTs surface were used as active sites for nucleation 
of metal particles; CNTs were decorated with bimetallic Ni-Pd and Pd nanoparticles using 
plasma sputtering deposition. XPS core level spectrum analysis of the samples showed that 
neither C-Pd nor C-Ni bonds are formed during the sputtering deposition.  
 
The variation on the resistance of the Pd-Ox-CNTs and Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs active layers when 
they were exposed to different concentrations of NO2, H2, toluene and ethanol gases was used 
as the transducer signal to evaluate the chemical sensing (gas-active layer chemical 
interaction). The analysis of the results of this part of the research showed that decorate Ox-
CNTs with bimetallic Ni-Pd nanoparticles increases the response of Ox-CNTs towards the 
detection of toluene, ethanol, NO2, and H2. The sensors with bimetallic Ni-Pd nanoparticles 
have higher responses to the probed gases than the sensors decorated with Pd nanoparticles. 
Furthermore, the fabricated sensors show higher sensitivity for detection of gases at near 
room temperature measurements, this characteristic shows the potential to use the hybrid 
system for the engineering of sensors with low power consumption. 
 
Even if it is clear that bimetallic Ni-Pd decorated Ox-CNTs have increased responses to gas 
molecules than Pd decorated Ox-CNTs, further investigations need to be done to fully 
understand the role of the relative concentration of nickel in the Ni-Pd nanoparticles for the 
mechanism of detection of gases.  
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Chapter 4 
 

 
Eu3+-TiO2 nanothermometer for biological systems  
 
 
 
 
The measurement of the temperature of a system is an important issue in different research 
subjects. In the previous chapter, the thermal stability of the oxygen functional groups grafted 
at the CNT surface were investigated through a thermal annealing, in this case the 
temperature was measured using a thermocouple attached to the sample holder (Figure 3.6). 
Thermocouples can measure temperature with high precision up to micrometric spatial 
resolution, for the case of oxygen functionalized carbon nanotubes this spatial resolution is 
good enough, as knowledge of sample holder temperature, during the thermal annealing, with 
micrometric spatial resolution is not critical. However, for certain research fields involving 
nanomaterilas, obtaining knowledge of temperature with submicrometric resolution is of 
high importance. For example, in electronic devices using nanochips, measuring the 
temperature within the nanochips with high spatial resolution can prevent the failures induced 
by increasing temperature due to electromigration. Likewise, in biological systems, 
measuring temperature with submicrometric resolution allows obtaining temperature 
differences between organelles in single cells, therefore, increasing knowledge on cells 
metabolism. The conjugation of nanoscale systems with nanoprobes having properties 
sensible to temperature variation is a potential solution to achieve temperature measurements 
with submicrometric resolution because the spatial resolution will be only limited by the size 
of the nanoprobes (Figure 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1. Exemplification of systems of interest to obtain temperature with submicrometric spatial 
resolution. Nanoprobes with properties sensible to temperature variation are used as thermometers 
and submicrometric measurements can be achieved.   
 
 
In this chapter, the development of a novel nanothermometer based on europium(III) doped 
titanium dioxide nanoparticles (Eu3+-TiO2) able to measure temperature with submicrometric 
spatial resolution is described. The Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles doped with different 
concentration of europium were synthetized by the sol-gel technique and it is described in 
the first part of this chapter. Subsequently, the characterization of the synthetized 
nanoparticles with different techniques such as SEM, TEM, XRD and XPS is showed. Next, 
the photoluminescence of the Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles and its dependency with temperature 
is discussed in detail. It is shown that Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles can be used as 
nanothermometer using their luminescence intensity dependency with the temperature. The 
photoluminescence of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles recorded at different system temperature is 
investigated and discussed. 
 
At the end of the chapter, it is shown the use of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles as nanothermometer 
to evaluate the temperature in a biological system. First, the internalization of Eu3+-TiO2 

nanoparticles in different cells (epithelial and fibroblast mouse cells) is showed, then the 
development of an appropriated calibration curve of the intensity of luminescence of 
Eu3+-TiO2 with temperature variation is discussed. Finally, the ability of Eu3+-TiO2 

nanoparticles to measure differences in temperature within single living cells is discussed.    
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4.1 Eu3+-TiO2 based nanothermometers  
 
Luminescence nanothermometry is as a spectroscopic technique based on the temperature 
dependence of the luminescence emission of some optical materials to measure temperature 
with submicrometric resolution. As mentioned before, various luminescent materials have 
been proposed to be used as thermometers, among them, trivalent europium ion (Eu3+) is one 
of the most studied ions in luminescence nanothermometry, as Eu3+ can be used to measure 
different ranges of temperature depending on the emission line of its spectrum selected 
(Figure 2.13). Besides, the calibration curve of the Eu3+ based nanothermometer can be easily 
done through a simple emission spectrum measurement. Moreover, the energy transfer 
between Eu3+ neighbor ions that may induce luminescence loss is not observed even at high 
concentrations of Eu3+ ions. Furthermore, the excitations and emission wavelengths of Eu3+ 

occur within the first biological window in the range of 570-720 nm, in which the 
autofluorescence of biological systems is reduced, therefore the cell autofluorescence does 
not affect the performance of the Eu3+ based nanothermometers. At low dose, Eu3+ can be 
considered as a non-toxic material [1–3], making Eu3+ based nanothermometers potential 
temperature sensors for biological systems.  
 
In turn, titanium dioxide (TiO2) the matrix used to host Eu3+ ions , is a semiconductor metal 
oxide that exists in three different stable phases: rutile (tetragonal), anatase (tetragonal) and 
brookite (orthorhombic) [4]. This semiconductor with relatively wide band gap (3.2 eV for 
anatase, 3.0 eV for rutile, and 1.9 eV for brookite) is widely studied due to its large chemical 
stability, easy and low-cost way of synthesis methods, high refractive index, additionally to 
its no-toxic nature, easy-dispersive and high photoactivity [5,6]. These properties make TiO2 
a good candidate for several applications, such as solar cells, gas sensors, water cleaning, as 
well as host matrix for lanthanide ions to develop nanothermometers [7–12]. Currently, TiO2 

is incorporated in pigments, sunscreens, paints, toothpaste, etc. [4].   
 
The optical properties of TiO2 depend on the crystallographic phase, density and type of its 
defects, the presence of dopants, as well as on the synthesis method [13]. The main advantage 
of TiO2 as host matrix of Eu3+ions it is the high transparency of TiO2 in the visible/NIR part 
of the spectrum. However, it has been shown that doping TiO2 with lanthanide ions can lead 
to the change of its optical properties, therefore, the study of the optical properties of TiO2 
and doped- TiO2 must be carried out if any application involving optical properties are aimed 
such as luminescence nanothermometry [14–17]. The photoluminescence of TiO2 and 
Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles used in this work will be described and discussed in detail in the 
following sections.  
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4.2 Synthesis and characterization of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles: Sol-gel 
method 
 
The synthesis of TiO2 nanoparticles doped with europium was carried out using a sol-gel 
method. Three different Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles were synthetized varying the europium 
concentration from 1, 3 and 5 wt. %.  

TiO2 nanoparticles can be synthetized by different techniques such as: hydrothermal method, 
solvothermal method, chemical vapor deposition, sonochemical method, electrodeposition, 
and the sol-gel method [4]. The sol-gel method was used in this work because is a very well-
known method that presents various advantages over the other synthesis techniques. The sol-
gel method is low-cost and simple, allows to control the textural and surface properties of the 
final material as well as the doping concentration. Besides, it can be performed at relative 
low temperatures [18]. 

Basically, the sol-gel process consists in the formation of a colloidal suspension (sol) by the 
hydrolysis and polymerization reactions between the precursors. The precursors materials are 
normally inorganic metal salts or organimetallic compounds such as metal alkoxides. 
Afterwards, the complete polymerization and loss of the solvent leads to the formation of the 
suspension into a solid gel phase (gel) [4]. Finally, after drying and a heat treatment the wet 
gel is transformed into a dense ceramic.  

For the TiO2 nanoparticles, the sol-gel synthesis begins with the hydrolysis of a titanium 
precursor usually titanium (IV) isopropoxide via an acid catalyzed reaction (Reaction 1), 
followed by a condensation (Reaction 2 and 3) were polymeric Ti— O —Ti chains are 
formed [19]. For the formation of crystalline TiO2 nanoparticles the polymer matrix formed 
is often heated by several hours under relatively low temperatures (~100 ºC) to evaporate the 
solvent and obtain the formed TiO2 products followed by a heating treatment to higher 
temperatures (>300 ºC) for the formation of a crystalline structure (Figure 4.2). The presence 
of rutile and/or anatase phases and the crystal sizes will depend on the parameters of the 
synthesis method and the temperature of calcination.  

Ti — OR + H2O → Ti — OH + ROH                                                                                 (1) 
 
Ti — OH + OR — Ti → Ti— O —Ti + ROH                                                                    (2) 
 
Ti — OH + OH — Ti → Ti— O —Ti + H2O                                                                     (3) 
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Figure 4.2. Schematic diagram of the sol-gel method for the synthesis of crystalline TiO2 

nanoparticles. 

 

In this work, for the sol-gel synthesis of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles followed the recipe reported 
on [20], a solution of 3.4 mL of deionized water, 20 mL of ethanol, 350 µL of 65% HNO3, 
and 142.3 mg for the 1 wt. % sample, 435.6 mg for the 3 wt. % or 741.3 mg for the 5 wt. % 
sample of Eu(NO3)3	5H2O was added to a solution of 73 mL of ethanol and 19.3 mL of 
titanium (IV) isopropoxide under constant stirring. Then, after a gel consistent mixture is 
formed, the dried gels were heated to 100 ºC for 12 h followed by a calcination at 250, 350 
and 450 ºC for 10 h. The nanoparticles calcinated at 450 ºC are the ones used for the next 
characterizations and experiments because they showed the best crystallinity. Figure 4.3 
shows the powder samples obtained after the sol-gel synthesis. The doping causes a slight 
change of color from bright white to a very pale yellow powder.   

 

Figure 4.3. Undoped and Eu3+-doped TiO2 powder samples obtained after the synthesis by the Sol-
gel method. 

 

4.2.1 Electron microscopy of Eu3+-TiO2 

The morphology of the synthetized samples was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy 
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(SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Figure 4.4 shows SEM images from 
undoped-TiO2 (a), 1 wt.% Eu3+-TiO2 (b), 3 wt. % Eu3+-TiO2 (c) and the 5 wt. % Eu3+-TiO2 

(d). Specimens for SEM were prepared by placing a small amount of powder in an agate 
mortar, few drops of deionized water were added, and mixed with agate pestle. Then one 
drop of suspension was placed on a polished Al sample holder. Prior to SEM investigation 
the specimen was coated with 5-nm thick carbon layer. In this specimen preparation no 
ultrasound was used. The study reveals agglomerated Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles. No 
significant difference in the morphology of the samples was observed when different amount 
of europium was added to the samples. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4. SEM images from undoped-TiO2 (a), 1 wt.% Eu3+-TiO2 (b), 3 wt. % Eu3+-TiO2 (c) and 5 
wt. % Eu3+-TiO2 (d). 

 

TEM images from of the 5 wt. % Eu3+-TiO2 is showed in the Figure 4.5. The sample was 
sonicated, which significantly reduced agglomeration of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles. In this 
case, the smallest aggregates are constituted of two to five crystallites. Nanoparticles have 
diameters between 15 and 16 nm (Insets Figure 4.5).  
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Figure 4.5. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of 5 wt. % Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles. 

 

4.2.2 Phase composition of Eu3+-TiO2 

As mentioned before, TiO2 exist in three different phases, anatase and rutile both with 
tetragonal crystal system but different lattice parameters and brookite with orthorhombic 
crystal system (Figure 4.6). The properties of TiO2 depend critically on its crystal structure, 
as a bulk material, rutile is the stable phase; however, in solution-phase preparation methods 
for nanometric TiO2 the anatase structure is favored [21], this is due to the lower surface 
energy of anatase over rutile and brookite, as mentioned before, for nanomaterials the surface 
energy plays an important role in the total energy of the nanoparticles. A combination of 
rutile and anatase phases may be also present in some nanoparticles depending on the 
synthesis method and the chemical precursors used. However, anatase nanoparticles with 
diameters ranging from 6–30 nm are often observed when the synthesis is performed using 
titanium (IV) isopropoxide and nitric acid, the precursors used during this work [21].   
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Figure 4.6 Crystal structure of TiO2. Anatase (tetragonal), rutile (tetragonal) and brookite 
(orthorhombic). Adapted from Siddiqui et. al [22]. 
 
 
The phase composition of the synthetized nanoparticles was evaluated through X-Ray 
diffraction analysis (XRD). Figure 4.7 compares the diffractograms of the undoped-TiO2 and 
doped Eu3+-TiO2 (1, 3 and 5 wt. %) samples. The XRD pattern of the undoped TiO2 exhibits 
diffraction peaks of anatase and rutile TiO2 (matching ICCD cards no. 86-1157 and 87-0710, 
respectively). The XRD patterns of all europium doped TiO2 samples match to anatase TiO2 
and the rutile phase is no longer observed in the doped samples. These results indicate that 
the presence of europium ions in the synthesis of TiO2 inhibits the transformation of anatase 
into the rutile phase. This phenomenon is explained by the substitution of titanium ions by 
europium ions within the structural lattice of TiO2. Europium ions inhibit the formation of 
the rutile phase through the formation of a Ti–O–Eu bond that locks the Ti–O species at the 
interface with the TiO2 domains preventing the nucleation that is necessary for anatase 
transformation to rutile [23]. The suppression of the rutile phase during the TiO2 nanoparticle 
synthesis and the stabilization of anatase phase achieved by lanthanide doping was already 
observed and reported by other authors [20,23,24]. 
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Figure 4.7. Powder XRD patterns of undoped TiO2 sample and samples doped with 1, 3 and 5 wt. 
% of Eu3+. Rutile and anatase peaks are marked as • and  respectively.  
 
 

The ionic radius of the Eu3+ is 103.6 pm and for the case of Ti4+ is 68 pm both in octahedral 
coordination [20]. Depending on the doping concentration europium ions can be located at 
different sites in the TiO2 anatase lattice: they can take the place of Ti4+ and be substitutional 
dopants, they can occupy interstitial sites, and if the concentration of Eu3+ is high some 
segregations of europium ions can form Eu2O3 in the nanostructure surface. When the 
europium ions are accommodated as substitutional or interstitial dopants, there will be an 
unbalance of charges that will be compensated with the formation of oxygen vacancies 
mainly, however it is also reported the formation of Ti3+ and incorporation of Ti4+ in 
interstitial positions. The defects of under-coordinated Ti3+ can be created after the removal 
of oxygen atoms. The oxygen vacancies can create lone pair of electrons to two neighboring 
Ti4+, and then, these electrons will reduce Ti4+ into Ti3+ [23]. The oxygen vacancies and 
formation of Ti3+ and interstitial Ti4+ are defects induced in the TiO2 lattice that can be 
detected in XRD as widening of the peaks in the diffraction pattern, in the Figure 4.7 can be 
observed the widening from the anatase peak at 25.3º after doping TiO2 with europium ions. 
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4.2.3 Chemical composition of Eu3+-TiO2 

The chemical composition of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles was investigated through X-Ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The survey spectrum from the 5 wt. % Eu3+-TiO2 sample 
is showed in the Figure 4.8. The samples are composed of titanium, oxygen and europium 
atoms, some carbon atoms were also observed in the spectrum, this is associated with 
adventitious carbon contamination from ambient exposure and carbon atoms from the 
reactant titanium (IV) isopropoxide. The relative concentration of europium incorporated in 
the samples was 1.7, 3.5 and 5.0 at. %, respectively for the samples prepared using 1 wt. %, 
3 wt. % and 5 wt. % of Eu(NO3)3.  

 

Figure 4.8. X-ray photoelectron survey spectrum (XPS) of 5 wt. % Eu3+-TiO2. 

 

The oxidation state of europium can be investigated through XPS. The low concentration of 
europium in the 1 and 3 wt. % samples produce very imprecise the analysis of the 4d core 
level spectrum of these samples. Figure 4.9 shows the analysis of the Eu4d core level 
spectrum for the 5 wt.% sample, the spectrum is composed of two doublet components 
(doublets are generated by the spin-orbit splitting) one for Eu2+ and one for Eu3+. In the 5 
wt.% sample spectrum, the low binding energy doublet (purple color) at 128.4 and 133.5 eV 
corresponds to Eu 4d5/2 and Eu 4d3/2 respectively, this doublet is assigned to Eu2+ [25]. The 
other doublet (green color) at 135.9 and 141.1 eV corresponds to Eu 4d5/2 and Eu 4d3/2 

respectively, this doublet is assigned to Eu3+ [25], 62% of the europium in the sample has 
oxidation state Eu3+.   
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Figure 4.9. Curve-fitting XPS analysis of high resolution Eu4d spectrum from 5 wt. % Eu3+-doped 
TiO2. The green doublet is assigned to titanium with oxidation state Eu3+ and the purple doublet to 
Eu2+. 

 

The oxidation state of titanium in the samples is investigated through XPS. The analysis of 
the Ti2p spectrum of the undoped-TiO2 sample is showed in the Figure 4.10a, and the same 
analysis for the 5 wt. % Eu-doped TiO2 sample is showed in the Figure 4.10b. The spectrum 
of the undoped sample is composed of one doublet component with binding energies at 459.1 
and 464.8 eV assigned to Ti4+. The spectrum of the 5 wt.% Eu-doped sample is composed of 
two doublets, the first with binding energies of 459.1 and 464.8 eV assigned to Ti4+ (blue 
doublet) and the second with 458.0 and 463.7 eV of binding energies assigned to Ti3+ (green 
doublet). The presence of titanium with oxidation state Ti3+ in the Eu-doped sample indicates 
that doping TiO2 with Eu3+ ions induces the formation of Ti3+ defects in TiO2. As explained 
before, the oxygen vacancies can create lone pair of electrons to two neighboring Ti4+, and 
then, these electrons will reduce Ti4+ into Ti3+. 
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Figure 4.10. Curve-fitting XPS analysis of high resolution Ti2p spectrum from undoped-TiO2 (a) and 
5 wt.% Eu3+-doped TiO2 (b). The green doublet is assigned to titanium with oxidation state Ti3+ and 
the blue doublet to Ti4+. 

 

4.3 Photoluminescence of TiO2 anatase 

The photoluminescence of semiconductors such as TiO2 represent the radiative 
recombination of photogenerated carriers, in another words, photoluminescence in 
semiconductors quantifies the recombination efficiency of photogenerated charges [26].   
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The defects in the TiO2 nanoparticles can be characterized by measuring their room-
temperature photoluminescence spectrum. However, it is necessary to understand first the 
band structure of TiO2.  

The density of states (DOS) and band structure of anatase obtained by Zhang et al. using 
DFT calculations is showed in the Figure 4.11  [27]. The valence band consist predominantly 
of O2p states and a few Ti3d states, indicating the strong p–d hybridizations between O 2p 
and Ti 3d states, which form bonding states in the valence band region. The hybridizations 
broaden the valence bands and promote the transfer of photogenerated holes. The conduction 
band is mainly composed by Ti 3d states, mixed with a few O 2p and Ti 3p states. The energy 
band structure of anatase obtained is showed in the left part of Figure 4.11, the Fermi level 
is shown by a dashed line and it is set as zero. An indirect band gap of 2.13 eV was observed 
between the conduction band minimum (CBM) at G point and the valence band maximum 
(VBM) at B point along the ZM direction. This value is less than the experimental value (3.2 
eV) due to well-known shortcoming of the approximation functions used in DFT 
calculations, the underestimation of the gap width is due to the unknown exact potential of 
Kohn-Sham density-functional theory, because of derivative discontinuities of the 
exchange-correlation energy. The center of the gap, however, is predicted exactly by the 
Kohn- Sham band structure.  

Rutile and Brookite phases present a direct band gap, the indirect band gap of anatase results 
in the excited electrons not being able to recombine directly with holes, resulting in an 
increase of the photogenerated electron–hole lifetime in anatase relative to that of rutile and 
brookite.  

 

Figure 4.11. Band structure and density of states (DOS) obtained by DFT calculations of anatase 
TiO2. Adapted from reference [27]. 
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Crystalline materials may contain many defects; a point defect can be an atom missing from 
a site in the crystal (a vacancy) or an impurity atom that occupies either a normal lattice site 
(a substitutional impurity) or a hole in the lattice between atoms (an interstitial impurity). As 
mentioned before, doping TiO2 with Eu3+ ions generate point defects in the TiO2 lattice, the 
formation of defects in TiO2 leads to the formation of new states between the valence and the 
conduction bands [28]. For example, in oxygen vacancies, the place of O2- anion in regular 
lattice is occupied by one or two free electrons in the defective TiO2, minimizing the energy 
cost for the vacancy formation. The free electrons in the vacancy states form donor energy 
levels just below the conduction band. The donor energy levels that originate from oxygen 
vacancies are reported to be 0.75–1.2 eV below conduction band energy [29]. The new states 
in the bang gap of TiO2 work as electron and holes traps, in certain cases, the recombination 
of electron-holes in these states generates radiative emissions that can be observed in a PL 
spectrum.  

Figure 4.12a shows the photoluminescence spectrum of the undoped sample taken under an 
excitation of 350 nm. The photoluminescence spectrum of TiO2 anatase is characterized by a 
band centered at the range of 490-540 nm, variations can be observed in the band center 
position because it is strongly dependent different factors including quality of the sample, the 
defects and crystallinity, as well as on the atmosphere used during the photoluminescence 
measurement and on the excitation conditions [26]. In our case, the photoluminescence band 
is composed of two defects contribution bands, the first centered at 560 nm named as red-
band and another at 470 nm named as green-band being the red-band the one with larger 
contribution to the emission intensity. The red band is associated with electron traps of under-
coordinated Ti3+ defects and the green band is generated from oxygen vacancies defects on 
anatase TiO2 [30].  

The energy needed for the creation of oxygen vacancies, Ti3+ and Ti4+ interstitials in TiO2 

was reported by Olson et. al [31]. For oxygen vacancies formation an energy of 24.1 eV is 
required, -40.5 eV for Ti3+ defects and -77.23 eV for Ti4+ interstitial. Consequently, under-
coordinated Ti3+ may form in higher probability than oxygen vacancies during the 
crystallization of anatase crystal TiO2, this occurs only in anatase nanoparticles that are 
annealed at low temperatures because the under-coordinates Ti3+ defects have low thermal 
stability and can be annealed out and transformed to into stable oxygen vacancies on anatase 
TiO2 at high annealing temperatures (800–900 ºC) [30]. This may explain the dominancy of 
the red-band emission associated with electron traps of Ti3+ defects in the photoluminescence 
spectrum of the undoped-TiO2 anatase sample that were annealed at low temperature (450 
ºC).  

The photoluminescence mechanism for undoped-TiO2 anatase is proposed in Figure 4.12b. 
First, electrons for the valence band are excited to the conduction band. After this, some 
electrons can be captured by electron traps associated to under-coordinated Ti3+ ions, then, 
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these trapped electrons are recombined with the holes in the valence band under a radiative 
recombination which generates the red-band at 560 nm. On the other hand, a radiative 
recombination between free electrons with holes trapped around oxygen vacancies are 
associated to the green-band centered at 470 nm. The low-intensity peak at 820 nm is 
associated with defects in the rutile phase [30].   

 

Figure 4.12. (a) Photoluminescence spectrum of undoped TiO2 sample. The spectrum was acquired 
under excitation of 350 nm. (b) Mechanism for the photoluminescence of pure-TiO2 sample. (b) 
Adapted from reference [30]. 

 

In the Figure 4.13 the photoluminescence spectra of undoped-TiO2 and 5 wt. % Eu3+-TiO2 

are plotted together for comparison. The red line indicates the Eu3+-TiO2 emission spectrum, 
the left part of the spectrum shows the wide photoluminescence of TiO2 followed by the 
narrower and more intense emission bands of Eu3+. The emission bands of Eu3+ will be 
explained and discussed in the following section. However, if we focus on the TiO2 emission 
part we can notice that after doping TiO2 with europium ions the photoluminescence intensity 
of the green-band is increased. As mentioned before, the green-band emission is related to 
oxygen vacancies in the TiO2 lattice, the increased emission intensity of the green-band in 
the Eu3+-TiO2 may indicate that doping TiO2 with europium ions induces the creation of 
defects as oxygen vacancies in TiO2. 
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Figure 4.13. Comparison of photoluminescence spectra of undoped-TiO2 and Eu3+-doped TiO2. The 
increased defects in TiO2 when it is doped with europium ions can be observed by an increase on the 
emission intensity of the green-band emission of TiO2 associated to oxygen vacancies.  

 

4.4 Photoluminescence of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles 
 
Eu3+ has 63 electrons (Figure 4.14). Its electronic configuration can be written as [Xe]4f 76s2. 
Electronic transitions in the 4f shell of Eu atom are investigated in this work to develop a 
luminescence nanothermometer. The 4f shell is shielded from the environment by the closed 
5s2 and 5p6 outer shells. The seven electrons in the 4f shell can be arranged in 3003 different 
ways into the seven 4f orbitals due to the degeneracy of states. The degeneracy of the 4f 7 
configuration is generated due to perturbations acting on the Eu3+ ion: electron repulsion, 
spin-orbit coupling, the crystal-field perturbation and the Zeeman effect (Figure 4.15). The 
electron repulsion is generated by the electrostatic interaction between the electrons in the 4f 
shell. The spin-orbit coupling results from the interaction between the spin magnetic moment 
of the electron and the magnetic field created by the movement of the electron around the 
nucleus. The crystal-field effect is caused by the interactions between the 4f electrons and 
the electrons of the matrix. The Zeeman effect is the splitting of the energy levels by an 
external magnetic field [32].  
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Figure 4.14. Schematic representation of the europium atom. 

 
 

 
Figure 4.15. Energy diagram of the degeneracy of states in Eu3+ (4f 7).  2×104 cm-1 equals 500 nm or 
2.48 eV. At room temperature (25 °C), kBT (kB, Boltzmann constant), is, 25.7 meV or 200 cm−1.  

 
 
The photoluminescence emission spectrum of europium appears in the visible range of the 
electromagnetic spectrum from 500 to 720 nm of wavelength. Europium shows different 
narrow and defined emission bands related to electronic transitions in the partially filled 4f 
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levels. Nevertheless, the exact position and intensity of the bands will depend on the matrix 
hosting the europium ions as well as the excitation source. Eu3+ compounds show an intense 
photoluminescence, due to the 5D0→7FJ transitions (J = 0 – 6) from the 5D0 excited state to 
the J levels of the ground term 7F.  
 
Intraconfigurational electric dipole transitions (ED) (e.g., s-s, p-p, d-d, or f-f transitions) are 
forbidden by the Laporte selection rule, which says that states with even parity can be 
connected by ED transitions only with states of odd parity, and odd states only with even 
ones. For transitions within the 4ƒ shell, ED transitions are forbidden, but allowed for 
magnetic dipole (MD) or electric quadrupole (EQ) radiation. The term forbidden means a 
transition may occur in principle, but with low probability. Most of the transitions observed 
in the luminescence spectrum of lanthanides are induced ED transitions (4f-f transitions). The 
observation of ED transitions in lanthanide compounds is explained by a distortion of the 
electronic motion by crystalline fields in solids, Laport selection rules, valid for free atoms, 
are no longer valid for lanthanides ions embedded in a medium. The Judd-Olfelt theory 
describes the intensities of lanthanide and actinide transitions in solids and solutions. The 
selection rules for ED and MD f-f transitions are summarized in Table 4.1 [33].  
 
 

Induced electric dipole transitions (ED) 
 

Magnetic dipole transitions (MD) 
 

∆" = $ ∆% = 0 

∆' ≤ ) ∆* = 0 

∆+ ≤ ) 
∆+ = ,, ., )	01	+ = $	23	+4 = $ 

∆5 = 0,±1, 0 ↔ 0	9:	;<=>9??@A 

Table 4.1. Selection rules for intraconfigurational f-f transitions in the Judd-Ofelt Theory. 

 
The 5D0→7F0 transition is strictly forbidden according to the standard Judd-Ofelt theory. The 
occurrence of this transition is a well-known example of the breakdown of the selection rules 
of the Judd-Ofelt theory. The explanation for this transition being observed in Eu emission 
spectra is explained by J-mixing due to the crystal-field perturbation causing mixing of the 
wavefunctions of terms with different J values. In most Eu3+ spectra, the 5D0→7F0 transition 
is very weak. The 5D0→7F1 transition is an allowed magnetic dipole (MD) transition. The 
5D0→7F2 transition is a so-called “hypersensitive transition”, which means that its intensity 
is much more influenced by the local symmetry of the Eu3+ ion and the nature of the ligands. 
The 5D0→7F2 transition generally dominates the europium emission spectrum. The high 
intensity of this transition is often attributed to the low symmetry of the Eu3+ ions. The 
5D0→7F3 transition is in general very weak because it is forbidden according to the Judd-
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Ofelt theory, and this transition can only gain intensity via J-mixing. The 5D0→7F4 is an ED 
allowed transition, one must be careful with the interpretation of its intensity because appears 
in a spectral region in which most of spectrometers have a low sensitivity. The 5D0→7F5 and 
5D0→7F6 transitions will not be discussed in this work. Table 4.2 shows an overview from 
the transitions observed on Eu3+-compounds. 
 

Transition Dipole character Wavelength range (nm) 
5D0→7F0 ED 570–585 

5D0→7F1 MD 585–600 

5D0→7F2 ED 610–630 

5D0→7F3 ED 640–660 

5D0→7F4 ED 680–710 

5D0→7F5 ED 740-770 
5D0→7F6

 ED 810-840 
Table 4.2. Transitions observed on Eu3+-compounds. 

 
 
The sample synthesized with 5 wt. % of Eu exhibit the best signal to noise luminescence, 
therefore, we report only the results of photoluminescence obtained studying this sample. 
The luminescence spectrum of the Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles under 395 nm excitation at room 
temperature is shown in Figure 4.16a. Emission bands centered at 577, 590, 612, 652 and 
700 nm can be identified and respectively assigned to the 5D0→7FJ (J = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) electronic 
transitions of the Eu3+ ion. The Figure 4.16b shows an energy diagram describing the Eu3+ 
transitions involved in the emission spectrum of 5 wt. % Eu3+-TiO2. First, there is a resonant 
excitation of the 7F0→5L6 transition followed by a non-radiative internal conversion decay 
from 5L6 to 5D0,1 level, finally, subsequent radiative emissions in the visible range from 577 
to 700 nm take place by the relaxation to the 7FJ levels. The transitions to the 7F5 and 7F6 are 
rarely observed, because they are outside the wavelength range of the detectors of 
spectrofluorometers.  
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Figure 4.16. (a) Visible photoluminescence spectrum of 5 wt. % Eu3+-TiO2 under 395 nm excitation. 
(b) Simplified energy level diagram of Eu3+ ion illustrating the excitation, radiative and non-radiative 
transitions. 
 
 

 
4.5 Temperature dependence photoluminescence of Eu3+-TiO2  
 
Pursuing the objective of this part of the thesis, that is the development of a luminescent 
nanothermometer based in Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles, the excitation and emission spectra of 
Eu3+-TiO2 was investigated recording the spectra at different temperatures, the change in the 
luminescence intensity of the excitation and emission bands as well as the development of a 
calibration curve, needed for developing a nanothermometer, are discussed in the following 
sections.   
 
 
4.5.1 Excitation spectra of Eu3+-TiO2 

 

The excitation spectra for the 5 wt. % Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles in the range from 565 to 630 
nm were recorded at two different temperatures (288 and 323 K), monitoring the 5D0→7F4 
transition (monitored wavelength λmon = 700 nm) and it is showed in Figure 4.17a. The 
spectra clearly show the Eu3+ absorption structure with bands centered at 577, 586 and 610 
nm due to the 7F0→5D0, 7F1→5D0 and 7F2→5D0 transitions, respectively. It can be observed 
the variation in the intensity of the excitation spectrum with temperature, when the sample 
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temperature increases from 288 to 323 K, the intensity at 610 nm increases by a factor ~1.4 
while the intensity of the excitation bands at 586 nm and 577 nm decreases by a factor ~0.9 
and 0.8, respectively. The excitation and radiative relaxation processes are illustrated in the 
diagram showed in Figure 4.17b. The different response to temperature changes of the 
excitation bands can be associated to the thermal coupling of the 7FJ levels.  
 
 

 
Figure 4.17. (a) Excitation spectra of Eu3+ monitoring the emission of the 5D0→7F4 transition (λmon= 
700 nm). The spectra were acquired at 288 and 323 K. (b) Simplified energy level diagram of Eu3+ 
ion illustrating the excitation and radiative transitions.  
 
 
4.5.2 Luminescence intensity ratio technique  
 
As mentioned before, the luminescence intensity of the emission bands in europium ions 
depends critically on the temperature due to the thermally coupled 4f energy levels, it is 
through this dependency that a thermometer based on the luminescence of Eu ions can be 
created. It is important to say that the measure of the photoluminescence intensity of only 
one transition band does not permit the production of a reliable and reproducible temperature 
sensor, due to the dependency of the intensity with the sensor concentration and the 
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characteristics of the detectors. To avoid this problem, the intensity ratio technique uses the 
luminescence intensity ratio between two different transitions that are thermally coupled to 
calculate the absolute temperature. Two energy levels are considered thermally coupled when 
the energy gap between them is less than 2000 cm-1 [34]. For example, the energy gap 
between the 7F0 and 7F2 levels in europium is 997 cm-1. This technique has the following 
advantages: high spatial resolution, fast response time and wide operating temperature range 
[35]. The luminescence intensity ratio or radiometric thermal parameter (R) is related to the 
Equation 4.1.  

																																																					B = 	 CDEFDGHEI	J
CDEFDGHEI	K

= 	L@M
∆N
OP	Q                                                   (4.1)  

 
where, A is the calibration factor, ΔE is the energy difference between the levels, kB is the 
Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. 
 
From the radiometric thermal parameter (R) the variation in the emission intensity with small 
changes in temperature can be obtained using the Equation 4.2. This parameter is known as 
absolute sensitivity (Sa) and it is the most reported figure of merit in optical thermometry 
defined as the rate of change of R related to temperature, T [36]. 
 

																																																																												%R = 	
ST
SU

                                                        (4.2)       
 
To obtain comparable sensitivities of different nanothermometers the sensitivity is normally 
reported as relative sensitivity (Sr) as showed in Equation 4.3. 
 
																																																															%V =
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T
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                                                                    (4.3) 

                                      
where ΔE (cm-1), kB (cm-1 per K), and T (K).

Equation 4.3 indicates that for pairs of energy levels with larger energy differences increases 
the relative thermal sensitivity. Nevertheless, it is important to avoid energy levels that are 
energetically too separate, because in this case thermal population will not occur. The 
measurement of very low intensity signals can be a problem increasing the costs of the 
detection system or it can be impracticable. 
 
 
4.5.3 Temperature dependent emission spectra of Eu3+-TiO2 

 

In the Eu3 +ion  because the 7F0,1,2 levels are thermally coupled (they have a ΔE of ~900 cm-1), 
the radiometric measurement of the intensity of the transitions from these levels to the 5D0 
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level allows the construction of an optical nanothermometer that involves only visible optical 
transitions in the Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles. Therefore, in this part of the work, the 
luminescence from the 5D0→7F4 transition with resonant excitation at the 7F0→5D0 and 
7F2→5D0 transitions are studied.  

The temperature influence in the photoluminescence response for the 7F0→5D0 transition of 
the Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles is showed in the Figure 4.18a. The 576 nm resonant excitation 
of the 7F0→5D0 transition is followed by radiative decay from 5D0 to the 7F4 energy level. 
The energy levels and selected transitions diagram can be observed in Figure 4.18b. The inset 
in Figure 4.18a shows the integrated intensity of the 5D0→7F4 transition as a temperature 
function, showing a decrease of approximately 13% when temperature increases from 288 to 
323 K.  

 

Figure 4.18. (a) Photoluminescence temperature dependence for the emission of the 5D0→7F4 
transition with excitation of 7F0→5D0 at 576 nm. The inset shows the integrated intensity of the 
emission band. (b) Simplified energy level diagram of Eu3+ ion illustrating the excitation and radiative 
transitions.  
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On the other hand, the temperature influence in the photoluminescence response for the 
7F2→5D0 transition of the Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles is shown in the Figure 4.19a, the 610 nm 
resonant excitation of the 7F2→5D0 transition is also followed by radiative decay from the 
level 5D0 to the 7F4 energy level, in the same way as previously, the energy level diagram of 
the transitions is showed in the Figure 4.19b. The inset in the Figure 4.19a shows the 
integrated intensity of the 5D0→7F4 transition as a temperature function, showing an increase 
at approximately 52% when temperature increases from 288 to 323 K. The opposing change 
in the emission intensities for increasing temperature can be explained taking in account the 
thermal depopulation of the 7F0 level, causing the population of the 7F2 level [37].  

 

Figure 4.19. (a) Photoluminescence temperature dependence for the emission of the 5D0→7F4 
transition with excitation 7F2→5D0. The inset shows the integrated intensity of the emission band. (b) 
Simplified energy level diagram of Eu3+ ion illustrating the excitation and radiative transitions.  

 

The radiometric thermal parameter (R) was calculated using the Equation 4.1 evaluating the 
ratio between the integrated intensities (I) of the transition 5D0→7F4 when the 5D0 level is 
excited from the 7F2 level (Intesity1 = Emission Intensity at 700 nm using λexc= 610 nm), and 
when the 5D0 level is excited from the 7F0 level (Intesity2 = Emission Intensity at 700 nm 
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using λexc= 576 nm).  The temperature dependence of R obtained from the emission spectra 
shown in the figures 4.18a and 4.19a is showed in the Figure 4.20. TiO2 anatase has a high 
thermal stability being stable up to temperatures of 1200 ºC which allows several 
luminescence measurements cycles to be performed, with high reproducibility (>99%) in the 
results, which is also expected for luminescent thermometers based on inorganic hosts doped 
with lanthanide ions. The error bars in Figure 4.20 were estimated through changes in the 
areas of the emission bands, resulting in changes in the R values by performing consecutive 
measurements of the Eu3+ emission at 700 nm after excitation at 576 nm and 610 nm, 
respectively. The fitting is showed in the red line. From the fitting of R with Equation (4.1), 
a value of A= 39.0 and ΔE = 997 cm-1 were determined. The relative sensitivity (Sr) of 
Eu3+-TiO2 optical nanothermometer is showed as the blue line in Figure 4.20 with respect of 
the temperature. Sr decreased from 1.78 to 1.41 %K-1 in the temperature range from 288 to 
323 K. Surprisingly, this value is considerably higher than other values reported in literature, 
for example, Nikolic et al. reported a Sr value of 0.25%K-1 at 300 K for Eu3+-doped TiO2, 
indicating that the optical nanothermometer here developed has better sensitivity [38]. 
Besides, in the work reported by Nikolic et al. [38], the radiometric thermal parameter (R) 
was calculated using the ratio between one emission band in europium and one emission 
band of TiO2, using emission bands from different materials that are not thermally coupled 
leads to the development of not reliable sensors because the luminescence intensity of TiO2 

depends on other factors rather than temperature like lanthanides concentration and number 
of lattice defects.  

 

Figure 4.20. Radiometric thermal parameter, R (empty circles) as a function of the temperature and 
the theoretical fitting (red curve) using equation 4.1. Blue line is the calculated relative sensitivity 
(Sr) for different temperatures. The error bars represent the accuracy of luminescence measurements 
during the cycles.  
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4.6 Eu3+-TiO2 as nanothermometer of single cells  

In the case of biological systems, temperature plays a very important role as small variations 
in temperature influence properties and dynamics of biomolecules, affecting the rate of the 
reactions that occur in living systems. For example, proteins experience a structural change 
and may lose their native structure if the temperature varies a few degrees around 37 °C, thus 
possible changes in their function can occur [39]. Multiple cellular processes are also 
regulated by temperature, such as cell division, membrane lipid compositions and gene 
expression [40–42]. Due to this strong influence of temperature on biological systems it is 
important to monitor the temperature while researching on the dynamics and properties of 
cellular systems is done. In addition to this basic concern, monitoring cellular temperature is 
also relevant in biomedicine. Cancerous cells were reported to be warmer by few degrees 
than normal cells due to their higher metabolic activity [43,44]. Following this discovery, 
temperature sensing in cells may become an important support technique in cancer detection  
[44]. However, measuring the temperature of living cells requires a subcellular spatial 
resolution as well as a sub-degree thermal resolution which are impossible to achieve with 
conventional thermometers, such as thermocouples or infrared thermometers [45,46]. In this 
perspective, luminescence nanothermometry emerges as a promising technique for 
measuring temperature of systems with a sub-micrometric size that might be capable of 
achieving the spatial and temperature resolutions expected. In a work reported by Savchuk 
et al. The green emission of erbium ions excited in NaYF4:Er3+, Yb3+ and NaY2F5O:Er3+, 
Yb3+ nanoparticles was used to measure the heat induced by laser illumination in ex vivo 
experiments using chicken breast, obtaining sensitivities of 0.5%K−1 and 1.5%K−1 
respectively [47]. In the same framework, Zairov et. al reported a temperature sensitivity for 
intracellular temperature nanosensors of 5.25% K−1 using Tb2 (TCA4)2 nanoparticles [48]. 

For systems that do not possess naturally luminescence temperature dependence like living 
cells it is necessary to conjugate the system of interest with probes whose luminescence is 
temperature dependent. In the previous section, it was shown that the excitation and detection 
wavelengths of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles are within the range of 570–720 nm, this makes 
Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles good candidates to be used in biological applications because its 
excitation and emission wavelengths are in the first biological transparent window which 
rules out the influence of autofluorescence of biological systems that occurs when ultraviolet 
light is used for excitation. Optical windows are optically transparent regions in a spectrum 
where there is a maximizing of the transmission in a specified wavelength range, while a 
minimizing of reflection and absorption is observed. The first biological window extends 
from 650 nm to 980 nm and corresponds to the spectral range defined between the visible 
absorption band of hemoglobin and the characteristic water absorption band [49] (Figure 
4.21). Besides, it was demonstrated that the emission bands of Eu3+-TiO2 depend critically 
on the temperature in the physiological temperature range (288–323 K). Furthermore, 
europium and europium-based nanoparticles also show low cytotoxicity [1,3,50]. Thus Eu3+-
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TiO2 nanoparticles have promising characteristics to be used as active material in optical 
nanothermometers working in biological systems. 

 

Figure 4.21. Scheme of the extinction spectrum, considering the absorption and dispersion of human 
tissue. The first and second biological windows are marked in the spectrum. Adapted from reference 
[49]. 

In this part of the thesis, 5 wt. % Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles are used as nanothermometers for 
single cell temperature measurements. This work was performed monitoring the variation of 
luminescence intensity of the 5D0 → 7Fj (j = 0, … 6) emissions (excitation 396 nm) for 
increasing sample temperature. The luminescence of Eu3+-TiO2 was acquired in the 
biological relevant temperature range of 20–40 ºC and local temperature differences in single 
cells were detected.  

 

4.6.1 Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles incubation in cells 

To verify the applicability of 5 wt. % Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles to evaluate the temperature 
variation in living cells, mouse fibroblasts L929 were used as a test organism and several in 
vitro experiments were done to corroborate the internalization of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles in 
L929 cells. Mouse fibroblast L929 were chosen as test organism because they are very well 
known and often used cell line, with an easy cultivation character. Their adherent phenotype 
provides an easy long-term process of observation of a single cell-nanothermometers. 

The first step was the evaluation of the uptake of the nanoparticles by the selected cells. For 
the incubation of L929 fibroblast Eu3+-TiO2 powder was dispersed in a complete cell 
medium. Cell culture media generally comprise an appropriate source of energy and 
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compounds which regulate the cell cycle, a typical culture medium is composed of a 
complement of amino acids, vitamins, inorganic salts, glucose, and serum as a source of 
growth factors, hormones, and attachment factors. In addition to nutrients, the medium also 
helps maintain pH and osmolality. After dispersed in the cell medium, Eu+3-TiO2 were 
sonicated with a tip sonicator (MISONIX Ultrasound liquid Processor with 419 Microtip 
TM), with the amplitude set to 70% (power 20−30 W) for trun = 15 min, ton = 5 s, toff = 5 s. 
Afterwards, dispersed nanoparticles were placed for 20 min under UV light for sterilization. 
Final concentration of Eu+3-TiO2 nanoparticles complete cell medium was 100 µg mL-1 or 
500 µg mL-1. The cell medium was replaced with the nanoparticles medium dispersion and 
incubated at 37 ºC in a 5% CO2 atmosphere for two days. After the incubation, cells were 
stained with Hoechst 33342 stain at nmol concentration for nucleus observation. Membrane 
fluorophore ((2R,3S,4R,5R,6R)-2-(hydroxymethyl)-5-887-nitrobenzo[c][1,2,5]oxadiazol-4-
yl)amino)-6-881-tetradecyl-1H-1,2.3-tiazol-4-yl)methoxy)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-3,4-diol) 
was added to the cell samples just before imaging. Plasma membrane was labelled with the 
CellMaskOrange membrane stain (5 µg/mL, Invitrogen), incubated at room temperature for 
additional 5 min and washed using phosphate buffered saline (PBS). 

The internalization of the nanoparticles in mouse fibroblasts was evaluated with combination 
of different optical microscopy techniques: microscope operating in brightfield mode, 
fluorescence imaging mode, and fluorescence microspectroscopy mode. First, we obtained a 
set of images of control cells (no nanoparticles incubated) with the aim to determine cell 
autofluorescence (Figure 4.22a – brightfield image, b – fluorescence). Indeed, the 
autofluorescence signal of the L929 cells is intense in the range of 400-500nm (Figure 4.22b 
– fluorescence) rendering detection of the Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles impossible. However, 
since the Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles have a very sharp emission peak at 615 nm we should be 
able to distinguish them from the cell autofluorescence signal employing optical microscopy 
in microspectroscopy mode. We therefore recorded fluorescence emission spectrum in each 
pixel of the fluorescence image, an example of fluorescence emission spectrum is shown in 
Figure 4.22d. The emission spectrum was fitted as described previously in Arsov et al. 2011 
(Appendix A.6) and its intensity is plotted in Figure 4.22d (Figure 4.22d – autofluorescence 
component) [51]. Brightfield images of cells after two days of incubation with Eu3+-TiO2 
nanoparticles reveling several dark areas located at same places as cells (Figure 4.22e – 
brightfield), suggesting that Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles are either located inside the cells or 
adsorbed at their surface. Although several bright areas appear in the fluorescence image one 
cannot be sure that they originate from the Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles (Figure 4.22f – 
fluorescence). However, using fluorescence microspectroscopy, we can decompose the 
fluorescence emission spectrum in each pixel of the fluorescence image in two components: 
first corresponding to cell autofluorescence (Figure 4.22g – autofluorescence component) 
and second component corresponding to emission from the Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles (Figure 
4.22h – Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles component). In this way we can clearly locate positions of 
the nanoparticles and show that luminescence of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles occurs at the same 
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position as cells autofluorescence signal, therefore indicating that the nanoparticles are in 
close proximity to the cells. An emission spectrum showing the characteristic Eu3+ emission 
peak at 615 nm is detected in different cell areas when cells are incubated with nanoparticles 
(Figure 4.22i). Broad spectral component of the emission spectrum corresponds to cell 
autofluorescence (Figure 4.22d – autofluorescence emission spectrum) whereas the narrow 
component of the spectrum shows the europium luminescence band centered at 615 nm 
(Figure 4.22i – Eu3+-TiO2 emission spectrum superimposed with autofluorescence spectrum). 
The band of luminescence is not observed in the spectrum recorded on the sample where 
cells were not incubated with nanoparticles (Figure 4.22d). 

 

Figure 4.22. (a) Brightfield and (b) widefield autofluorescence images of L929 fibroblasts cells. (c) 
Fluorescence microspectroscopy image (b). (d) Typical autofluorescence emission spectrum from 
control cells. (e) Brightfield image of L929 cells incubated with 5 wt.% Eu3+-TiO2 nanostructures for 
2 days. (f) Widefield fluorescence microscopy image of the same area shown in (e). (g) Fluorescence 
microspectroscopy image − color coded by autofluorescence component from cells, (h) fluorescence 
microspectroscopy image − luminescence of the europium component. Images (c), (g) and (h) are 
color coded by fluorescence and luminescence intensity (purple – low; red – high intensity) 
respectively. (i) Emission spectrum obtained from incubated cells: autofluorescence (left region – 
linear) and europium luminescence (right region – Gaussian-Loretzian) are present. 430−460 nm 
excitation, 495 nm dichroic and 523−643 nm emission filter setup was used with 5 nm scan step. All 
images have the same scale bar. 

 

Figure 4.23 also shows the internalization of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles. The images were 
obtained in three different focal points separated by 3 µm each. If we consider the average 
size of a cell (approximately 10 µm) we can say that in the plane a is the cell surface in focus, 
in plane b, the interior of the cells, and in plane c the surface of the cells that is in contact 
with the culture dish. Only when we focus the plane b the fluorescence of the nanoparticles 
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is in focus, which suggests that Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles are inside the cells. 

 

 

Figure 4.23. Brightfield (a1, b1, c1) and fluorescence (a2, b2, c2) microscopy image of L929 cells 
incubated with the Eu3+ -doped TiO2 nanoparticles for 2 days.  Images of cells were obtained in three 
different focal plane positions 3 µm apart from each other. Blue and green rectangles are showing 
aggregates of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles.  

 

Additional experiments were done to support the idea of successful internalization of 
Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles in multiple cells. For this, a different type of cell line was used, lung 
mouse epithelial LA-4. Like L929 fibroblast cells, LA-4 were chosen as test organism 
because their in vitro cultivation is already standardized and present relatively no 
complications because they have and adherent phenotype. Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles were 
incubated using the same protocol as for L929 fibroblast cells. To determine whether the 
nanoparticles are internalized within the cells or adsorbed to their surface confocal 
fluorescence microscopy with better spatial resolution was used capturing multiple two-
dimensional images at different depths in the sample. The red signal belongs to europium 
and the green signal to the cell plasma membrane dye (Figure 4.24). Figure 4.24a shows a 
brightfield image from the incubated cells, Figure 4.24b shows the confocal fluorescence 
microscopy image from Figure 4.24a, the two dotted lines in Figure 4.24b indicate the xz and 
yz planes that were scanned by the microscope to obtain Figures 4.24c and 4.24d, in these 
figures the internalization of Eu3+-TiO2 in LA-4 cells can be easily observed.  
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Figure 4.24. Mouse lung epithelial cells LA4 incubated with 5% Eu3+-doped TiO2 nanoparticles for 
one day: (a) bright field image and (b) confocal fluorescence microscopy image (green color 
represents signal of plasma membrane stain CellMaskOrange and red color represents the signal of 
Europium). Images (c) and (d) were taken in the yz and xz directions. Internalization of Eu3+-doped 
TiO2 nanoparticles can be observed. All figures have the same scale bar. 

 

Nanoparticle internalization mechanism depends on the type of cell, the size, and the surface 
charge of the nanoparticle. The most common nanoparticle uptake mechanisms are clathrin-
dependent endocytosis, macropinocytosis, and phagocytosis [52]. Even tough knowing the 
Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles uptake mechanism could be an interesting input to this investigation 
it is beyond the scope of this work and will not be further discussed. However, clathrin-
mediated endocytosis is the most predominant mechanism involved in non-macrophage cell 
nanoparticle uptake. Clatrin-mediated endocytosis is the process in which cells internalize 
nutrients, antigens, grow factors, pathogens and in this case nanoparticles [53]. The 
mechanism consists of invaginations of the plasma membrane forming vesicles containing 
the absorbed substances that results in the accumulation of extracellular macromolecules into 
clathrin coated vesicles, these vesicles are then fused to early endosome vesicles and 
eventually become degraded by lysosomes. For the nanoparticles to accumulate in other parts 
of the cells they are required to escape from the endosomes.  

The interaction of nanoparticles with cells is known to be strongly influenced by particle size, 
because of that, most of the investigations follow the change in the size of nanoparticles to 
study their interaction with cells. However, in a work reported by Gratton et. al [54] the 
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relevance of nanoparticle shape was demonstrated to be also an important issue in the 
interaction and internalization of nanoparticles with cells. Here, we investigate the 
internalization of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticle in LA-4 cells with different morphologies, spherical 
and nanotubes shapes were tested (Figure 4.25). The same confocal fluorescence microscopy 
as Figure 4.24 was used, the red signal belongs to europium and the green signal to the cell 
plasma membrane dye. Figure 4.25a shows the control LA-4 cells which are not incubated 
with nanoparticles. Figure 4.25b shows the results from the cells incubated with spherical 
Eu3+-TiO2 and Figure 4.25c shows the LA-4 cells incubated with Eu3+-TiO2 nanotubes. 
Internalization in LA-4 cells of spherical and nanotubes Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles can be 
observed. 

The results showed in the Figures 4. 22, 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25 confirm the internalization of 
Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles into different types of cells and likewise probe the potential to 
internalize cells of TiO2 nanoparticles having different morphologies.  
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Figure 4.25. Mouse lung epithelial cells LA4 incubated with Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles for one day. 
Bright field image (1) as well as confocal xy (2), xz (3) and yz (4) images are shown. Green color 
represents signal of plasma membrane stain CellMaskOrange, red color represents the signal of Eu 
doped nanoparticles. Internalization of all different types of Eu-nanoparticles can be observed. Two 
excitation lasers were used (561 nm and 640 nm) with emission detected from 580–625 nm in one 
channel (green - plasma membrane) and from 655–720 nm in second channel (red – Eu doped 
nanoparticles). (a) control – cells without nanoparticles; (b) cells incubated with anatase TiO2 
nanospheres (5% Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles); (c) cells incubated with anatase TiO2 nanotubes (Eu3+-
TiO2 nanotubes). 
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4.6.2 Variation with temperature of Eu3+-TiO2 luminescence in cells 

To validate the use of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles as single cell nanothermometer we must be 
able to measure the change in the Eu3+-TiO2 luminescence with temperature when they are 
internalized in cells. First tests to observe the change of Eu3+-TiO2 luminescence with 
temperature was performed on L929 cells incubated with 5 wt. % Eu3+-TiO2 the cells were 
observed by fluorescence widefield microscopy using a 430-460 nm filter of excitation and 
a 523−643 nm emission filter. Images were recorded when a spot of the sample was heated 
using an infrared laser (1064 nm, 200 mW, focal point less than 1 µm) (Figure 4.26). The 
bright spot inside the area limited by the red rectangle in Figure 4.26 are agglomerated 
Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles in L929 cells. The images were recorded when the sample was at 
room temperature or was heated (shown in zoom). The magnified image above in Figure 4.26 
corresponds to the heated sample (heating laser turned on for 5 seconds), and the magnified 
image bellow correspond to the sample at room temperature (heating laser turned off for 10 
seconds). It can be observed that when the heating laser is turned on the intensity of 
luminescence of the Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles decreases, this effect is associated to the 
increment of non-radiative relaxation processes. Based on the obtained data we can ascertain 
that the decrease in the luminescence intensity corresponds to the increase in the local 
temperature.  

 

Figure 4.26. Fluorescence widefield microscopy image of a 5%Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles internalized 
in L929 fibroblasts cells. Red rectangle indicates an area that was heated with infrared heating laser. 
430−460 nm excitation, 495 nm dichroic and 523−643 nm filter setup was used. Magnified images 
have the same scale bar. 
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4.6.3 Eu3+-TiO2 nanothermometer calibration curve 

In order to use Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles as luminescent nanothermometers, is necessary to 
calibrate the variation of their luminescence intensity with variation of the temperature.  

Unfortunately, the calibration curve obtained in Figure 4.20 for bare nanoparticles cannot be 
applied for nanoparticles internalized in cells, for various reasons, in the Figure 4.20 the 
nanoparticles emission spectra were acquired with powder pellets of Eu3+-TiO2, for the case 
of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles internalized in cells the nanoparticles are dispersed in the cell 
medium, changes in the intensity variation with temperature and position shifts of the Eu3+ 
emission bands can occur. These shifts result from both the interactions of the dipole moment 
of the luminescent object with the reactive fields induced in the surrounding solvent, and 
from specific chemical interactions between the luminescent material with the solvent 
molecules.  

Considering that water is the main abundant molecule in cells, accounting for 70% of total 
cell mass, we used dispersed Eu3+-TiO2 particles in distilled water simulating cell internalized 
particles and we obtained the luminescence spectra at different temperatures in the biological 
relevant range with an excitation of 430–460 nm; the emission transitions 5D0 – 4Fj 
(j=0,1,2,3,4) are observed (Figure 4.26a). The calibration curve was obtained using a 
spectrofluorometer (Figure 4.27a) and a fluorescence microscope, to verify the compatibility 
of both methods. Figure 4.28 shows fluorescence images recorded at different temperatures; 
these images are used to determine the emission intensity variation with temperature. The 
sample was heated using an objective-ring, placed on a water immersion objective, which 
can heat up the sample precisely enough without severe vertical gradients. For the 
microscope a 430−460 nm excitation filter and 580−643 nm emission filter were used. The 
intensity at the peak maximum on 615 nm was used to create the calibration curve. The 
intensity of luminescence for the case of the fluorescence microscope was obtained 
integrating the luminescence intensity in each pixel of the image recorded at a chosen 
temperature.  

Both data obtained are plotted in the Figure 4.27b as black circles, since both data were 
overlapping, they were fitted together with a linear function (black solid line), when 
temperature increased the luminescence intensity decreased through the whole spectral 
range, the black solid line is the calibration curve.  
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Figure 4.27. (a) Luminescence spectra of 5%Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles taken at different temperatures 
obtained with spectrofluorometer. (b) Calibration curve of variation of temperature versus normalized 
luminescence intensity obtained in a water dispersion of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles. Luminescence 
intensity of the emitted light was measured using either a fluorescence microscope or a 
spectrofluorometer (both data represented with black circles), since both data were overlapping, they 
were fitted together with a linear function (black solid line). The blue lines represent the confidence 
band.  

 

Figure 4.28. Typical widefield fluorescence images recorded on Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles using the 
fluorescence microscope. The sample was heated via objective ring connected to thermal couple and 
placed on a water immersion objective. Before recording the fluorescence intensity at five different 
temperatures, 5 min waiting time was performed to achieve the target temperature. The measure of 
the widefield fluorescence intensity in each pixel of the whole image was used to obtain temperature 
calibration curve. 
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The temperature variation curve is described by Equation 4.4. 
 
                                                                 ∆Z = [ ∙ ∆]                                                     (4.4)                                                                                               
 
Where a = (-0.45 ± 0.12) ºC %-1 adjusted to best fit the experimental data (closed circles 
Figure 4.27b). Using the parameter a one can therefore calculate temperature difference ∆T 
in ℃ by measuring difference between two normalized luminescence intensities ∆I and 
multiplying the difference by a. The luminescence intensities are normalized to the 
luminescence intensity at the initial temperature to obtain a reliable thermometer. 
 

This equation shows the sensitivity of the Eu3+ doped TiO2 nanoparticles as 
nanothermometers, namely, when luminescence intensity of the nanoparticle decreases by 1 
percent (∆I = 1%) the nano-thermometer can detect temperature difference of:  

													∆Z = [ ∙ ∆] = −0.45	 ± 0.12 ℃ ∙ %MW ∙ (−1%) = 0.45℃	 ± 0.12℃.                (4.5) 

 

4.6.4 Single cell temperature probed by Eu3+-TiO2 luminescence 

The use of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles as temperature sensors of living cells is shown in this 
section. 5 wt. % Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles were incubated in L929 cells for three days. Then, 
the incubated cells were marked with fluorophores to be observed in the fluorescence 
microscope (Figure 4.29). Figure 4.29a shows the brightfield of the incubated cells and 
Figure 4.29b the fluorescence image. From Figure 4.29b, the blue signal corresponds to the 
nucleus, the green to the plasma membrane and the luminescence of Eu3+-TiO2 is observed 
in red. The green rectangle indicates an area of one cell with nanoparticles that is heated with 
an infrared laser of 1064 nm with power of 200 mW with a focal point of less than 1µm, 
whereas blue rectangles indicate nanoparticles also located inside the cells but not heated 
with the laser. 
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Figure 4.29. (a) Brightfield and (b) overlay of three fluorescence widefield microscopy images of 
L929 fibroblasts incubated with Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles for 3 days (nanoparticles are presented in 
red, cell nuclei in blue, and plasma membrane in green). Green rectangle indicates an area heated 
with an infrared laser, whereas blue rectangles indicate nanoparticles also located inside the cells but 
not heated with the laser (1064 nm, 200 mW, focal point less than 1 µm). 

 

The center of a laser beam was placed on the Eu3+-TiO2 nanostructure inside the cell. Multiple 
cycles of the laser tuned on (heat on) and tuned off (heat off) were performed to change the 
temperature of the sample (Figure 4.30). Manual switching turnedon = 5 s, turnedoff = 10 s 
approximately was used for manipulation of the laser, repeatedly. The luminescence intensity 
response from the regions marked (green and blue rectangles) was monitored with the time 
and plotted in Figure 4.30. It can be observed that the nanoparticles inside the green area 
show an evident change in its luminescence intensity, decrease on the intensity was observed 
when the temperature was increased (laser on/heating on). In contrast, the luminescence 
intensity in the non-heated regions of cells remains constant with the time. Measured 
fluorescence intensity data were normalized to initial intensity of 5 wt. % Eu+3-TiO2 
nanoparticles before heating. 
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Figure 4.30. Time dependent experiment in incubated L929 fibroblast cells indicating the 
luminescence intensity response of a heated region (green square) and constant luminescence 
intensity of non-heated regions (light and dark blue lines). The nanoparticles in the heated area show 
evident luminescence intensity change. Note that only the nanoparticles inside the green area change 
the intensity of the emitted light when the area is heated with the infrared laser. The power of the 
laser (1064 nm) was 200 mW. The filters used in experiments were the following: for the nuclei 
imaging 352–402 nm excitation, 409 nm dichroic, and 420–520 nm emission filters, for 5%Eu3+-TiO2 
nanoparticles imaging 430–460 nm excitation, 495 nm dichroic and 580−643 nm emission filters 
were used, and for the membrane imaging 430–460 nm excitation, 495 nm dichroic and 506-594 nm 
emission filters were used. 

 

Equation 4.4 is used for the transformation of the luminescence intensity variation (ΔI) 
obtained in the Figure 4.30 to obtain the temperature difference (ΔT) induced in the region 
of the cell that was heated with the laser (Figure 4.31). Magnified images from an area with 
heated nanoparticles with evident luminescence intensity variation are shown above the time 
traces of temperature variation. Maximal temperature cell difference detected was 6 ºC at the 
laser beam position (Figure 4.31, blue line) [2].  
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Figure 4.31. Local temperature response of the heated nanoparticles (green) and no response of non-
heated nanoparticles (blue). Maximal temperature cell difference detected was 6 ºC at the laser beam 
position. Magnified images from an area with heated nanoparticles with evident luminescence 
intensity variation are shown above the time traces of temperature variation. The filters used in 
experiments were the following: for the nuclei imaging 352–402 nm excitation, 409 nm dichroic, and 
420–520 nm emission filters, for 5%Eu+3-TiO2 nanoparticles imaging 430–460 nm excitation, 495 nm 
dichroic and 580–643 nm emission filters were used, and for the membrane imaging 430–460 nm 
excitation, 495 nm dichroic and 506–594 nm emission filters were used. 

 

4.7. Conclusions 

The evaluation of temperature with submicrometric spatial resolution is of high importance 
in different research fields involving nanoscale systems. The conjugation of nanoscale 
systems with temperature dependent luminescent nanoprobes is a potential solution to 
achieve temperature measurements with submicrometric resolution because the spatial 
resolution is only limited by the size of the nanoprobes.  
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In this work, the temperature-dependent luminescence of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles was used 
to develop a temperature nanosensor of biological systems.  
 
Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles were synthesized using the sol-gel method, the nanoparticles 
obtained have diameters of ~15 nm. The XRD pattern of the undoped TiO2 exhibits 
diffraction peaks of anatase and rutile TiO2, on the other hand, the XRD patterns of all 
europium doped TiO2 samples match to anatase TiO2 and the rutile phase is no longer 
observed in the doped samples. From these results we conclude that the presence of europium 
ions in the synthesis of TiO2 inhibits the transformation of anatase into the rutile phase. 
Besides, the analysis of the Eu3+-TiO2 samples by XRD, XPS and photoluminescence 
spectrum indicates that doping TiO2 with europium ions generates oxygen vacancies and 
under coordinated Ti3+ defects in the TiO2 lattice.  
 
Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles synthesized in this work can readily be internalized in different types 
of cells and their luminescence as well as their luminescence dependence with temperature 
variation in the physiological temperature range can be measured even after they are 
internalized.  
 
By measuring the luminescence intensity variation of internalized Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles 
we obtained information about cells temperature variation with sensitivity of -0.45 ± 0.12 ºC 
per 1% change in luminosity. This result opens the possibility of the use of Eu+3-TiO2 

nanoparticles in biomedical technologies as nanothermometers for single cell temperature 
evaluation.  
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Chapter 5 
 
 
Conclusions and perspectives  
 
 
 
Nowadays sensors can be considered as devices that extend the range of our senses. We can 
use different type of sensors to read/translate relevant information at real time from our 
complex surroundings and information from our body. Sensors can make our life more secure 
and healthy, advising about the out-side temperature, blood pressure or oxygenation. Due to 
their large relevance in our daily life, sensors have become an essential part of our life, 
however, the majority of the presently used sensors are bulky and/or old detection techniques, 
therefore they have high power consumption. With the aging of the population and the need 
of real time environmental quality control, there is an urgent need to develop sensors that are 
small, portable, autonomous and easy to manage and that have low power consumption. In 
this framework, nanomaterials having different mechanical, optical, and physicochemical 
properties from their bulk counterparts, can be used for the improvement of the known 
sensors and the development of novel sensor devices (Figure 5.1). In this work, the properties 
of nanomaterials (carbon nanotubes, bimetallic nanoparticles and europium(III)-doped 
titanium oxide) were used to develop two novel sensors, a chemical gas sensor and a 
temperature sensor.   
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Figure 5.1. Sensors are an essential part of our lives. The majority of the sensors based bulk materials 
have high power consumptions and/or require expensive and old detection techniques. Taking 
advantage of nanomaterials properties may lead to the development of novel sensors that will be 
miniaturized, reliable and with low power consumptions.   
 
 
Knowledge about synthesis, modification and characterization of nanomaterials was obtained 
during the development of the work presented in this thesis. Principally, ion irradiation and 
plasma sputtering deposition were the techniques best studied and employed for the 
modification of nanostructured materials. Characterization techniques like X-Ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy and photoluminescence spectroscopy were 
the most relevant techniques reviewed during this PhD thesis. This acquired knowledge 
allows to propose diverse perspectives to continue and improve the development of novel 
sensors.  
 
For the case of chemical sensors based on carbon nanotubes for the detection of hazardous 
and toxic gases, decoration of carbon nanotubes with other bimetallic nanoparticles using 
different metals should be evaluated as catalytic sensitizers for the selective detection of 
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gases. Likewise, different transducer systems such as the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to 
extract sensor response features, can be investigated to achieve the development of selective, 
low power consumption, and low cost sensors. 
 
On the other hand, for the case of temperature sensors, during this work the synthetized and 
characterized Eu3+-TiO2 nanosensors were demonstrated as effective nanothermometers of 
single cells. Measuring the luminescence of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles internalized in cells was 
possible using fluorescence microspectroscopy. However, cell autofluorescence was 
observed when the emission spectrum of Eu3+-TiO2 was evaluated. The Eu3+ emission band 
evaluated was centered at 618 nm, right on the edge of the first biological window, as well 
as the Eu3+ excitation wavelength, resulting in an overlap between cell autofluorescence and 
europium emission spectrum. In this perspective, in order to completely avoid cell 
autofluorescence, different mechanisms are proposed to be evaluated, first use the lanthanide 
neodymium instead of europium to dope TiO2. Nd3+ ions have thermally coupled transitions 
which excitation and emission wavelengths lay in the first and second biological windows 
respectively (Figure 5.2). In the same direction, the phenomenon known as upconversion, 
where sequential absorption of two or more photons leads to the emission of light at 
shorter wavelength than the excitation wavelength, can be used to excite Nd3+ and Eu3+ ions 
in TiO2 with infrared wavelengths to avoid cell autofluorescence. The upconversion of Nd3+ 
and Eu3+ ions has been already studied by other authors [1–4]. 
 

 
Figure 5.2. Scheme of the extinction spectrum of human tissue (dashed red line) overlapped with the 
excitation and emission spectrum of Nd3+. The first and second biological windows (BW) are marked 
in the spectrum. 
 
Even though the cell internalization of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles into different cell lines was 
demostrated, the exact localization of Eu3+-TiO2 inside the cells was not evaluated. In this 
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perspective, Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles could be functionalized with different biomolecules, 
which might localize them at specific organelles, and in this way, they could be potentially 
used as nanothermometers for various cellular organelles, these investigations will lead us to 
a better understanding of the cell metabolism.  
 
Finally, specific assays of toxicity and maximum tolerated dose should be performed to 
evaluate the use of Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles in more complex living organisms. Although the 
Eu+3-TiO2 nanoparticles showed to be a very reliable nanothermometer, as expected for such 
a stable material in different harsh chemical environments, further studies are needed as cells 
present a complex cytosolic environment with different properties, such as viscosity, pH as 
well as ion concentrations, that might affect luminescence properties of Eu+3-TiO2 

nanoparticles.  
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Appendix  
 
 
 
 
In this section, a short description of the techniques used for the characterization of the 
sensing materials is presented. In particular, Raman Spectroscopy, X-Ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS), and transmission and scanning electron microscopy (TEM and SEM) 
were used for both sensors Eu3+-TiO2 and Ni-Pd-Ox-CNTs, these techniques are described 
first. In addition, photoluminescence spectroscopy, X-Ray diffraction analysis (XRD) and 
spectral imaging fluorescence microscopy used to characterize the Eu3+-TiO2 nanoparticles, 
are described at the end of the Appendix (Figure A.1).  
 

 
 
Figure A.1. Electromagnetic radiation spectrum. Raman spectroscopy, photoluminescence 
spectroscopy, XPS and XRD techniques are positioned in the spectrum according to their excitation 
sources.  
 
A.1 Raman spectroscopy 
 
Molecules and crystals vibrate with frequencies determined by the mass of their atoms and 
the force of their bonds. These mechanical frequencies are always in the range of 1012–1014 

Hz (3–300 µm), in the infrared region of the spectrum, for molecules and crystals. 

Raman spectroscopy is sensitive to the atomic arrangement and chemical bonding, this is 
why it is a structural analysis technique, the Raman spectrum can detect changes in the length, 
strength and arrangement of bonds. Information about defects and disorder can be obtained 
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from this technique, however, information about chemical composition is not directly 
obtained from Raman spectroscopy [1].  

Principles  

The sample is irradiated with a monochromatic light, usually from a laser in the visible, near 
infrared or near ultraviolet, a small part of energy from the light beam is storaged by the 
chemical bonds of the sample, when relaxation occurs, the storaged energy is irradiated and 
different scattering geometrics can be observed, the vast majority of the energy is irradiated 
at the same frequency as that of the incident light, known as Raleigh scattering. Nevertheless, 
a minor part of the storaged energy is transferred to the sample and excites its vibrational 
modes, resulting in the energy from the light beam being shifted down, this phenomenon is 
named Stokes scattering. The contrary process can also occur, in the sample there are some 
vibrational states that are already excited by thermal processes, this exited vibrational states 
can add their energy to the beam light so the energy from the light beam being shifted up, 
this is known as anti-Stokes scattering. These three scattering geometries are observed in the 
Raman spectrum of the samples (Figure A.2). Rayleigh scattering is observed as a strong 
central line in the spectrum, Stokes scattering lines are observed at lower frequencies that the 
incident beam with lower intensities than Rayleigh lines, the separation from Stokes and 
Rayleigh lines gives direct information about the vibrational frequencies of the samples. The 
anti-Stokes lines appear at higher frequencies that Rayleigh lines and are a mirror image from 
Stokes lines.  

Only Stokes scattering lines are used for Raman spectroscopy due to the low intensity of anti-
Stokes scattering lines associated to its strong temperature dependency (anti-Stokes 
intensities depends on the existence of thermally active vibrational states).  

 

Figure A.2. Schematic representation of Rayleigh, Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering lines in a Raman 
spectrum.  
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The majority of the Raman spectrometers report the difference between Stokes lines and 
Rayleigh lines, to directly observed the vibrational frequencies of the sample, this difference 
on frequencies is named wavenumber.  

Raman spectrometer 

Two types of Raman spectrometers are the most commercialized devices: dispersive 
spectrometers and Fourier-transform Raman spectrometers. However, both types have a 
general instrumentation (Figure A.3). A light source brought into the sample, a dispersion 
system and a detection system. 

The usual light source for Raman spectrometers are lasers. In general, lasers with 
wavelengths in the UV area (< 200 nm) until the near infrared (1064 nm) are used, the 
wavelength selected would depend of the type of sample that will be analyzed [2]. A 
polarization rotator is usually used to control the polarization orientation with respect to the 
sample.  

 

Figure A.3. Diagram of a typical Raman spectrometer. 

 

Different types of detectors are used depending on the spectrometer, for the case of dispersive 
instruments single or multi-channel detectors are utilized, and for Fourier-transform devices 
semiconductor like silicon and germanium are used. Photomultiplier tubes are used in single 
channel detections, this method have the disadvantage of being high time-consuming because 
only one wavelength can be measured at the time and the analysis of the complete spectrum 
needs to be done sequentially, conversely, with the multichannel detector different 
wavelengths are detected at the same time. The most common used multichannel detectors 
are charge-coupled device (CCD) detectors these detectors consist of a 2-dimensional array 
of light sensitive elements; those elements are known as pixels. Each pixel interacts with a 
certain wavelength of light, and the entire spectrum is captured at one time [1,2]. FT-Raman 
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devices are equipped with semiconductor detectors with small band gap that allows low 
energy photons to create electronic currents in the semiconductor.  

Referring to the dispersion systems, all Raman spectrometers need to be able of disperse light 
in function of wavelength. The dispersive Raman spectrometers use the diffraction of light, 
diffraction gratings are usually used, while as it name indicates FT-Raman spectrometers use 
Fourier transformations to obtain the spectrum. The Michelson interferometer is used in FT-
Raman spectrometers, this consist of a beam-splitter and two mirrors, one mirror is fixed and 
the other can be moved in performance. In the beam splitter, half of the light hit the fixed 
mirror and the other half hits the mobile mirror, both beams are sent back to the splitter and 
then sent to the detector. These two beams generate constructive or destructive interference, 
so the detector register or not a signal depending if the mirror is moved. So the detector 
detects signal as a function of time. During Raman spectrum recording, light of different 
wavelengths arrives to the interferometer, each wavelength generates its own pattern and a 
interferogram is obtained. To obtain a normal Raman spectrum, an inverse Fourier- 
transformation is performed on the interferogram [3]. 

Samples requisites for Raman spectroscopy 

Raman spectroscopy can be recorded in a vast number or samples with different form, 
particle size and compositions. The Raman spectrum from liquids, powders and 
polycrystalline solids, single crystals, and thick and thin films can be acquired. Liquid 
samples required to be supported in a special cell with optical windows at right angles. The 
size of solid samples is not usually a problem for Raman spectroscopy, (particles with sizes 
higher than 100nm can be measured). The Raman spectrum from powders can be realized by 
creating pellets of the sample, these pellets together with polycrystalline bulk specimens like 
ceramics and rocks are measured through the reflection of the laser from the sample surface. 
For the case of films, the minimal thickness at which Raman spectroscopy can be performed 
varies according to the transparency of sample but generally is in the range of few µm [1].   

Fingerprinting  

The Raman spectrum is composed of a pattern of relatively sharp lines for molecules and 
crystals. The wavenumber range goes from 50 cm-1 to 3500 cm-1; however, the majority of 
molecular vibrations are within the range of 50 cm-1–1800 cm-1. The Raman spectrum can be 
considered as a fingerprint for each material. Identification of substances can be realized by 
the analysis of the Raman spectrum and a comparison of this with catalogs of known 
materials [4].   

Defects and Structural disorder 

Lattice defects, like vacancies in crystals and other structural defects in solids are observed 
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in Raman spectra like a broadening of the Raman lines. For the specific case of noncrystalline 
solids the Raman spectra shows broad bands centered at the frequencies corresponding to the 
vibrational modes of the corresponding crystal. The formation of glasses can be followed by 
Raman spectroscopy due to the easy distinction between the sharp lines of crystals and the 
weaker and broader glass Raman bands.   

Microfocus Raman Spectroscopic Analysis  

The conjugation of a Raman spectrometer and an optical microscope allowed to obtain 
spectra with spatial resolution of few µm (limited by the spatial resolution of the microscope). 
This conjugation works thanks to a beam splitter which allows the laser to pass into the 
microscope objective and arrive to the sample that is placed in a normal microscope stage. 
In the same way, the scattered light passes through the splitter and reaches an entrance slit to 
the dispersion system [1]. This type of Raman spectroscopy permits to do a mapping in the 
sample surface, studying in this way individual grains, grain boundaries, growth zones, and 
phase separated region on one sample [5,6]. Liquid-solid interfaces can also be analyzed 
using microfocus Raman employing water immersion lens [7], furthermore, films 
composition can likewise be investigated with microfocus spectra [8].  

Raman spectroscopy analysis was performed using a Microfocus-Raman spectrometer 
system from Senterra Bruker Optik GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany. The resolution of the Raman 
spectra acquired is 3 cm−1. The excitation source used for all the spectra showed in this work 
is a laser with a wavelength of 532 nm and 20 mW of power. The spectra were recorded with 
5 seconds of acquisition time.  

A.2 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

Basic principles: photoemission 

The process when a photon is absorbed by a material and an electron is emitted is named 
photoemission. Albert Einstein was awarded with the Nobel Prize in 1921 for his contribution 
to interpret photoemission. He postulated the photoelectric effect as the absorption of the 
necessary energy in form of light for electrons to escape from a metal, and he proposed that 
light was composed of discrete quanta of energy, and that this energy was proportional to the 
frequency of the light (hv). Equation A.1 describes the photoelectric effect; this equation is 
the basis of photoelectron spectroscopy:  

                                                                 !" = ℎ% − ' − ()                                                  (A.1) 

Knowing the energy of the photons, (hv) and when kinetic energy of the photoemitted 
electron (EK) is measured, the binding energy (BE) of the electrons can be calculated (Figure 
A.4).  
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The binding energy is generally referred to the Fermi level in solids (Ef) and in free atoms or 
molecules to the vacuum level (Evac). ' is the energy difference between the vacuum level 
and the Fermi level and is named as photoelectric threshold energy. In real data accumulation 
for the case of solids, the Fermi energy is taken as the natural “zero” in the photoemission 
spectrum. 

 

Figure A.4. Schematic representation of photoemission process. 

For the interpretation of photoemission experiments two models have been proposed. The 
one step model describes the photoemission process as the excitation of an occupied 
electronic state inside a solid by the absorption of an incident photon into an empty state 
outside the solid. The ejected electron must have a velocity pointing away from the solid in 
order to be analyzed and detected [9]. Although this model seems to be very simple, present 
various problems in the computational calculations needed to generate a quantitative 
evaluation. On the other hand, the three-step model, a phenomenological approach, has 
proved to be very useful. This model supposes an excitation of an electron from an occupied 
valence state to an empty conduction state (step 1) this is followed by the propagation of the 
photoelectron to the surface (step 2) and transmission across the surface (step 3).   
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Sampling depth  

For the case of photoemission, the sampling depth becomes the escape depth of the emitted 
electrons, which depends on their energy. The mean free path of the electrons is determined 
by electron-electron and electron-phonon collisions. The scape depth plotted against the 
energy falls on a universal curve for most solids (Figure A.5), these scape depth is in the 
range of 5-60 Å. Such small scape depth is the reason that photoemission spectroscopy is 
considered as a surface technique rather than a bulk technique.  

Photoelectron spectroscopies require to be performed in Ultra High Vacuum systems (UHV) 
due to the small scape depth of the emitted photoelectrons, in order to obtain useful 
information from the surface of the sample, and in this way learn about the bulk properties 
of the material, the surface of the sample must be atomically clean to prevent interference 
from adsorbed contaminants, this is only achieved if the measurements are carried out inside 
UHV systems. Ultra-high vacuum is achieved with turbomolecular pumps, ion pumps, 
sublimation pumps and diffusion pumps depending of the type of device. 

 

Figure A.5. Universal curve of electron escape depth as function of kinetic energy in various solids. 
Adapted from reference [9]. 
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Essential parts of an X-Ray photoelectron spectrometer 

 

Figure A.6. Diagram of a typical X-Ray photoelectron spectrometer device.  

X-Ray source 

X-ray tubes are used as light source. An X-Ray tube converts electrical input into X-Rays, 
inside the tube there is a cathode that produces an electron beam that is collected in the anode, 
a high voltage power source is connected across the system to accelerate the electrons. The 
X-Ray specific energy depends of the anode material and the accelerating voltage. The most 
common emission line used for the anode is the Kα of aluminum at 1486.6eV, for this kind 
of source a monochromator is used to reduce the width of line emission from ~ 1eV to ~ 0.1 
eV, allowing to obtain better resolutions, however some loss of intensity and deterioration of 
the signal is generated. Aluminum Kα photons produce electrons with energies around 1.4 
keV and escape depths of about 40 Å. This photon energy allows to investigate core levels 
and valence of atoms.  

Electron analyzers 

Hemispherical analyzers are the most common analyzers for photoelectron spectroscopies 
(Figure A.7). This type of analyzer is based in electrostatic forces. It is composed of two 
hemispherical metallic walls, with an electrostatic potential (Va) applied between the walls. 
Usually, electron lenses are used to slow the electrons before entering to the analyzer to 
increase resolution and also to define an area of analysis in the sample. Once the electrons 
are inside the analyzer only the ones with a given energy Ee determined by Va are focused to 
the exit slit of the analyzer and fall on the detector. All other electrons with different energy 
collapse into the metallic walls. The photoelectron spectrum is obtained measuring the 
current in the detector. 
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Figure A.7. Diagram of hemispherical photoelectron analyzer. 

 

Detector 

A channeltron, that is an electron multiplier, is used as a detector, it is composed of a glass 
funnel followed by a tube that has in its interior a secondary emitter. This emitter produces a 
number of electrons for each electron detected. There are two types of channeltrons, single 
and multiple channel detectors. Using single channel detectors only one electron energy is 
recorded at a given time. On the other hand, multichannel systems allow the simultaneous 
detection of the whole photoelectron spectrum, in this way, the signal-to-noise ratio is highly 
augmented. Additionally, the use of multichannel detectors decreases considerably the 
measurement time.   

A general diagram for X-Ray photoelectron spectrometer used in this work is showed in the 
Figure A.6. The spectrometer used for all the XPS spectra recorded is a VERSAPROBE PHI 
5000 from Physical Electronics, Chanhassen, MN U.S. Equipped with a monochromatic Al 
Kα X-ray source. Core level spectra of the samples were recorded with an energy resolution 
of 0.6 eV.  

Core levels and valence band  

The electron energy levels of atoms can be classified in core levels, which are tightly bound 
to the nucleus, and valence levels, which are further from the nucleus and as consequence 
only weakly bounded to it. As an example, for the carbon atom, the C1s level is a core level 
and the C2s and 2p levels are valence levels. XPS can be used in the valence band as well as 
in the core-level regime. However, the structure of the valence band is best investigated with 
lower photon energies because of the superior energy and momentum resolution then 
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available.  

Photoelectrons originating from the core levels identify the elements present in the samples 
from their binding energies. The relative concentrations of the different elements present in 
a sample can be determined from relative peak intensities. With X-Ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy is possible to identify all elements except hydrogen and helium.  

After photoelectron emission, the other electrons in the atom respond to the hole created by 
the ejected electron, one effect of this response is the spin-orbit splitting from a coupling of 
the spin of the unpaired electron left behind in the orbital with the angular momentum of that 
orbital, from this splitting two possible different energy final states are generated (Figure 
A.8).  The splitting occurs for all levels with exception of s levels which have no angular 
momentum. The splitting is observed in XPS spectra as double peaks from one energy level. 
For example, the p-like core level split into the components * = +

, and * = -
, (the splitting 

value depends of each atom for example for Ti 2p in TiO2 is 6.17 eV). Similarly, d-like core 
levels split into * = .

, and * = +
,, for example in Eu 3d the splitting is 5.2 eV. 

 

Figure A.8. Ti2p core level XPS spectrum showing the spin-orbit splitting into Ti2p3/2 and Ti2p1/2 in 
TiO2. 

 

Binding energy and chemical shift  

The binding energy at which photoelectrons appear in the XPS spectrum are different and 
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very well known for each atom. This information is used to identify the chemical composition 
of the samples. However, exist a small change in the binding energy of a particular core level 
between different chemical forms of the same atom, this change is called the “chemical shift” 
and provide additional information of the chemical configuration of the sample surface. The 
typical range from the chemical shift goes from 1 to several eV, however, in some cases the 
shift can be even smaller [10]. The explanation for this chemical shift remains on the 
Coulomb forces interactions that electrons in core levels feel, even though it is well known 
that valence electrons are the mostly involved in forming bonds and core electrons states 
remain almost unchanged, the chemical environment induces small changes in the Coulomb 
interactions of core electrons. Generally, the binding energy increases with increasing charge 
on the atom. 

Auger electron emission 

After the emission of the photoelectron, the hole in the energy level left behind can be filled 
up by another electron from a more energetic level, the energy released from this transition 
can induce the ejection of a second electron, this is called Auger electron emission. Even if 
a special technique is used to study the Auger electrons (Auger electron spectroscopy), during 
a normal XPS measurements the Auger electron contribution peaks are superimposed in the 
spectrum, the analysis of Auger peaks provides additional information about the elements 
present in the samples. For example, chemical shifts of Auger peaks are larger than normal 
photoelectrons, this permits to identify chemical states of atoms that are not possible to 
identify with photoelectrons. This is the case for the distinction of Zn2+ and Zn0 states [10].  

A.3 Electron microscopies 

Microscopy involves the study of objects that are too small to be examined by the unaided 
eye. A microscope is an optical system that transforms an object into an image. 

In the 20th century, physicists discovered that material particles such as electrons possess a 
wavelike character. The electron wavelength is given by the following equation: 

																																																																										0 = 1
2 = 	

1
34                                                           (A.2) 

where h = is the Planck constant; p, m, and v represent the momentum, mass, and speed of 
the electron, respectively.  

For the case of electrons being emitted into vacuum from a heated filament and accelerated 
through a potential difference of 50 V, v ≈ 4.2×106 m/s and λ ≈ 0.17 nm. Since this 
wavelength is close to atomic dimensions, these emitted electrons are strongly diffracted 
from the regular array of atoms present at the surface of a crystal. Raising the accelerating 
potential, the electron wavelength decrease to about 5 pm and such higher-energy electrons 
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can penetrate distances of several microns (µm) into a solid. If this solid is crystalline, the 
electrons are diffracted by planes of atoms inside the material. When these diffracted 
electrons are focused, an image with a spatial resolution superior to that of the light-optical 
microscope can be created. 

 

A.3.1 Transmission electron microscopy   

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is is a technique in which a beam of electrons is 
transmitted through an ultra-thin specimen (typically lower than 100 nm thick), TEM is 
capable of recording magnified images of a thin specimen, typically with a magnification in 
the range 103–106. This technique allows to reach high resolution image at a small size scale 
(typically 1–2 nm) and is thus necessary to get space-resolved information about the 
distribution of the crystalline composition. In addition, the instrument can be used to produce 
electron-diffraction patterns, useful for analyzing the properties of crystalline specimens. The 
instrument used in TEM can be divided in the following three sections [11] (Figure A.9): 

Illumination system. Consist of the electron gun which produces the beam of electrons 
together with two or more condenser lenses that focus the electrons onto the specimen.  

Specimen stage. Allows specimens to be held stationary, or else intentionally moved, and to 
be inserted or withdrawn from the TEM. Its mechanical stability is an important factor in 
determining the spatial resolution of the TEM image.  

Imaging system. Consisting of the objective lens and intermediate and projector lenses, which 
focus the electrons passing through the specimen to form a real, highly magnified image. The 
image-recording system converts the electron image into some form perceptible to the human 
eye. The image-recording system usually consists of a fluorescent screen for viewing and 
focusing the image and a digital camera for permanent records. In addition, a vacuum system, 
consisting of pumps and their associated gauges and valves, and power supplies are required. 
How the imaging lenses are operated determines the magnification of the TEM image, while 
their design specifications largely determine the spatial resolution that can be obtained from 
the microscope [12].  

The TEM images reported in this thesis were taken using a transmission electron microscope 
JEM-1011 Jeol Ltd. Tokyo, Japan. For some other samples a TECNAI T20 microscope 
working under 200 kV was used.  
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Figure A.9. Schematic representation of a transmission electron microscope. 

 
 

A.3.2 Scanning electron microscopy   

Scanning electron microscope (SEM), is another type of electron microscope designed for 
directly studying the surfaces of solid objects, that utilizes a beam of focused electrons of 
relatively low energy as an electron probe that is scanned in a regular manner over the sample. 
The electron source and electromagnetic lenses that generate and focus the beam are like 
those described for the transmission electron microscope (TEM). The action of the electron 
beam stimulates emission of high-energy backscattered electrons and low-energy secondary 
electrons from the surface of the specimen.  

The electron source used in the SEM can be a tungsten filament, a LaB6 crystal or a tungsten 
field-emission tip, from the electron source is generated the electron beam which is then 
focused on the sample through precise electromagnetic lenses operating under vacuum 
condition. Because the maximum accelerating voltage (typically 30 kV) is lower than for a 
TEM, the electron gun is smaller, requiring less insulation. Axially symmetric magnetic 
lenses are used but they are also smaller than the lenses employed in the TEM (Figure A.10) 
[12].  

Whereas the conventional TEM uses a stationary incident beam, the electron probe of an 
SEM is scanned horizontally across the specimen in two perpendicular (x and y) directions. 
The electron beam scanned over the surface interact with it and penetrate a few µm. 
Consequently, electrons (secondary, backscattered and Auger) and X-rays are emitted. In 
Figure A.11, the energy distribution of the emitted electrons is illustrated for irradiation with 
a primary electron beam. A consistent part of the emitted electrons undergoes several elastic 
scatterings that cause the change in direction until the electrons leave the sample again 
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(backscattering process). The so-called “secondary electrons” represent the part of emitted 
electrons that suffers inelastic scattering between energetic electrons from the beam and the 
conduction band electrons. The secondary electrons are characterized by low energy (E< 50 
eV) and consequently their mean free path in the sample’s volume is reduced so that the 
probability the electron leaves the sample is exponentially decaying with depth. SEM images 
are produced by collecting the emitted secondary electrons through a positive biased detector. 
However, there exists also backscattered electron detectors that allow the acquisition of SEM 
images with better chemical contrast and elemental composition information, respectively 
(Figure A.11).  

The SEM images reported in this thesis were taken using a JEOL-JSM-7500F-Field Emission 
Scanning Electron Microscope operated at 2 kV.  

 
Figure A.10. Schematic representation of a scanning electron microscope. 
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Figure A.11. Signals emitted from different parts of the interaction volume.  
 

A.4 X-Ray diffraction analysis 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a powerful nondestructive technique for characterizing crystalline 
materials. All crystalline materials adopt a regular distribution of atoms or ions in space. The 
simplest portion of the structure that reproduces the entire crystal when repeated by 
translation is defined as a unit cell. XRD provides information on structures, phases, 
preferred crystal orientations (texture), and other structural parameters, such as average grain 
size, crystallinity, strain, and crystal defects. XRD peaks are produced by constructive 
interference of a monochromatic beam of X-rays scattered at specific angles from each set 
of lattice planes in a sample, following the Bragg’s rule [17] (Equation A.3). 

																																																																										50 = 27 sin ;                                                 (A.3) 

where 7 is the interplanar spacing of the detected crystal phase, ; is the incident angle 
resolving the interference condition and 0 is the X-rays wavelength.  

Diffraction is therefore essentially a scattering phenomenon. Atoms scatter incident radiation 
in all directions, and in some directions the scattered rays will be completely in phase and 
therefore present constructive interference to form diffracted rays (Figure A.12). Since atoms 
are periodically arranged in a lattice, destructive interference occurs in most directions but 
constructive interference occurs in a few directions and diffracted rays are formed. 
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Figure A.12. Schematic representation of Bragg diffraction.  

 

The peak intensities are determined by the atomic positions within the lattice planes. 
Consequently, the XRD pattern is the fingerprint of periodic atomic arrangements in a given 
material. An online search of a standard database for X-ray powder diffraction patterns 
enables quick phase identification for a large variety of crystalline samples. 

The unit of measurement of the X-Ray wavelength is in angstroms (Å), and the x-rays used 
in diffraction have wavelengths in the range 0.5-2.5 Å. 

Diffractometers consist of an X-Ray source, generally X-Ray tubes are used, and a detector 
to collect the diffracted X-Rays. Scintillation and semiconductors detectors are commonly 
used and they are based in the ability of X-Rays to ionize atoms.  

X-ray powder diffraction carried out in this thesis were performed using a D4 Endeavor, 
Bruker AXS diffractometer with Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) and a Sol-X energy- 
dispersive detector was used to determine phase composition. Diffractograms were measured 
in the 2θ angular range between 20º and 80º with the step size of 0.02 s-1 (collection time of 
3 s). 

 
A.5 Photoluminescence spectroscopy 

Photoluminescence is a technique used in many fields, such as, biomedicine, biology, 
nanotechnology among many others [13].  
 
Luminescence is the emission of light from electronic excited states for any substance, the 
process of luminescence begins when light is directed onto a substance, the substance 
absorbed a photon and photoexcitation occurs, the substance cannot remain in the excited 
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state for long and, therefore, it releases the absorbed energy in the form of a photon and 
relaxes to its basal state.  
 
Luminescence can be classified in fluorescence and phosphorescence depending on the 
nature of the excited state. For the case of fluorescence, the electron in the excited orbital is 
paired (by opposite spin) to the second electron in the ground-state orbital. Consequently, 
return to the ground state is spin allowed and occurs rapidly by emission of a photon (typical 
fluorescence lifetime is near 10 ns). Phosphorescence is emission of light from triplet excited 
states, in which the electron in the excited orbital has the same spin orientation as the ground-
state electron. Transitions to the ground state are forbidden and the emission rates are slow 
(phosphorescence lifetimes are typically milliseconds to seconds) [13].  
 

Jablonski diagram 

The process of absorption and emission of light are typically exemplified using the Jablonski 
diagram (Figure A.13). The single states are tagged as S0, S1 and S2. Electronic transitions 
between states are represented with vertical arrows, these transitions are instantaneous. 
Absorption of light is represented with the blue arrow, after absorption several process can 
happen, the substance is excited to a vibrational level S2, in most of the cases, occurs a rapid 
non-radiative relaxation to the vibrational level S1 called internal conversion (IC), this 
process is marked in the diagram as a black index arrow. The emission of light (fluorescence) 
occurs from S1, a thermally equilibrated excited state. From the S1 state an intersystem 
crossing can also occur, this is a spin conversion to the first triplet state T2, then after internal 
conversion to T1 emission of light occurs, this type of emission is known as phosphorescence 
and is shifted to longer wavelengths than fluorescence [13].   

 

Figure A.13. Modified Jablonski diagram.  
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Characteristics of luminescence emission  

The energy of the light emitted during luminescence is generally less than the light absorbed, 
this phenomenon is called the Stokes shift [14] (Figure A.14). The explanation for this shift 
is the rapid decay from the excited level S2 to the lowest vibrational level S1 after the 
absorption. Besides this, the most of luminescent molecules decay to higher vibrational states 
than S0 due to thermalization process. Other phenomena that trigger the loss of excitation 
energy are solvent effects, excited-state reactions, complex formation and energy transfer. 
Another characteristic of luminescence is that the same emission spectrum is observed 
independently of the excitation wavelength. This is observed due to the dissipation of energy 
to the lowest vibrational level S1 when the luminescent object is excited with more energetic 
photons.  

 

Figure A.14. Absorption and emission spectra from a substance denoting the Stokes shift.  

The luminescent yield and lifetime are the most important characteristics of a luminescent 
object. The quantum yield is defined as the number of emitted photons relative to the number 
of absorbed photons. Substances with the brightest emission have the larger quantum yield. 
In the other hand, lifetime luminescence is an average value of the time the substance spends 
in the excited state before emitting a photon and returning to the ground state, the lifetime of 
different objects varies from picoseconds to hundreds of nanoseconds [15].  

The intensity of luminescence can be affected by several factors; this decrease of intensity is 
known as quenching. When the quenching occurs due to the contact with some other 
molecule is called collisional quenching and the molecule that induce it is the quencher. The 
mechanisms of quenching depend on the molecules involved. For example, the quenching of 
indole by acrylamide is due to electron transfer. Large number of molecules can trigger the 
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quenching of luminescent substance like halogens, amides and electron deficient molecules. 
Quenching can be also incited by other process like diminution of the incident light and by 
absorption of other species.  

Non-radiative relaxation process 

Exist the possibility of the molecule to relax without emitting light, these phenomena are 
named as non-radiative relaxation processes. Four types of non-radiative process are known. 
Vibrational relaxation, refers to the loss of energy of a molecule in an excited vibrational 
state by moving to a lower vibrational energy level in the same electronic state. Internal 
conversion, in which the molecule in the ground vibrational level of an excited state moves 
directly into a higher vibrational level of a lower energy electronic state. Combining 
vibrational relaxations and internal conversion the molecule can get to the ground state with 
no emission of light. External conversion may also happen, here the energy is transferred to 
other components surrounding the molecule, like the solvent. Lastly, intersystem crossing, 
where a molecule in the ground vibrational level of an excited state passes into a higher 
vibrational level of a lower energy electronic state with a different spin state.  

Resonance energy transfer 

Resonance energy transfer occurs when the emission spectrum from a substance (donor) 
overlaps with the absorption spectrum from another substance (acceptor). So the energy from 
the donor in the excited state can be absorbed by the acceptor. The acceptor can be or not a 
luminescent object. It is important to notice that there is no photon intermediate in resonance 
energy transfer. The amount of energy transferred depends on the distance between the 
substances and how much their spectra overlap.  

Steady-state vs time-resolved measurements  

Luminescence can be measured with two types of techniques, using steady-state or time-
resolved measurements. The most used is steady-state measurements, here, the sample is 
constantly illuminated and the emission intensity is likewise continuously recorded. 
Contrary, in time-resolved measurements the sample is exposed only to a pulse of light, this 
technique allows to measure intensity decays on the time scale of nanoseconds using high 
speed detectors. From this information it can be deducted that steady-state measurements are 
an average of time-resolved measurements. However, time-resolved measurements require 
more expensive and complex equipment than steady-state measurements.  
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Instrumentation for luminescence spectroscopy: spectrofluorometer 

The devices used to measure luminescence are spectrofluorometers. Excitation and emission 
spectra can be usually recorded with all spectrofluorometers. The excitation spectrum is the 
dependence of emission intensity upon scanning the excitation wavelength measured at a 
single emission wavelength. On the other hand, emission spectrum show the wavelength 
distribution of an emission measured at a single excitation wavelength.  

A general schematic representation of a spectrofluorometer is showed in Figure A.15. As the 
light source an arc xenon lamp is commonly used due to their higher intensity at all 
wavelengths above 250 nm, however other types of light can be used such as pulsed xenon 
lamps, mercury lamps, Xe-Hg lamps, LED light sources and laser diodes [16]. The 
spectrofluorometer is equipped with two monochromators, one for the excitation light and 
the other for the emission light. A monochromator is composed of diffraction gratings that 
disperse polychromatic light into the various colors or wavelengths. After passing through 
the emission monochromator, the emission light is detected by a photomultiplier tube and 
quantified with the suitable electronic devices. A beam splitter is used to split the excitation 
light; a part of the light is reflected to a reference cell that contains a reference luminescent 
object, this reference cell allows to correct changes in the intensity of the light source.   

 

Figure A.15. Schematic representation of a spectrofluorometer. 
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 A SPEX Fluorolog spectrofluorometer (0.22 m, Spex/1680) equipped with a Xenon Arc 
Lamp as the excitation source (Figure A.16b and c) and a photomultiplier detector 
(Hamamatsu/ R928) (Figure A.16a), was used to record the excitation and luminescence 
spectra reported in this thesis. A photodiode reference detector was used to record the 
reference spectrum, used to correct the excitation spectrum of the samples. The same 
excitation power was used to record the emission spectra which were corrected using the 
spectral response of the spectrofluorometer. When the luminescence spectra were recorded 
at different temperatures, the temperature was varied using a Peltier cooling/heating 
homemade system equipped with a temperature controller (AUTONICS - TZN4S), with 
resolution of 0.10 K. The temperature was varied in range (280–325 K). 

 

 

Figure A.16. (a) Schematic representation of the R928 photomultiplier detector, (b) Xenon Arc 
Lamp, (c) Emission spectrum of the Xenon Arc Lamp. 

 

A.6 Spectral imaging fluorescence microscopy 

Fluorescence imaging is a very important tool for the study of cell biology. Different 
fluorescent substances can be observed in a normal fluorescence microscope by using optical 
filters. Even though, this kind of microscopes can acquire fluorescence images at multiple 
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wavelengths, fluorescence emissions which spectra overlaps can produce interferences 
between emission signals.  

Spectral imaging fluorescence microscopy also named fluorescence microspectroscopy is a 
technique capable of resolving the spectra of fluorescence images. This kind of microscopy 
combines fluorescence microscopy and spectroscopy to determine both the intensity and 
spectral properties of a sample for each pixel in an image [18]. Obtaining the emission spectra 
of a sample makes possible to overcome the emission overlap between fluorophores.  

Fluorescence microspectroscopy can be useful to distinguish between measuring artifacts 
like autofluorescence, refractive index fluctuations, unsuspected fluorophore interactions, 
environmental inhomogeneities, and obtaining the desired signal from the probes of interest. 
Specifically, in biology live-cell imaging, immunofluorescence, clinical pathology, in vivo 
imaging, and drug discovery can be improved using fluorescence microspectroscopy. The 
information obtained can be used to determine the location of a specific probe with high 
spatial precision, besides, information about interactions between two or more probes can be 
obtained.  

The acquisition of the image spectrum is done through the dispersion of the emitted light into 
its component wavelengths, then the intensity of emission at each wavelength or a narrow 
band of wavelengths is measured. The spectral resolution depends on the closest wavelengths 
that can be distinguished from one another.  

Lambda Stacks  

Spectral image lambda stack consists of a collection of images from the same specimen field 
acquired at different wavelength bands ranging from 2 to 20 nm of width. Traditional imaging 
in optical microscopy involves acquiring a single image for all the wavelengths response 
band of the detector. Then, an intensity value for every pixel in the image is showed. Contrary 
to this, the lambda stack provides a spectral value at each pixel to create a collection of images 
in which each image is acquired at different wavelength (or narrow band of wavelengths), or 
as collection of different wavelength values for each pixel location. Thus, plotting the pixel 
intensity on function of wavelength the emission spectrum of the probe spatially located it 
the pixel can be determined (Figure A.17). Generally, the lambda stacks are generated 
through a wavelength-scan where a set of narrow bandpass interference filters are used to 
generate the stack of imaged with each filter.   
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Figure A.17. Schematic representation of spectral imaging obtained from lambda stack. (a) lambda 
stack of images each of it collected at a certain wavelength (λ1-6). (b) emission spectrum obtained 
from lambda stack.  

 

Spectral imaging techniques 

The main instrument needed to acquire fluorescence spectral images is a dispersive device 
that segregates the emission light into its component wavelengths. The most used instruments 
are laser scanning confocal microscopes equipped with spectral detectors that rely on prisms 
or diffraction gratings to disperse the emitted light, after being dispersed, the emission light 
is directed to a photomultiplier. Other instruments use interference filters, acousto-optical 
tunable filters (AOTFs), liquid crystal tunable filters (LCFTs) or prims coupled to gratings 
to disperse light. AOTF and LCTF filters have the advantage of have no moving parts and 
be faster in switching times.  

LCTF transmit a specific narrow band of wavelengths when a voltage is applied to the liquid 
crystal. This type of filter device has the disadvantage that when non-polarized light is used 
(such as fluorescence emission) they exhibit a very low light throughput, however, the 
efficiency of LCTF can be increased by adding a polarizing beamsplitter before the LCTF. 
On the other hand, AOTF uses a crystalline compound such as tellurium dioxide which lattice 
can be deformed with acoustic waves, depending on the acoustic frequency, the crystal is 
deformed and produces a diffraction grating having a specific period that transmit a different 
wavelength. Similar to LCTF, AOTF presents a low light throughput when is putted right 
after the sample. Besides some image blur and wavelength shifts can be expected using 
AOTF.  
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Besides distinguish between the emission of one or another luminescent probe, imaging 
spectroscopy allows to modulate the resolution by changing the acquisition parameters. 
However, some drawbacks of this technique is that the complete spectrum of a probe must 
be recorded in all cases, besides if microspectroscopy is aimed a custom-built instrument is 
required in a normal confocal microscope because no specific microscope devices are 
commercially available nowadays.  

The fluorescence microspectroscopy system (FMS) used in this thesis is built on an inverted 
microscope Nikon Eclipse TE 2000-E platform [19], Brightfield and Fluorescence field can 
be used with this microscope (Figure A.18). As an excitation source a high power 300 W 
xenon Lambda LS arc-lamp (Sutter, Novato, CA, USA) is used. All electronic microscope 
functions as well as camera control, shutters, stage, and focus, are controlled using a home- 
built software. For the confocal images acquired in this work a different microscope was 
used, a Nikon U-STEM microscope. 

The fluorescence emission light that leaves the CARV unit can be directed to the camera in 
two ways. In the microspectroscopy mode the light goes through the liquid crystal tunable 
filter (LTCF) (Figure A.18a). In the other alternative, the light goes directly to the camera by 
inserting the movable mirrors for conventional microscopy operation (Figure A.18b). The 
lenses in the latter option are used to correct for the focus shift produced by passing light 
through the LCTF.  

The microspectroscopic images are taken successively at different wavelengths, i.e. as a 
wavelength stack or λ-stack. The LCTF is Varispec VIS-10-20 from CRi (Woburn, MA, 
USA), tunable in the range from 400 to 720 nm, with the bandwidth of around 10 nm. The 
uncertainty in setting the wavelength value of LCTF is about 1 nm. The last component in 
the system is a highly sensitive QImaging Rolera MGi back- illuminated EMCCD (Electron 
Multiplying Charge-Coupled Device) (Surrey, BC, Canada) camera with a very high 
quantum efficiency (>90% between 500 and 700 nm), which is needed mainly because of the 
light intensity losses due to spinning disk and LCTF.  
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Figure A.18. Schematic presentation of the configuration of the confocal fluorescence 
microspectroscopy system. The confocal unit represented in this schema was not used during the 
confocal experiments due to its to low signal.  
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